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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
"In my beginning is my end" 
East Coker 
T . S . ELIOT. 
Hermit crabs a re a loosely defined gro up of animals classified 
within t he section Anomura , or der Decapoda , class Crustacea . Their 
derivation from other Decapod groups is obscure , since fos sil 
evidence is sparse and fragmentary (Glaessner , 1969) , but it is at 
least clear that th~ do not represent a monophyletic stock 
(Nacdonald , Pike and vlill iamson , 1957) . t present , hTO 
1 
superf amilies are acknowledged, the Coenobitoidea and t he Paguroidea . 
The Coenobitoidea consists of the hermit crab families Coenobitidae , 
Pylochelidae and Diogenidae , toge ther with t he monospecific member 
of the f ami l y Lomisidae , which has no hermit crab char acter istics 
(Pilgrim, 1965 ) . The Paguroidea consis ts of t 'i'TO hermit crab families , 
t he Paguridae and the Parapaeuridae together 'i'li ih the stone crab 
family , the Li thodidae (Macdonald , Pike and llilliamson, 1957; Saint 
Laurent , 1972) . 
Of t he five acknOl'1ledged hermit cr a b families , only t he 
Coenobitidae occupy a habitat peculiar to them . All members of this 
f auily spend their larval life in the sea but come on land aft er 
metamorphosis to their glaucothoe form (Reese , 1968) . On land, 
adults are occasional ly found far from shore (Grubb , 1970 ; Verrill , 
1908) , and at least two spec ies are lmam t o clirJ.b trees (Ball , 1972 ; 
Sprungm.n , 1972) . One of these specie s bas a peculiar behaviour pattern 
of s crambling down verti-cal .. mlls of cliffs 60 me tres high on the 
same day each year . At tre bo t tom, they cover the beach in heaps 
until dusk , lihen they "spread out over t he sand and suddenly beein 
a mass exchangin . of shells and frenzied mati ngll (Spruneman , 1972 p60) . 
Since t he Coenobitidae only occur in tropical and subtropi cal regions 
of the wor ld, hOllever , this i nteresting family has not been studied 
in this tresis . 
No w'ork has been done in this thesis on two other hermit crab 
families, the Pylochelidae and the Parapaguridae because of their 
I 
inaccessibility. Only one paper has reported on the behaviour of 
a member of the Pylochelid"",e (Batham, 1970) and like1-1ise the 
Parapaguridae (Hazlett , 1966a) . Both these papers recorded that 
the animals were dredged at considerable depths (110 - 713 metres) 
and some members of the Parapaguridae are even knoun to occur at 
depths of 3 , 570 me tres (11 olff , 1961) . 
The remaining ti'10 herm t crab families, the Paguridae and the 
Diogenidae , are the most numerous in terms of numbers of species . 
They have a worldwide distribution, but the Paguridae are more 
common in northern waters and the Diogenidae in tropical 1-Taters . 
In British seas , for example , Pike and Tilliamson (1 959) recorded 
only 1 Diogenid to 9 Pagurid species , and in Northwestern North 
America, McLaughlin (1974) recorded 2 Diogenid to 31 Pagurid species . 
In the terri tory of Papua and New Guinea , hOl'lever, 24 Diogenids to 
only 2 Pagurids have been noted (Ball and Haig , 1972) , and a similar 
pattern of 11 Diogenids to 3 Pagurids has been r ecorded for Krusadai 
Island in the Gulf of Mannar , Sri Lanka (Raj , 1927) . 
The habitats of the Paguridae and Diogenidae are varied. They 
are found on all substrates and have a vertical ran~ of over 800 
metres (HcLaughlin , 1974) . Many of the species are intertidal or 
occur in shallo1i uater , and it is in this region that tremendous 
intraspecific aggregations of hermit crabs occur (Hazlett , 1966b ; 
fJIcKay , 1945) . Other species can be very r are , hOl-rever, (Hazlett, 
1966b) . As yet , no systematic study has been performed on l'l'hat 
determines the abundance of certain herm t crab species but useful 
hypotheses have been made . These hypotheses include : limitation of 
2 
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numbers of gastropod shells (Hazlett , 1970 ; Provenzano, 1960 ; Reese , 
1969 ; Thomson , 1903), condition of 1ia ter circulation (Hazlett, 1966b ; 
Pike and vlilliamson, 1959 ; vlolf and Sandee , 1971), 10,'T salinity 
levels (Biggs and McDermott , 1973 ; Bookhout, 1964 ; Davenport, 1972 ; 
Roberts , 1971), high levels of predation (Brigh~rell , 1952 ; Eales , 
1949 ; Hunt , 1925; Rae , 1967 a , b , C j Ross , 1971; Samuelsen, 1970a ; 
Shoup , 1968) and parasitism (Nielsen , 1970 ; Pike , 1953 ; 1961; 
Samuelsen, 1970b) . 
In the present study, three Pagurid and one Diogenid species 1-Tere 
used. These were Pagurus bernhardus (L . ) , Pagurus prideauxi Leach, 
Pagurus longicarpus Say and Clibanarius vittatus Bosc . The three 
Pagurid species, although in the same genus , are not closely r elated . 
This is because the genus Pagurus is n01'l recognized to be polyphyletic, 
and evidence from larval and adult studies suggests that the three 
species arose from three separate groups (Forest and de Saint Laurent , 
1967 ; r.lacdonald , Pike and vTilliamson , 1957 ; r·lcLaughlin, 1974 ; 
Roberts , 1970) . 
The only Bri ush site studied in this thesis 1'laS the Firth of 
Clyde where P . bernhardus and P . prideauxi are abundant . Both speci es 
occur all round British coasts but P. bernhardus is usually the more 
common species . The distribution of P . bernhardus is from Iceland to 
the r.!editerranean , whereas P. prideauxi is found from souihern Norway 
to the Cape Verde Islands, (Pike and Uilliamson , 1959) and r e cently 
seem to have moved into the Red Sea from the He di terranean 
(Lewinsohn , 1969) . P . bernhardus has been studied at many sites in 
Europe (Brightwell , 1952 ; Davenport , 1972 ; Hazlett , 1968a.; ?-1arkham, 
1968 ; Ross, 1960 ; Samuelsen, 1970) but has not been studied in any 
detail in ihe Firth of Clyde (Elmhirs t , 1945 ; Pike and vlilliamson , 
1959) . Similarly , research on P . prideauxi has been perforncd by 
Berner ( 1953) a t ~larseille , Fox (1 96 5) a t Plymouth, ~ O G S (1 971) a t 
Naples and Samuelsen (1970) in NO~iay , but little is known of it in 
the Clyde (Pike and vTilliamson, 1959 ) . 
The American site studied in this thesis uas Beaufort Harbor , 
North Carolina , vlhe re P . longicarpus and C. vittatus are abundant . 
These species have an overlapping distribution from North Carolina 
to t he Gulf States but P. longicarpus occurs as far north as 
Massachuse tts and C. vittatus extends at least as far south as the 
4 
Rio Grande , and possibly to Brazil (Provenzano , 1959) . P. longicarpus 
has been studie d at r1assachusetts by Allee (1945) and Fink (1 941)) and 
at Virginia by Roberts (1 970 ; 1 971 a , b ; 1972) lihile C. vi t ta tus 
was studied in Cura~ao and Florida by Hazlett (1 966b ; 1968b ; 1970) . 
The only joint study of the two species vIa s done by l'frigh t (1 973 ) at 
Texas . 
The main a ims of this thesis are ; (1) to compare the behaviour 
and ecology of hermit crabs in the particular habitats cited ui i:h 
previously described work on hermit crabs in other habitat s , and 
(2) to discover new techniques . for studying habitat selection by 
hermi t crabs . The Firth of Clyde and BeaUfort Harbor vTere be th 
excellent sites for this work, not only because of the abundance of 
hermi t crabs in these area s , but also because the hermit crabs vIere 
ahTays collected in good condi t ion and easily maintained in l aboratory 
condi tions . This is no't the case at Texas , for example , loJ'here 
Brunenmeister (1 972) had great difficulty keeping P. longicarpus 
alive in the laboratory , vrhile Samuelsen (1 970) found that at his 
Hi llersholmen site , near Bergen , one quarter of P . bernhardus picked 
up by dre dge had left their shells on the sea floor . 
SECTION 1 
HABITAT SELECTIOn BY 
SUBLITTORAL BRITISH 
HEIDUT CRABS 
11 I should have been a pair of r agge d clavTs 
Scuttling across the floors of silent seas . " 
The Love Song of J . lfred Prufrock . 
T . S . ELIOT . 
5 
Introduc tion 
The general distribution of Bri tish hermit crabs has been \'lell 
studied by Pike and iilliamson (1 959) but fe\'l experiments on behaviour 
in relation to their distribution have been done to complement their 
vrork . The papers of Brightwell (1 950 1952), Elmhirst (1947) und 
Wilson (1 949) , for instance , are largely anecdotal and other 
behavioural 1mrk on species appearing in Bri tish \'laters hus been 
performed in other countries and is hence of limi ted value in 
explaining British distributions . 
The work undertaken in this section is exclusively on sublittoral 
Pagurus bernhardus (L.) and Pagurus prideauxi (Leach). This is 
because both species are readily obtainable at short notice from the 
University Marine Biological Station, Millport, Isle of Cumbrae . 
Other species which occur in the Clyde estuary such as Pagurus 
pubescens , Pagurus cuanensis , Anapagurus hyndmanni and Anapagurus 
chiroacanthus are either uncommon (Pike and \iilliamson, 1959 ) or in 
the case of Anapagurus laevis occur in .very limited areas (personal 
communication, Mr . Finlayson, University Marine Station, Millport) . 
6 
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An Analysis of Inter- and 
Intraspecific Aggregations in Two 
Sympatric Species of Hermit Crab 
(Decapoda, Anomura, Paguridae) 
P. S. MEADOWS and K. A. MITCHELL 
Department of Zoology, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 Baa 
(Received May 21, 1973) 
A series of experiments was conducted on the relationship between population density and 
spacing out in two sympatric species of crab, Pagllrus bernhardlls (L.) and Pagllrus prideallxi 
Leach. A second series of experiments investigated the two species' aggressiveness and activity 
by observing the behaviour of pairs of animals. 
In the first series of experiments, animals became more aggrega ted (Clarke and Evans' R) 
as the population density (p) was increased . The ra te of aggregation (dR jdp) was greater when 
the species were mixed than when they were separate. 
In the second series of experiments, activity, tota l encounters, and resolved encounters, 
were highest in paired P. bernhardus, lower in mixed pairs of the two species, and lowest in 
pairs of P. prideallxi. Larger individuals were more active than smaller ones in P. bernhardlls 
and P. prideaux i pairs. In the mixed pairs, P. bernl!ardus were more active. Paired P. bern-
hardus were slight ly more active than isolated P. bernhardus but this difference was not 
statistically significant. The activities of paired and isolated P. prideallxi were not significant ly 
different. The distances between individuals in pairs were similar for all combinations. 
The results a re discussed in relation to the distribution of sympatric species. 
INTRODUCTION 
The distribution of many marine animals appears to be largely governed by 
behavioura l recognition of their local habitat (Meadows and Campbell, 
1972a,b). Mobile benthic invertebrates, for example, may select their habitats 
in response to light (Oviatt, 1969), to shelter (Cobb, 1971 ), or to sediment 
particle size and microbial flora (Meadows, 1 964a,b), while the larvae of many 
sedentary invertebrates are highly selective in their choice of a settlement site 
(Crisp and Meadows, 1962 ; Knight-Jones, 1951), 
187 
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The distinction between which of these many factors and their interactions 
determine habitat choice is particularly interesting when considering the local 
distribution of sympatric species, whose habitats may overlap in part or all of 
their geographical range (Bovbjerg, 1970 ; Teal, 1958). The present paper is 
concerned with interactions of this nature in two sympatric species of hermit 
crab, Pagurus bernhardus (L.) and Pagurus prideaux; Leach. It attempts to 
assess the possible effects that inter- and intraspecific encounters might have on 
local distribution, by analysing the behaviour of single species' and mixed 
species' groups of animals as population density is increased, and by describing 
the behaviour of single species' and mixed species' pairs. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals were supplied by the University Marine Biological Station, Millport, 
and had been caught by dredge in about 30 m in the Firth of Clyde. The two 
species are sympatric in this area, often being caught in the same dredge haul 
(personal communication Mr. Williamson, U.M.B. Station, Millport; cf. 
discussion). Pagurus bernhardus used in the present investigation were dredged 
from Kames Bay, and Pagurus prideauxi from the "Wishing Well" off the east 
coast of Cum brae. The Wishing Well is about 1 mile from Kames Bay. The 
animals were transported to the University of Glasgow and then maintained 
in aerated se'a water tanks in a IOoC cold room, with a 12 h day 12 h night 
automatic light regime. 
Two series of experiments were conducted. The first series analysed the 
influence of population density on aggregation. The second series analysed 
the activity and tactile encounters of pairs of animals. 
The first series was conducted. as follows. Three categories of animal 
were used: (i) small P. bernhardus occupying adult Littorina shells (length 
1.4-2.6 cm), (ii) P. prideauxi in Littorina shells surrounded by the commensal 
coelenterate Adamsia palliata (length 1.7-2.9 cm), (iii) a 50/50 mixture of the 
two species. Length was measured from the front of the carapace to the back 
of the shell or sea anemone when the crab was withdrawn. This is an approxi-
mate measure of crab size, but was the only feasible method in the present 
investigation. The experimental procedure was the same for all three categories. 
A gravel sand mixture was placed into white fihreglass tanks (57 cm, 42 cm, 
13 cm height) until the bottom was covered, and the tank was then filled with 
sea water. Animals were placed in the tanks at densities of 4, 7, 10, 12, 14, 20,25 
and 28 per tank. All tanks were aerated. Animals were fed at the end of each 
day' s readings. One to four tanks were set up at a time because of space limita-
tions. Light intensity at the water surface was c540 lux. Each of the points in 
Figure I represent one tank at one density. During the first twenty-four hours 
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animals were very active and a number of encounters occurred. No measure-
ments were taken during this period. Nearest neighbour distances were 
measured over days 2 to 6 (see Clarke and Evans, 1954; Edgar and Meadows, 
1969 for method). Readings were a lways taken more than three hours apart. 
These data are presented in Figure I . 
The second series consisted of sixteen replicate experiments. In the first 
eight of these, a pair from each of the three categories (P. bernhardus + P. 
bernhardus, P . prideauxi + P. prideauxi, P. bernhardus + P. prideauxi) was 
placed into a small white plastic tank (35 em, 18 em, 9 em height) . In the second 
eight experiments an additional four tanks of the same size were used . Two 
contained an isolated P. bernhardus, and two an isolated P. prideauxi. The 
tanks were filled with sea water and the tank bottoms either left uncovered or 
covered with a layer of fine gravel. The presence or absence of gravel did not 
noticeably affect the behaviour of the animals. The light intensity at the water 
surface was c35 lux. All experiments were run for thirty minutes. At one-
minute intervals each animal was classed as active (moving from place to place 
in the tank) or inactive (remaining in one position in the tank), and at two-
minute intervals a note was taken of the distance between the two individuals 
(the pair distance) in the tanks containing a pair of animals. The times of a ll 
tactile encounters between pairs of animals were recorded and classified as 
resolved or unresolved: in resolved encounters only one crab moved away from 
the other crab after tactile contact; in unresolved encounters, either both crabs 
moved away from each other after tactile contact, or neither moved away. 
Tactile contact consisted of antennae touching, chelae touching, or chelae 
touching shell /anemone. 
All experiments were conducted in the 12 hr day/ 12 hr night 10°C cold room. 
Readings were only taken during daylight hours. 
~ RESULTS 
The results of the first series of experiments are presented in Figure I. The 
distances between individuals were analysed by Clarke and Evans' (1954) 
nearest neighbour method. At each population density, individuals are taken 
in turn and the distance to their nearest neighbour measured. The mean of 
these distances is the mean nearest neighbour distance (fo) for that popUlation 
density. The mean expected nearest neighbour distance (fe) for the same 
popUlation density is given by 
1 
re = 2y p 
where p = popUlation density. The ratio roFre is defined as R, an estimate of 
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FIG URE 1 Effect of increasing population density on aggregation measured by Clarke and 
Evans' (1954) R . P. bernhardus y = - 0.01437x + 1.096, t = 3.583, 30df,P < 0.002 > 0.001 , 
slope of line significantly different from zero. P. prideaux i y = - 0.00667x + 0.8134, t = 
1.609,26 df, P < 0.20 > 0.10, slope ofline not significantly different from zero. Mixed species 
y = - 0.03106x + 1.362, t = 6.005,38 df,P < 0.001 , slope of line significantly different from 
zero. Comparison of P. bernhardus with P. prideauxi, t = 1.336,56 df, P < 0.20 > 0.10, 
slopes not different. Comparison of P. bernhardus with mixed species, 1 = 2.376, 68 df, 
P = 0.02, slopes significantly different. Comparison of P. prideauxi with mixed species, 
t = 3.336,64 df. P < 0.01 > 0.001, slopes significantly different. 
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the aggregation or dispersion of the population . If R < 1 the population is 
aggregated, if R = I the population is randomly distributed, if R > I the 
population is dispersed (spaced out). A more detailed account of the method 
is given in Edgar and Meadows (1969). R decreased with increased population 
density in all three categories of animals (Figure I), indicating that in all three 
categories animals became more aggregated as the population density was 
increased. Regression lines were fitted to these data and then compared both 
with a line of zero slope and with each other. Significant differences were found 
between the regression lines of P. bemhardus and the mixed species when com-
pared with the line of zero slope. The regression line of P. prideauxi was not 
significantly different from a line of zero slope. The regression lines of P. 
prideauxi and P. bernhardus were not significantly different from each other, 
but each was significantly different from the regression line of the mixed 
species (for statistical comparisons see Figure 1). The latter difference suggests 
that either one, or both, species change their behaviour when mixed with the 
other. The second series of experiments, in which pairs of animals were 
observed, was designed to examine this hypothesis. In it, the distance between 
individuals of a pair, their activity, and their encounters, were recorded over 
periods of 30 minutes. 
There was no difference in the pair di stances of P. bernhardus pai rs, P. 
prideauxi pairs, or the mixed species pairs, when the data were assessed by an 
analysis of variance. In this analysis, categories of animals and experiments 
were classed as two factors with three and fifteen levels respectively, and the 
fifteen measurements of pair distances in each experiment as fifteen replicates 
in each cell. There was a very large variation in pair di stances between experi-
ments, and this was reflected in a highly significant first order interaction 
between the two factors (P < 0.001). A breakdown analysis of variance was 
considered but further inspection of the data showed that thi s would have 
yielded little of value. 
There were very marked differences among the activities of the different 
categories of paired and isolated animals. Table I records these differences, a nd 
the mean sizes of the animals in the pairs. Wilcoxon's signed ranks test was 
applied to the activity data (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969). Two tailed criteria were 
used in the assessment of probability levels. P. bernhardus pairs were consider-
ably more active than mixed pairs of P. bernhardus and P. prideauxi(Ts = 100.5, 
n = 31, P < 0.01) and than theP. prideauxi pairs (Ts = 71.5,11 = 31 ,P < 0.01). 
The mixed pairs were slightly more active than P. prideauxi pairs (Ts = 125.5, 
n = 28, P = 0.078), and the paired P. bernhardus were slightly more active than 
isolated P. bernhardus (Ts = 25, n = 14, P = 0.09); neither of these two differ-
ences can be considered statistically significant by two tailed criteria. Paired 
P. prideauxi were not more active than isolated P. prideauxi (Ta = 41, n = 13, 
P > 0.1). In the P. bernhardus pairs and the P. prideauxi pairs, the larger 
TABLE I 
\0 
tv 
Size and activity of single species' and mixed species' pairs and of single P. bernhardus and P. prideauxi. Size was measured as maximum shell 
length to the nearest mm. Size differences were assessed by students' t with 30 degrees of freedom. Summed activities from sixteen 30-min experi-
ments. The maximum activity score possible if an animals in a group we.re continuously active in each of the sixteen experiments would be 480. ." 
The statistical significance of the differences between the observed activities, 168 and 108,87 and 47 and so on, was assessed by Wilcoxon's signed . 
ranks test treating the sixteen experiments as blocks and the pairs of animals as treatments (for details see Sokal and Rohlf, 1969, p. 399).Two ~ 
tailed criteria were adopted in all four tests. ~ 
Size (em) 
(mean ± s.d.) 
P 
Activity 
T. 
n 
P 
Paired 
P. bernhardus 
large small 
2.21 ± 0.35 1.83 ± 0.25 
3.573 
< 0.002 
>0.001 
168 109 
13.5 
15 
< 0.01 
Paired 
P. prideauxi 
large small 
2.59 ± 0.34 2.09 ± 0.32 
4.224 
< 0.001 
87 45 
13 
12 
0.042 
Paired 
P. bernhardus & P. prideauxi 
2.14 ± 0.45 2.63 ± 0.61 
2.596 
< 0.02 
>0.01 
138 58 
12 
15 
<0.01 
Single Single 
P. bernhardus P. prideauxi 
1.73 ± 0.31 2.37 ± 0.39 
5.200 
< 0.001 
83 
21 
15 
0.025 
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individua ls were more active than the smaller ones; however, in the mixed pairs 
P. bernhardus a lthough smaller in size than P. prideaux i were more acti ve: 
these differences were significant when assessed by Wilcoxon 's signed ra nks 
test (see Ta ble I) . 
Encounters, like activities, differed among the categories of pairs. f. bern-
hardus pairs had a significa ntly higher number of encounters t ha n either the 
mixed pa irs or the P. prideaux i pa irs, but the mixed pa irs we re no t significantly 
higher tha n the P. prideaux i pa irs. The ra tio of resolved encounters to un-
resolved encounters differed significantly among the three ca tegories . Resolved 
encounters were grea test in P. bernhardus pa irs, less in mi xed pa irs, a nd least 
among P. prideaux i pa irs. La rge P. bernhardus had more resolved encounters 
than sma ll P. bernhardus (43 : 12), but there was no difference between the large 
and small P. prideaux i (2: 2), a nd between P. bel'l1hal'dus a nd P. pl'ideauxi 
(14 : 8). The sta ti stica l analysis of these results is given in Table II. 
DISCUSSION 
It is clea r from the first series of experiments that P. bernhardus a nd P. prideaux i 
become more aggregated as the population density is increased (Figure I), a nd 
that mixed species' populations do so more rapidly tha n single species' popula-
tions. In genera l a n increase in aggrega tion with population density might seem 
unexpected, especially when one of the species, P. bernharc!us, has stereotyped 
vi sual a nd tactile agonistic displays (Hazlett, 1968a, 1970) which do no t 
decrease with increased population density (Hazlett, 1968b). However, 
aggrega tions of hermit cra bs at fairly high population densities do occur in 
natural unrestrained populations (Mackay, 1947) and in populations under 
semi-natural conditions (Ball , 1968), while the freshwa ter crayfis h, Orconecles 
virilis, also form s aggregations more readily at higher densities (Bovbjerg a nd 
Stephen, 197 1). 
The difference in the rate of aggregation of the mixed species' populations 
and the single species' populations implies a cha nge in behaviour when one 
species is in the presence of the other. It was investigated in the second series 
of experiments by observing pairs of a nimals. N o difference was detected 
between the pair di sta nces of single species a nd mixed species pa irs, bu t there 
were very pronounced differences in activity and encounters. Activity, total 
encounters a nd resolved encounters were highest in pairs of P. bernhardus, 
lower in the mixed species pairs, a nd lowest in pairs of P. prideauxi (cf. H azlett , 
1967, I 968b). Differences among activities in these three categories may be 
expla ined by the two species having different responses to illumination 
(unpubli shed observation K.A.M .), while the encounter differences observed 
could be explained by the conspecific shell swapping behaviour of P. bernhardus 
G 
TABLE II 
Encounters in single species and mixed species pairs. For definition of resolved and unresolved encounters see Materials and Methods. There are 
more encounters in paired P. bernhard us (75) than in paired P. prideauxi (36) (x2 = 13.79; 1 df; P < 0.(01) or than in heterospecific pairs (43) 
.-
\0 
+>-
(x2 = 8.68 ; 1 df; P < 0.01, > 0.(01), but there is no difference between the number of encounters of paired P. prideauxi and the heterospecific pairs :-c 
(x2 = 0.585; 1 df;P < 0.5, >0.3). The ratio ofresolved:unresolved encounters is greater in pairedP. bernhardus(55 :20) than in theheterospecific ~ 
pairs (22:21) (x2 = 5.064; 1 df; P < 0.05, > 0.02), and the ratio for the heterospecific pairs is greater than the ratio for paired P. prideauxi (4: 32) 3:: 
(x2 = 12.32 ; 1 df;P < 0.(01). Inconspecificpairs,largeP. bernharduswinmoreresolvedencounters thansmallP. bernhardus(43 : 12)(x2 = 17.47 ; ~ 
1 df; P < 0.(01), but there is no difference between the large and small P. prideauxi (2 :2), or between the P. bernhardus and P. prideauxi in g 
the heterospecific pairs (14: 8) (x2 = 1.636; 1 df; P < 0.3, > 0.2). ~ 
Paired Paired 
P. bernhardus P. prideaux i 
large small Total large small 
Resolved 
encounters 43 12 55 2 2 
Unresolved 
encounters 20 20 32 
Total 
encounters 75 
Paired 
P. bernhardus & P. prideauxi 
Total 
4 14 8 
32 21 
36 
Total 
22 
21 
43 
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in contrast to P. prideauxi which ra rely swa ps either shells or anemones 
(Hazlett, 1967, 1968c). This explanation however, does not entirely explain the 
difference in aggregation between the mixed and single species' populations 
observed in the first series of ex periments. 
Nearest neighbour methods a re usually preferable to x2 for a nalysing 
patterns of a nimal distribution under laboratory a nd field conditions, since 
they do not depend on choosi ng a suitable quad ra t size (Edgar a nd Meadows, 
1969). On the other hand, they only accura tely measure the intensity, not the 
grain, of a spatia l pattern (Pielou, 1969, p. 11 8- 119), a nd so would no t have 
detected the aggregations of hermit crabs in the corners of tanks that sometimes 
developed in the first seri es of ex periments. F urthermore, they do not take 
account of the finite size of a nimals, since they are based on a consideration of 
point sources; in the present investigation nearest neighbou r a na lyses were 
based on the nearest distance between animals or their shell or anemone. 
In the C lyde Estuary P. bernhardus and P. prideaux i are sympa tric, the 
former occurring on a fai rly wide range of sediments from the intertidal zone 
to 70 m a nd sometimes to 140 m, a nd the latter on clean sa ndy sed iments down 
to a bout 40 m (Henderson, 1887 ; Pike a nd Williamson, 1959) . Little else is 
known of their localized di st ribution . However, it is clear that if populations or 
individua ls of the two species meet, their behav iour is likely to cha nge (Figure I, 
Tables I , II) (Hazlett, 1967). Populations will space out more at low densities for 
example; while if a nimals become isolated from a group, they may be less 
active (Table 1) (cf. Courchesne a nd Barlow, 1971 ) a nd as a result be less li kely 
to explore their loca l environment. . 
The exact local di stributi on of the two species may well be dictated by 
interactions between increased aggregation at high population densities 
(Figure I), intra- and interspecific encounters (Tables I, II) , a nd a presumed 
habitat selection by recognition of specific attri butes of the habitat itself 
(Bovbjerg, 1970 ; Teal, 1958). For example, two species of freshwater crayfish 
studied by Bovbjerg (J 970) that were sympatric over part of their ranges 
showed patterns of habitat selection which were altered when the two species 
met (Joc. cit. p. 231). One species was more aggressive than the other in inter-
specific encounters, a nd because of this was able to evict the Jatter from other-
wise preferred rock crevices. These observations para llel the more aggressive 
behaviour of P. bernhardus compa red with P. prideauxi (Tables I, II), a nd 
suggest that the local d istribution of the hermit crabs might be changed in a 
si milar manner. 
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Two series o f experiments were conducted to investiga te the activities of two .British species 
of hermit cra b, Pagurtls bernhardlls (L.) and Pagllrl/s prideaux l Leach. The first series showed 
that P. bernhardus was more active during day than night whereas the opposite was true of 
P . prideallx l. In the second series, conducted under periods of24 hours constant illumina tion, 
the activity pattern of P. bernhardlls persisted to a lesser degree, but P. prideaux l showed no 
activi ty pauern. Differences in activity were ob erved among individua ls of the same specie , 
and a lso between individuals kep t in the labora tory for different lengths of time. 
INTRODUCTION 
Activity rhythms, a lthough well studied in many decapods (Brown, 1961 ; 
Naylor and Atkinson, 1972 ; Naylor, Atkinson and Williams, 1971), a re little 
known in hermit crabs. Only Ball (1968) has studied activity in hermit crabs 
in a controlled experimental manner. By recording changes in the di spersion 
o f two Pacific species, Pagurus samuelis (Stimpson) and Pagurus gronosimanus 
(Stimpson), he concluded that both species were more active in darkness 
than in light. This he related to their proximal retinal pigment migration 
which occurred under conditions of darkness. 
Pigment migration cannot a lways be correlated with nocturnal activity, 
however, as Pagurus [ongicarpus Say is known to have light sensitive proximal 
retina l pigment (Nagabhushanam and Sarojini, 1964) yet has been observed to 
be less active during night than day (F ink, 1941). Thus, although Rabaud 
( 1941) has recorded differences in eye structure between the two species under 
present study, Pagurus bernhardus (L.) and Pagurus prideaux j Leach, this is 
no guarantee that their activities wi ll be different from each other, and hence 
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the reason for the following experiments. Investigations were also carried out 
to extend the work done by Meadows and Mitchell (1.973) on the activities 
of pairs of animals from these two species. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
All animals were supplied by the University Marine Biological Station, 
Millport, and kept under the same laboratory conditions as described by 
Meadows and Mitchell (1973). Two series of experiments were conducted. 
The first series analysed differences in the activities of the two species during 
two normal 12-hour day/12-hour night regimes. Differences among pairs of 
crabs and isolated crabs were also analysed. The second series analysed 
differences in the activities of the two species during two separate periods 
of 24 hours constant illumination, and also differences between individual 
crabs of the same species under the same circumstances. 
In the first series of experiments, the experimental design was similar to that 
of the second series of experiments carried out by Meadows and Mitchell 
(1973) in that the temperature (10°C), water surface light intensity (c. 35 
lux), plastic tanks (35 cm, 18 cm, 9 cm height), individual hermit crabs, 
classification of a crab as active or inactive at each minute and categories of 
crabs to each t~nk were all the same. Differences from the design of Meadows 
and Mitchell include: night readings by use of a weak red light as in Ball 
(1968), Hazlett (1968); the addition of two isolated crabs, one P. bernhardus 
and the other P. prideauxi, in two separate tanks for the complete duration 
of the 24 hours under study; regular I t-hour intervals between each experi-
ment; and observing the experimental animals for a period of 15 minutes 
instead of 30 minutes at a time. ' 
The complete experiment, lasting 24 hours, was repeated two days later. 
The second series of experiments consisted of observing the activities 
of seven P. bernhardus and seven P. prideaux; for IS minutes every 1 t hours 
for a period of 24 hours in which an override switch was used to maintain 
constant illumination for this period. The experimental procedure involved 
measuring the activities of either the seven P. bernhardus in separate tanks, 
or the seven P. prideaux; in separate tanks, at each time. This was done over 
two days with a period of 12 hours light/12 hours dark between them. When 
the crabs were not being used in the experimental tanks, which were the same,as 
in series I, they were kept in seven stock tanks, one P. bernhardus and one 
P. prideaux; to each stock tank, so that a measure of a crab's individual 
activity over the experimental period could be obtained. After the experiments 
were over, the crabs were sexed and their size measured in terms of the length of 
the hard portion of the carapace as in Markham (J 968). 
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RESULTS 
The results of the day/night experiments carried out in series I are presented in 
Tables I and II. 
TABLE I 
P . bCl'llharc/lIs 
Commencing time 0600 0730 0900 1030 1200 .1330 1500 .1630 
Activity 49 59 60 32 41 50 34 33 
Commencing time 1800 .1930 2100 2230 2400 0130 0300 0430 
Activity 27 20 8 6 12 II 24 21 
TABLE If 
P. pric/cauxi 
Commencing time 0600 0730 0900 1030 1200 1330 1500 1600 
Activity 10 II 29 20 14 36 21 .15 
Commencing time 1800 1930 2100 2230 2400 0130 0300 0430 
Activity 39 25 36 27 27 29 45 33 
Activity as recorded in these two tables is the total of all crabs tested at the 
particular time whether noted the first time or during the repeat. Comparison 
of P. bernhardtts' with P. prideaux i over the time intervals, 0600- 1630, when 
the laboratory was illuminated, indicates a' significant difference in their 
activities by carrying out the Wilcoxon two sample test (P < 0.002). A 
comparison of P. bernhardus from 1800- 0430 (the times in which the laboratory 
was in darkness) with P. prideauxi from J 800- 0430 shows a reversal of t~e day 
pattern . P. prideauxi is then more active than P .. bernhardus (P < 0.002). 
On comparing P. bernhardus day readings with their night counterpart 
readings 12 hours later, it can be seen that P. benthardus is much more active 
during day, than night (P < 0.002) whereas P. prideauxi, on the other hand, is 
more active during night than day (P = 0.02). There is no significant difference 
between the total activity of P. bernhardus over 24 hours, and P. prideauxi over 
24 hours under these conditions. 
When series 2 data is arranged as in Table III, it is apparent that there 
a re no significant differences between activities oflarge and small P. bernhardus 
or large and small P. prideauxi either during day or night. Differences between 
paired P. bernhardus and P. prideaux i, and differences between single P. 
bernhardus and single P. prideauxi are as expected, both during day and 
TABLE ill 
Size and activity of single species "and mixed species" pairs and of single P. bernhordus and P. prideauxi. Size was measured as maximum shell 
length to the nearest mm. Size differeIfces were assessed by students' t test with 30 degrees of freedom. Summed activities of 16 fifteen-min. 
experiments in light and 16 fifteen-min. experiments in dark. The statistical significance of the differences between the observed activities was 
P. bernhardus 
Large Small 
Size (em) 
(me"" ± s.d .) 1.99 ± 0.50 1.55 ± 0.18 
p 
Activity 
T. 
N 
p 
Size (em) 
80 
5.513 
<0.001 
34 
12 
0.70 
80 
(mean ± s.d.) 2.16 ± 0.45 1.75 ± 0.51 
2.429 
P < 0.05 >0.02 
Activity 32 34 
T. 30.5 
N 13 
P 0.30 
assessed by the Wilcoxon signed ranks test 
P. prideauxi 
Large Small 
2.58 ± 0.43 2.04 ± 0.34 
33 
3.178 
<0.01 
> 0.001 
32 
12 
0.58 
37 
2.59 ± 0.58 2.00 ± 0.41 
64 
4.070 
< 0.001 
47.5 
14 
0.75 
63 
Paired Single Single 
P. bernhardus P. prilkauxi P. bernJl/JTdus P. prilkauxi 
In Light 
1.69 ± 0.55 2.13 ± 0.57 
2.196 
< 0.05 
>0.02 
84 48 
13 
15 
<0.01 
>0.002 
In Dark 
1.82 ± 0 .35 2.29 ± 0.58 
41 
2.811 
<0.01 
>0.001 
II 
16 
<0.01 
> 0.002 
84 
1.96 ± 0.62 2.31 ± 0.41 
1.882 
114 
<0.10 
>0.05 
17 
16 
<0.01 
>0.002 
44 
1.73 ± 0.63 2.24 ± 0.46 
34 
2.600 
<0.02 
> 0.01 
20.5 
14 
< 0.05 
> 0.04 
64 
Isolated Isolated 
P. bernhardus P. prideauxi 
3 
2 
5 
6 
>0.10 
3.5 
12 
<0.01 
13 
25 
IV 
Vol 
IV 
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night. A comparison of the iso lated crabs with their appropriate single crab 
group shows a substantial drop in activity in all four groups (P < 0.05). This 
drop is more pronounced in P. bernhardus (ll4: 3 and 34: 2) than in P. prideauxi 
(44: 13 and 64:25). It should be noted that, whereas up to 16 different crabs 
'could be used in all other groups, only two P. bernhardus and two P. prideauxi 
were isolated during the se ries, and hence no standard deviations have been 
included in their size data. 
The results of the second series of experiments are presented in Tables IV 
and V. 
TABLE IV 
P. bernhardlls 
Commencing time 0600 0730 0900 1030 1200 1330 1500 1630 
Activity 45 47 53 57 54 47 63 51 
Commencing time 1800 1930 2100 2230 2400 0130 0300 0430 
Activity 51 48 42 54 43 43 52 45 
TABLE V 
P. prideallxi 
Commencing time 0600 0730 0900 1030 1200 1330 1500 1630 
Activity 16 19 22 25 13 15 18 18 
Commencing time J800 J930 2100 2230 2400 01 30 ' 0300 0430 
Activity J8 10 12 19 18 18 17 20 
Activity measurements in Tables IV and V are the total activity of the seven 
hermit crabs over 15 minutes for each time. A comparison of P. bernhardus 
from 0600- 1630 with P. prideaux; 0600- 1630 gives the same results as in the 
series 1 comparison of the two species for these time ranges. If P. bernhardus 
1800-0430 is compared with P. prideaux; J 800-0430, however, an opposite 
result from series 1 is obtained (P < 0.002 by Wilcoxon two sample test). 
Thus, P. bernhardus has the same significantly greater activity than P. prideaux; 
whether during day or night hours when there is a period of 24 hours' constant 
illumination. 
If the activity of P. bernhardus during day hours (0600-1630) is compared 
with its " night" hours activity (1800- 0430) then there is some evidence for the 
hypothesis of an inbuilt diurnal rhythm of activity in this species. Its day 
activity is significantly greater than its " night" activity (P = 0.05 for a one-
tailed test). There is no evidence for an inbuilt activity rhythm in P. prideauxi, 
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however, as an opposite, though not significant, dayJ"night" pattern is shown ' 
to that of Table]l. I 
The activities of each individual hermit crab over 24 hours' constant 
illumination is shown .by Tables VI and vn . 
TABLE VI 
P. bemhardus 
Berried Berried 
Sex <! <! <! <! ~ ~ ~ 
Size (cm) 1.3 1.1 0.7 0.7 1.1 0.8 0.7 
D ay activity 58 80 38 68 81 34 58 
" Night" activity 63 72 32 63 65 21 62 
TABLE VII 
P. prideaux i 
Berried 
Sex <! <! <! <! ~ ~ ~ 
Size (em) 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 
Day activity 9 2 22 29 33 32 19 
"Night" activity 4 4 16 20 41 19 28 
It can be seen that activity does not seem to be directly related to either size or 
sex, with the exception of the berried P. bernhardus ~hich have large differences 
betWeen their total day and total " night" activities. More individuals would 
be needed, however, to establish this difference as statistically significant from 
non-berried individuals. 
All statistical tests in series 2 were carried out by using Wilcoxon's two 
sample test and, unless otherwise stated, the probabilities obtained are from 
two-tailed tests . 
DISCUSSION 
The results of series 1 were, in part, predictable from the work done by 
Meadows and Mitchell (1973). They also found that P. bernhardus was 
significantly more active than P. prideaux i when there was illumination . 
There was no way of predicting the differences in activity during normal 
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night hours, however, since a ll experiments done by Meadows and Mitchell 
were carried out during normal daylight hours. When these results a re con-
joined with those of series 2, it can be seen that there is some evidence of an 
inbuilt diurna l activity rhythm in P. bernhardus, but none for P. prideaux i. 
The differences in activities between crabs of the same species may indicate 
that some crabs a re, by nature, errant, whereas others may prefer to keep to 
a particular known a rea . 
The differences between activities in light and in darkness in series I by both 
species indicates that, Ii e the two Pagurus species studied by Ball (1968), 
activity (in individual hermit crabs) is largely governed by presence or absence 
of light. Unlike Ball's study, however, one of the species in the present study, 
P. bernhardus, is much more active during day than night. Thi s species has 
been shown to be unaffected in its behaviour by the presence of strong illumina-
tion (de Bruin and Crisp, 1958), but has no mechani sm for da rk adaptation 
(Brockei·, 1935). This is in keeping with the results obtained . 
P. prideauxi's slight decrease in activity during night hours under illumina-
tion does not seem to be reconcilable with its significantly grea ter activity in 
da rkness than in light. A possible explanation for this is that many crustaceans 
have a 24-hour cyclical migration of distal pigment regardless of illumination 
(see de Bruin and Crisp, ] 957). If P. prideauxi was one of these crustaceans, it 
would mean that this species' eye pigment was in a less adapted state for 
illumination during " night" than day, when under 24-hours illumination, and 
hence activity would be reduced during night hours. This reduction in activity 
would a t least be pa rtially offset by the migration of proximal pigment which 
ca n occur in a matter of mj nutes in hermit crab species (Nagabhushanam and 
~arojini, 1964, 1970) and thus the result would not be pronounced . 
A comparison of the pairs of animals in seri es 1 with the pa irs of animals in 
series 2 of Meadows and Mitchell (1973) is of interest because the same 
individual animals were used in both of the experiments but with contrasti ng 
results. The only proba ble differences which could account for this change in 
results a re that Meadows and Mitchell observed the crabs for 30 minutes at a 
time, and that the crabs were only in the laboratory for a period of two weeks 
when tested by Meadows and Mitchell as opposed to six weeks' captivity 
in the present study. If a comparison of the total act ivity of each group is made 
by only including the tota l act ivity of the first 15 of the 30 minutes in the 
experiments done by Meadows and Mitchell , it is found by x2 that the activities 
of large P. bernhardus and large P. prideaux i have significantly decreased by 
bei ng kept in the laboratory (P < 0.05), whereas the activities of single P. bern-
hardus a nd single P. prideaux i have significantly increased by being kept in the 
laboratory. All other activities have not significantly changed in any direction . 
The significant increase in the activity shown by si ngle P. bernhardus and 
single P. prideaux i may at first sight seem to negate the conclusion drawn by 
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Meadows and Mitchell that isolated animals are less likely to explore their local . 
environment, but the results obtained from the P. bernhardus and the P. 
prideauxi which were kept isolated in separate tanks for 24 hours reinforce 
the conclusion. 
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Cri ticism of r-1eadows and Mi tchell (1973) 
In the discussion of r.leadows and Mitchell (1 973) it was noted 
t ha t hlO criticisms levied against the Clark and Evans (1 954 ) 
approach to nearest neighbour analysis are that only the intensity 
of a spatial pattern is measured , and tha t no account of the size 
of animals is allowed. Since this paper was published , methods 
have been evolved to allmi for the se criticisms and a further 
criticism concerning unequal variances in the r egressions performed 
has been noted . The methodology of this modified form of nearest 
neighbour analysis is discussed in detail {n the next section, but 
i t is wo rthwhile sho wing here how not taking account of crab size 
or unequal variances in r egression analysis can affect the r esul t s 
of nearest neighbour analysis . 
1 . A comparison of least squares regression with weighted least 
squares regression 
In Figure 1 of Meadows and Mitchell (1 973) no account waS t aken 
of the effect of the variance of the value R as popula tion density 
increased in the three differ ent categories of animals t es te d. 
This means that too much account is placed on the values of R at 
low densities where the vari ances are high , and conversely too little 
account of the high densities with low variances . To modify this 
a weighted least squares regression was performed on each of the 
three categories by the following method . 
The variance of R for each popUlation density is first 
calculated from 
.z. 
where re is the expected mean nearest neighbour distance and 0-
is its expected variance . (For information on how values of re 
z. 
and (5 were obta ined s ee Clark and Evans (1954)J Let this 
v alue = A i where i defines population density . 
The desired regression is 
where ti = number of crabs per tame at density i . 
The parameter a is calculated from : 
~ = S2 S4 - S1 S3 
S5 S2 - S~ 
S2 =L i ( 1 ) 
( A i) 
S4 =~ i (Ri ti) ~ (~i ) 
S5=2, · (ti2 ) 
.l (Ai) 
and the constantO< is calculated fro m: 
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Example 1. P. bernhardus 
Number of crabs 
per tank R values 
4 0080; 0.93 ; 1.07; 0082 . 
7 1 • 11 ; 0. 86 ; 1 . 11 ; 1 . 01 • 
10 1 . 13 ; 0 . 97 ; 1. 05 ; 0. 99 . 
12 0 . 83 ; 10 13; 1.22 ; 0. 94 . 
14 0 . 74; 0 . 75 ; 0 . 91 ; 0 . 73 ; 0. 80 ; 0. 8'3 ; 0 . 99 ; 0 . 70 
20 0 . 57 ; 0 . 70; 0 . 63 ; 0 . 52; 0 . 83 ; 0. 62 ; 0 . 90 ; 0 . 92 
28 0. 67 ; 0 .80; 0.79 ; 0 . 74 
E (Rl = 1.075 - 0 . 01301t . 
Example 2. P. prideauxi 
Number of crabs 
per tank R values 
4 1. 22 ; 0 . 87 ; 0069; 0.48. 
7 0. 80 ; 0 .76 ; 0 . 73 ; 0 . 61 • 
10 0 . 99 ; 0 . 81 ; 0 . 86 ; 0. 51 . 
12 0. 58 ; 0. 51 ; 0 . 81 ; 0 . 83 . 
14 0 . 82 ; 0081 ; 0 . 59 ; 0.77. 
20 0. 66 ; 0. 77; 0. 73 ; 0 . 65 . 
28 0. 62 ; 0 . 64 ; 0 .56 ; 0 . 75 . 
E iRI = 0 .806 - Oo00580t 
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Example 3 . Mixed Species 
Number of crabs 
per tank R values 
4 1 . 34 ; 1 . 42 ; 1. 36 ; 1. 73 ; 1 . 01 ; 1. 54 ; 0 . 78; 1. 49 
7 1 . 37 ; 0 . 89 ; 1. 80 ; 1 . 57 ; 0 . 70; 1. 45 ; 0 . 87 ; 0. 90 
10 0 . 82 ; 1 . 08 ; 0 . 98 ; 0 . 72 . 
12 0. 67 ; 1.00 ; 0 . 78; 0 . 62 . 
14 1. 20 ; 1. 04 ; 0 . 55 ; 0 . 91 • 
20 0 . 65 ; 0 . 59 ; 0 . 62; 0 . 66 . 
25 0 . 58 ; 0 . 58 ; 0 . 52; 0 . 79. 
28 0.59 ; 0 . 63 ; 0 . 69 ; 0 . 62 
E (R) = 1. 273 - 0 . 026ggt 
A comparison of the r egression slopes of Examples 1,2 and 3 
with a line of zero slope show the following results : 
Example 1, t = 4.1 57 , 30df, P(0 . 001; 
Example 2 , t = 1.688, 26df , P<0.20,)Q .1 0 ; 
Example 3 , t = 10 . 280 , 38df , P<0. OO1 . 
These significances are basically the same as those produced by 
ordinary leas t squares regression . A comparison of each pair of 
slope s sho\vs the following resul ts : 
Example with Example 2 , t = 1. 551, 56df, P(0. 2O, >0.10; 
Example with Example 3, t = 3. 390, 68df, P<0 . OO1 ; 
Example 2 with Example 3 , t = 4. 901, 64df, P<0. 001 . 
Once more these significances are similar to those produced by 
ordinary least squares . 
It seems , then, that the conclusions drawn from the regressions 
performed in Meadows and Nitchell (1973, p . 190) are only reinforce d 
when the more statistically accurate weighted r egressions are 
performed on the same data . 
2 . The effect of ignoring crab size on the inter pretation of the 
resu! ts 
In Mea dows and Hi tchell (1 973) neare s t neighbour distances were 
tw{en from the edge of one crab to the edge of its nearest neighbour , 
but it seems equally permissible to take the distances from the 
centres of the' crabs . To find out ,.,ha t effect taking the distances 
from the centres would have on the r egression slopes of R against 
population density , weighted regressions were carried out on the 
nearest ne i ghbour distances of the centres of the crabs . It was 
assumed that each crab tested was 2. 0 cm . in diameter . This is not 
strictly true as P. prideauxi tested iiere in general slightly larger 
than P . bernhardus and there "Tas also individual intraspecific 
varia t ion to some extent)but it is doubtful if these differences are 
enough to significantly alter the observed mean nearest neighbour 
distances even if the individual sizes of each crab t es ted were known 
and noted for each obser vation . 
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Example 1. P . bernhardus 
Number of crabs 
per tank R values 
4 0 . 96 ; 1.09 ; 1 . 23; 0 . 98 
7 1 . 31 ; 1 . 06 ; 1 . 31 ; 1 . 22 . 
10 1 . 38 ; 1. 22 ; 1. 30 ; 1 . 23 . 
12 1 . 09 ; 1 . 38; 1. 48 ; 1. 20 . 
14 1. 03 ; 1 . 04 ; 1 . 20 ; 1 . 02 ; 1 . 09 ; 1 . 12 ; 1 . 27; 0 . 99 
20 0 . 91 ; 1 . 04 ; 0 . 97 ; 0 . 86 ; 1 . 21 ; 0 . 96 ; 1. 24 ; 1. 26 
28 1.08 ; 1. 20 ; 1.1 9 ; 1 .1 5 
E [RJ = 1. 273 - 0 . 00521t 
Example 2 . P . prideauxi 
Number of crabs 
per tank R values 
4 1 . 37 ; 1 . 02 ; 0 . 84 ; 0 . 63 . 
7 1 . 01 ; 0. 96 ; 0 . 93 ; 0 . 81 • 
10 1.23 ; 1.05; 1.1 0 ; 1 . 09 . 
12 0 . 84 ; 0 . 77; 1.08 ; 1. 09 . 
14 1 . 10; 1.09 ; 0 . 88 ; 1 . 06 . 
20 1. 00 ; 1 • 11 ; 1. 07 ; 0 . 99 . 
28 1 . 02 ; 1. 03 ; 0 . 91 ; 1.1 5 . 
E (R\ = 0 . 952 - 0 . 00320t 
Example 3 . Mixed Species 
Number of crabs 
per tank R values 
4 1. 49; 1 . 57; 1 051 ; 1 . 89 ; 1. 17 ; 1. 69 ; 0 . 86 ; 1. 65 
7 1. 58 ; 1 . 09 ; 2 . 01 ; 1. 77; 0 . 90 ; 1 . 65 ; 1.06 ; 1.10 
10 1 . 06; 1. 33 ; 1 . 23 ; 0 . 96 . 
12 0 . 93 ; 1. 26 ; 1. 04 ; 0. 88 . 
14 1.48 ; 1. 33 ; 0 . 83 ; 1. 20 . 
20 0 . 99 ; 0 . 93 ; 0 . 96 ; 1. 00 . 
25 0 . 96; 0 . 96 ; 0 . 90 ; 1 .1'1 • 
28 0 . 99 ; 1.04 ; 1. 1 0 ; 1. 02 . 
E (R! 1. 311 - 0 . 011 92t 
A comparison of the regression slopes of Examples 1, 2 and 3 
with a line of zero slope show the following results : 
Example 1, t = 1. 621, 30df , P(0 . 2q>0. 10; 
Example 2 , t = 00930 , 26df, P<0 . 4Q>0. 30 ; 
Example 3 , t = 4. 538 , 38 df , P(0 . 001 . 
The t values of the slopes of the three examples are different from 
those obtained when the nearest neighbour distances were taken from 
the edge of each crab and this makes an important difference to the 
interpretation of P. bernhardus (Example 1) . There is now no 
significant evidence that crabs aggregate as population density is 
increased. 
A comparison of each pair of slopes shows the follo1'Ting results : 
. /5 
Example 
Example 
with Example 2 , t = 1. 787 , 56df , P <O.1q)O .0~; 
with Example 3, t = 1.61 8 , 68df , P<O . 2Q >O.10; 
Example 2 with Example 3 , t = 3 . 492 , 64df, P<O. 001 . 
The important differenc e in t hese comparisons from the comparisons 
made between t he edge to edge neares t neighbour distances is that 
there is no,"r no significant difference beti-reen the s lopes of 
P. bernhardus (Example 1) and Mi xed Species (Example 3) . 
In addition to the differences in the slopes of the regression 
lines caused by crab s ize there are differences in deciding whe ther 
or not a crab species is aggregated . Pagurus prideauxi , for example, 
which ShOvlS no significant effect in its R values when popula tion 
density is altered either in edge to edge or centre to centre nearest 
neighbour distances, shows clear aggregation in one case and not in 
the other . 35 of the 36 edge to edge R values are less that) ' ,00, 
whereas only 11 of the 36 centre to centre R values are less than 1 . 
It can therefore be seen that the finite size of a crab such as 
sublittoral P. bernhardus or P. ~r~deauxi can alter the interpretation 
of results obtained by neares t neighbour analysis when population 
densities are as high as those used in Meadows and Mitchell (1 973) . 
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S eTlon 2 
HABIT T SELECTIOn BY THE 
IU'rERTIDAL BRITISH HER1IIT 
CRAB, P GURUS BERNHARDUS (L . ) 
liThe sea is the land ' s edGe also , the granite 
In to ,.,hich it reaches , the beaches \-There it tosses 
Its hints of earlier and other creation . " 
The Dry Salvages . 
T. S. ELIOT . 
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Introduction 
Pagurus bernhardus (L . ) is the only comnon intertidal British 
hermit crab and is abundant on all coasts of Great Britain , Ireland 
and the Channel Islands (Bouvier , 1940; Pike and l'Tilliamson, 1959 ; 
Selbie , 1921) . In the Clyde sea estuary this species is found on 
most rocky shores but is particularly abundant at Ardrossan beach 
(Lat . N 55 0 38' Long . 1'1 40 49 ' - see photograph) . For example , 
in the summer months as many as 200 can be found in a rock pool of 
less than 1 square metre area . Intertidal individuals of this 
species have certain advantages as experimental animals over 
sublittoral individuals . These advantages include a much greater 
tolerance to salinity variation (Davenport, 1972) and exact knowledge 
of the time and place of collection from the field . In addition , 
in distribution studies , the confines of an experimental tank resemble 
the limited surroundings of an intertidal rock pool much closer than 
the unconfined area of the sublittoral floor . 
Shell selection studies are also easier to perform on intertidal 
rather than sublittoral P. bernhardus as intertidal gastropod shells 
are much more abundant and easier to collect. They are generally 
smaller as well and hence a greater number of shells can be offered 
in an experimental tank of limited size . Lastly , the shallm'l water 
in which hermit crabs are kept in the laboratory is similar to rock 
pool depths whereas sublittoral crabs are kept in depths which may 
make them behave in a different manner fro m their natural environment 
of depths up to 100 metres (Plice and Williamson, 1959). 
For all the reasons outlined above, the r emainder of the 
experiments conducted in Britain for this thesis was done on 
intertidal animals. 
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A MODIFICATION OF 
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ANALYSIS 
FOR USE IN CLOSED CONTAINERS 
I ~ 
Introduction 
Nearest neighbour analysis (Clark and Evans , 1954) although 
extensively used in many fields of research, ( Blackburn and Dennen , ' 
1968 ; Claxton, 1963 ; Gleaves , 1973; Usherwood , 1972) depends on 
three assumptions which are rarely all fulfilled in practice . 
These assumptions are (1) that the area f or investigation lies 1'Tell 
wi thin the total area covered by the entire population ; (2) that 
the individual components of the population occupy an area tha t is 
small in r egard to the sample area chosen for investigation; and 
(3) that the sample area should be uniform throughout . It , is clear, 
therefore , that in any analYSis in which any of the above three 
assumptions do not hold , a modified form of nearest neighbour 
analysis should really be applied . This is particularly true of 
the present study of distributions of hermit crabs in laboratory 
tanks where allow'ance must be made for (1) the closed container , 
(2) the size of eac~ hermit crab , and (3) the kno1ffl attraction of 
hermit crabs to the corners and edges of a tank (Hazlett , 1966 ; 
1969) . For these reasons the following experiments and computer 
simUlations were conducted rather than a conventional Clark and 
Evans (1954) analysis . 
Materials and ~e thods 
Specimens of Pagurus bernhardus (L) in Littorina shells 
approximately 1 em in diameter were collected from the intertidal 
zone of Ardrossan Be~ch , Firth of Clyde , during the summer months . 
They were taken to t he Uni versi ty of Glasgol'1 where they 1'1ere kept 
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in a 100 C constant temperuture room equipped with a 12-hour day 
12-hour night regime . Experimental tanks were of white fibreglass 
(57 cm, 42 cm , 13 cm height) with a gravel/sand mixture as substrate . 
No ae ration was provided during the course of the experiments , and 
the animals l'lere fed at the end of each day ' s readings . No 
readings were taken on the first day tha t crabs wer e put into a 
tank , as they were very active , exploring the contours of the tank . 
( a ) Rectangular tank 
Crabs were placed in the t anks at densities of 7 , 10, 14 , 17, 
20 , 24 and 28 per tank . Readings l'lere taken using a Perspex sheet 
t he size of t he tank , and I'1hich had been divided into 3 cm squares . 
The sheet "Tas placed over the tank and the positions of the crabs in 
the tank were plotted on the Perspex using pieces of plasticine the 
same size as the crabs to mark their positions . The nearest 
neighbour distances (Clark and Evans , 1954) were measured by taking 
t he distance between the centre of each crab and t he centre of its 
nearest neighbour . The co- ordinates of each crab l'lere then plotted 
using the system of notation in Figure 1 . Six replicates l'lere used 
for each density tested, and a gap of at least three hours was 
enforced before another r eading was taken. This time interval was 
considered long enough to obtain a distribution independent from the 
previous r eading. 
( b) Circular tank 
Only one circular tank was available at the time of the 
experiments so that the densities t es ted (12, 14, 17 , 20 , 25 and 28 
crabs per tank) were done in sequential order , i . e . after six 
replicates of 12 per trulic had been done , then six repli cates of 14 
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per tank were conducted . Readings 'were taken ''lith a shee t of 
Perspex "Thich had a circle of 24 . 5c.m. radius inscribed on it . This 
circle was placed over the tank and the nearest neighbours of each 
crab were measured as in the rectangular t ank . The polar 
co-ordinates of each cr ab were then plotted and three hours were 
allowed to elapse befor e another reading was trucen . No crab "Thich 
had been in the laboratory f or over three weeks .. laS used as there 
is some evidence that continued pr esence of Pagurus bernhardus in 
the laboratory affects its behaviour (Mi tchell , 1973) . 
Results 
(a ) Rectangular tank 
The first par t of the analysis cons isted of testi ng the crabs ' 
preferences for different parts of t he tank. Fo~ this purpose , the 
tank .. Tas assumed to have three separate areas . These were the 
corners , the sides , and the middle of the tank. The cor ner s 
consisted of a s~uare of 3 em side at each corner of the tank , while 
the sides were all the ot her areas 3 cm or less from the edge of t he 
tank . The middle .. Tas judged t o be the r emaining area (see Figure 1) . 
A teach density the six r eplicate observations vTere super imposed and 
a standard x,2 test .. Tas made to t est ''lhere t her e vias any change in the 
proportions of crabs falling on the three areas as the number of crabs 
per t ank were al tered (Table I) . No significant effect of popula tion 
density on t he three areas was f ound. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of 28 hermit crabs in 57 x 42 em tank. 
Key 0 = position of hermit crab 
$88 = corner 
fEE = edge 
0 = middle 
TABLE I 
Number of crabs in each area of a rectangular t ame . Six replica tes 
vler e t aken at each density . Chi s quare d test of homogenei t y of 
results Sh01iS that t here is no evidence that population density 
has any effect on t he propor tions of crabs . )( 2 = 13 . 46 , with 10 
degrees of freedom 0 . 30>P<0. 50 . 
Crabs per tanle Number i n corner Number in side Number in middle 
7 3 26 13 
10 9 22 29 
14 10 35 39 
20 17 57 46 
24 11 78 55 
28 15 88 65 
Total 76 361 283 
2 A?C test on the to ta l number s of crabs f alling on the three 
regions of the t ank was perfor med . The expected frequencies of 
crabs in the regions were calculated by mul tiplying the total number 
of crabs (720) by t he proportions of t he t ot al area occupied by t he 
t hree regions . It loTa s found t hat t he corners and sides of t he 
t ank were preferred by a significantly l arge number of crabs, and 
conver sely the middle of the tank had significan tly feller crabs 
than expected (p < 0 . 01) • No preference for any particular corner 
or a symmetric region of the t ank vias found , nor 1ms t here any 
evidence to reject the hypothesis t hat the distr i bution of crabs 
was uniform 1'1'i thin each of the three separate regions . (A uniform 
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distribu tion is define d mathematically in t he contex t of this paper 
as in Grossman and Turner (1 914 , p341) and is not used in t he sense 
of a regular distribution . 
The second part of the analysis was t he nearest neighbour 
analysis used by Clark and Evans (1 954) , but taking into account 
t he differ ent proportions of crabs in the three regions of the tank , 
and the size of the crabs . 
To do t hi s , the distribution of the average nearest neighbour 
dis tance between the crabs \-Tas simul a ted fo r each population 
density , under t he assumptions that the crabs wer e positioning 
t hemse lves uniformly and inde pendently over the three r egions , vTi th 
pr oportions f alling in each of the three regions equal to the 
obser ved proportions f or that density . Account was al so taken of 
the size of the crab. This vTaS done by r e j ec ting all i t er a tions 
which produced overlaps of areas , once a circle of 1 cm diameter vTaS 
drawn around each point . "Overlaps" can occur in r eality during 
shell fighting or sexual behaviour , but shell figh ting usually 
occurs only vrhen tyTO cr abs first meet each other . It was never 
observed in any of the r eadings taken for this experiment . 
Similarly, no sexual behaviour vTaS observed . 
On completion of the simulation (i.e . .. Then t he average nearest 
neighbour distance "Tas constant to the second decimal place) , it 
1ms found that t he simulated distributions vTer e in each case 'I'Tell 
approximated by a normal distribution . The means and variances of 
these distributions were calculated, and the r esults are shown in 
Table II . 
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TABLE II 
Results of the average nearest nei ghbour distance (x . ) observed 
l. 
for rectangular t ank , compared uith the simula ted average nearest 
neighbour distances . x. readings have been rearranged in 
1. 
increasing order for convenience of comparison at different 
densities . 
Crabs Observed average nearest neighbour Estimated Estima ted 
per tank distances mean variance 
7 12 . 85 14. 28 14. 57 15 .42 16 . 14 16. 85 12. 48 9. 29 
10 8. 10 9.80 11. 10 13 . 60 13 .60 16.00 10 .18 4. 09 
14 9. 35 9. 92 10 .00 10. 07 10 .86 10.86 8 .19 1. 65 
17 7.29 7.41 8 .41 8. 53 8. 59 8. 71 7.05 0 . 99 
20 6. 15 6. 45 6. 50 7. 15 7.35 7. 55 6. 42 0. 72 
24 5. 42 6. 41 6. 42 6. 46 6. 67 6. 75 5. 68 0.42 
28 5. 93 6.00 6.04 6. 25 6.39 6. 39 5. 24 0.31 
Under the assumption tha t t he crabs are pos i tioned independently 
of one another , the quantity: 
1 
V 
( x. - e ) (1. ) 
( 0 ) 
where e = estimated expected nearest neighbour distance 
if = estimated variance of nearest neighbour distances 
will be normally distributed vnth zero mean and unit standard 
devia tion for each density . (A multiplication bY~iS necessary 
in the above equation to convert a normal (0) 6) distribution/caused 
by summing the six replica tes at each denSity, to the standard (0) 1) 
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distribution given by most t extbooks) . 
The values of t he quantity at t he seven population densities 
tested are sho,m in Table III . 
TABLE III 
Values of the quantity 1 i(x. - '9) w'hich measures degree of 
V ~ 18 ~ 
interaction of crabs with one another , and values of t he degree 
of spacing out of the crabs . 'Then i < 1 , crabs ar e aggregated ; 
~ 
'-Then x > 1, crabs are spaced out . 
~ 
* = significant at 5% level . 
** = significant at 1% level . 
Crabs per tank Values of _1 ~Xi - ~l Value of i 
~ g ) e 
7 2 . 45* 1.20 
10 2 . 24* 1 . 18 
14 3 . 38** 1. 24 
17 2 . 67** 1.1 5 
20 1. 26 1 . 07 
24 2 . 42* 1. 11 
28 4 . 05** 1.1 8 
All the values are significantly large vTi th the exception of 
the value for population density 20 . There is therefore some 
evidence that the crabs do interact 1'Ti th one another in such a 1my 
as t o increase their average separation over wha t would be expected 
from independence . As a measure of t his degree of inter action , the 
Clark and Evans (1954) sta t is t i c R was gene r alised. A neH measure 
of interaction was thus defined as i for each densi ty , where x was 
9 
calculated from summing the observed mean neares t neiehbour distances 
for each population dens ity, and dividing by t he number of replicates 
a t that density . In the presen t paper 
x= 
The values of this measure are a lso ShOlffi in Table III . 
The relationship between t his measure and population density 
was investigated using weighted r egression t echniques as in the 
Criti cism of Meadows and Mitche ll (1 973 ) , and no signifi cant evidence 
",as found of any change in in terac t i on vIi th densi ty . 
(b) Circular tank 
As in t he rectangular t ank , the analysis was in h 'o parts . The 
first part consisted of aggrega ting the angle measurements of the 
crabs at each population densi ty to find i f t her e was any departure 
from uniformity in angle measurements . Similarly, radius measurements 
vler e also aggregated a t each population densi ty so t hat a t est of 
uniformity of r adius measurements could be performed. A X 2 analysis 
o 0 
of 90 , and , vThere samples l'Tere large enough , 20 sectors of the tank 
revealed that there lvas no evidence a t the 5% level of any de parture 
from uniformity in the distribution of the angle measurements at 
densities 12 , 14 , 17 , 20 and 25 . At densi t y 28 , however , there 'vas 
clear indica tion of departure from uniformity , some sectors of the 
tank be ing preferred over t he other sec tors (see Appendix 1) . 
The fact t hat there was no departure from uniformity in all but 
one density of crabs l'TaS taken to justify t he assumption of angular 
symmetry upon which the later analys i s depends , bearing in mind that 
28 
the subsequent results for 28 crabs per tank Hould have to be 
interpreted with caution . 
An anal ysis of the aggregated r adius measurements a t ea ch 
dens i ty revealed a marked edge effect , if t he edge I'ras taken to be 
the outer .3 cm of the tank . For densities 14 , 17 , 25 and 18 , 
there "TaS no evidence to re j ect the hypothes i s of uniformity of 
the points over the interior of t he tank , but a t densities 12 and 
20 there was significant evidence a t t he 576 and 1 5~ levels respectively 
of departures from uniformity over t he int erior . Departures from 
uniformity were t ested by the Kolmagorov.-Bmirnov one sample test 
(see Appendix 2) . 
Since there was some evidence of a non-uniform distribution 
over the interior of the t ank , an alternative analysi s , not depending 
on tills assumption, was adopted . As in the analys i s for the 
r ectangle , there .. ras no evidence of a change in the proportion of 
crabs on t he edge as dens i ty of crabs in the tank varied. '1' he 
overall proport ion of crabs on the edge .. TaS 0 . 43 . 
In the second part of the analysis , nearest neighbour analysis 
was carried out under t he assumption that no particular sector of 
the tank was likely to have more or fe i-fer crabs in it than any other 
sector , regardless of t he size of sector . Under this assumption , 
the configura h on of crabs in the t ank can be regarded as r esul ting 
from a t rTO-stage process . Firstly , n radius measurements r •.....• r 
are obta i ne d by independent drawings from some unknown radius 
distribution p. Secondly , the n radii are pair ed off .. Tith n 
n 
independent angles e1 •.•..•• en ' uniformly distributed over the circle 
to give t he n coordinates (r1e1) ••.• (rn~n) ' The form of the 
radius distribution is not in general known, but given r 1 •••. r n , 
the positions of the points does not depend on p s ince techni cally 
r 1 •••• rn are s ufficient for p . In particular , for any given 
configur ation of n crabs (r1 ~1) ...• (rn en) the expected average 
nearest neiehbour distance given r 1 • ••• r n , does not depend on 
anyt hing unkno1m , and can , in principle , be calculated. This ,vas 
done by simulation for all configurations . Cr ab size was once more 
taken into account at this stage in the sarno way as in the r ec tangular 
tank case . 
It was found from the simulations that the distribution of the 
average nearest neighbour distances is approximately normal in all 
cases . The corresponding variances for each mean neares t neighbour 
distance were obtained. Given this i nformation : 
x. - (9. approximates to t he standard normal distribution 
~ ~ 
6i 
where x. = observed average nearest neighbour distance for a particular 
~ 
configura tion 
e. = corresponding estimated expected average nearest neighbour 
~ 
distance 
0i = corresponding estimated standard deviation . 
The six values of 1\ x . - e. for the different densiti es as sho'l'Tll in 
~ ~ 
6'i 
Table IV . 
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TABLE IV 
A 
Values of t he quantity x . - e. vThich measures the degree of 
1. 1. 
A 
6i 
interaction of crabs with one another . If there 11"aS no i n teraction , 
t here "\'TOuld be no significant differences between posi t ive and 
negative signs . Values have been r earr anged int o i ncreasing 
order for convenience . 
/\ 
Crabs per tank Values of x . - 9. 
1. 1. 
{5'i 
12 
- . 224 +.018 + . 043 + . 566 + . 971 +2. 283 
14 + .034 +.431 + . 459 + . 704 +1 . 336 +2. 482 
17 - . 287 -. 007 + . 403 + . 444 + . 782 + 1 . 814 
20 
- . 912 +. 174 + . 827 + . 892 +1. 788 +3 . 634 
25 - 1 .1 0 9 +. 214 + 1. 017 +1 . 228 +1 . 233 +2 . 159 
28 
- 1 . 244 -. 165 -+- 1. 110 +1 . 316 +1 . 908 +2 . 124 
I t is unlikely that t hese are drawn from a standard normal 
dis tribution since t her e are , a t each of the six densiti es of crabs 
per tank , mor e positive than negative signs . Moreover , in all but 
. one dens ity (17 per tank) , there is a t least one value which i s 
significantly gr ea t er than expec t ed a t the 5% level in a N(O , 1) 
distribution , and this value is always positive . This indicates 
that one of the assumptions made , either angular symmetry or 
independence should be r ejected. It seems that independence is t he 
reasonable assumption to r e ject in f avour of t he hypothesis t hat the 
crabs tend to space themselves out more than woul d be expected if 
they did not interac t . This hypothesis seems to hold even for 28 
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crabs per tank . At this density the absence of interaction Hould 
produce a smaller average nearest neighbour distance than expe cted 
ot'ling to the lack of angular symmetry. 
The analogue of the Clark and Evans (1 954) measure of 
-concentration , rA = R , was defined to be 
r E 
1 
6 
2x. ). 
G. ). 
for each density . These values are shmm in Table V. 
TABLE V 
The measure of concentration of crabs per tank a t different densities . 
If.1 ~ xi < 1 crabs would be aggregated . 
6 F. 
). 
1 2 xi > 1 means that 
6 ~ 
). 
crabs are spaced out to a greater degree than expected from 
independent positioning. 
Crabs per tank 1 2. x . 
"6 '-). 
12 1 . 132 
14 1 . 156 
17 1 . 079 
20 1. 090 
25 1 . 078 
28 1 . 076 
It should be noted, hO''18ver , that unlike the Clark and Evans ' R, 
this measure cannot be readily interpreted in simple terms , as , 
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while the expec ted value of this new fune tion is under independenc e , 
its properties are not clear under departures from independen ce . I t 
should therefore be treated with caution as a measure of s pacing and 
hence no weighted regression techniques .Tere used to relate this 
measure to popula tion density. 
As a final exercise , the possibility t ha t the observed average 
nearest neighbour distances have been increased by some constant, k , 
was investigated. This can be represented mathematically by the 
formula 
x. = 0. + k + E 
J. J. 
where x . and 9. are as before , k is some constant possibly dependent 
J. J. 
on density , and E is an error with zero expected value and variance 
2 
6 i • 
The constant , k , w'as estimated by the weighted least squares 
method for each density of crabs and the generalised likelihood ratio 
test for the equality of k for all densities was performed (see 
Appendix 3) . It vTaS found that there was no reason to reject the 
hypothesis of equality of k for all densities . The overall estimate 
of k is 0.454 cm. One ';ray of viewing the crabs ' interaction is 
therefore to say that they ar e on average abQut 0.5 em further apart 
from one another than one ,iould expect if they positioned themselves 
independen tly • This occurs irrespective of t he population density 
r ange tested in these experiments, and since crab size has already 
been taken into account , cannot be accounted for by the r adius of a 
crab being 0 . 5 cm. 
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Discussion 
The results of both the r ectangular and circular tank da t a 
show t vTO very clear trends . One of these trends i s t he marlced 
tendency for a crab t o position itself near an edge . Animals can 
be congregat ed a t t he edges , hovTever , an d ye t exhibit a different 
pattern t han if they were positioning t hemselves there independently. 
A convent ional Clark and Evans (1 954) analysis is likely to give a 
misleading r esult under these circumstances , , .. here as the present 
ana lysis is able to separate out t he effects of crabs i ndependent ly 
orientating themselves to non-uniform parts of t he physical 
environment and of genuine inter action between crabs . 
Thi s ability to separate interaction beu .. een animals from 
independent orienta tion to a non-unifo rm part of t he physical 
enVironment may well be i mportant in determining the interactions 
occurrinG among other groups of animals . Amongst research alrea~ 
published it could playa significant role in the analysis of 
Drosophila in a circular dish (Hay 1972, 1974) , s ticklebacks in pools 
(Black and 'lootton 1970) , and sublittoral hermi t crabs in l abora tory 
tanles (HeadovTs and Mitchell 1973) . 
The other clear trend shown in the resul ts of the pr esent paper 
is that there is a notable departure from independen t positioning of 
crabs even after edge attractions and size of t he animals have been 
taken into account . In additio n , there is some evidence t hat the 
crabs used in the rec tangular and circular tanks tended , on average , 
to space themselves out slightly more than expected from independent 
positioning, regardless of t he densi~ of crabs used in a tank . If 
a conventional Clark and Evans (1954) test had been applied to t he 
present data then , a lthough the effect of spacing out would have been 
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apparent at all dens i ties , there would have been a misleading 
impression of the effect of increasing density of crabs on the 
measure of spacing , R. This measure decreases as popula tion 
densi~ decreases - cf. Meadows and Mi tche l l (1973) . The r eason 
for t his is probably once more because of the attraction to edge s 
by the hermit crabs . As the number of hermit crabs round the 
perimeter increases , then t he nearest neighbour dis t ances of these 
hermit crabs ~rill tend to decrease at a proportionately faster r ate 
than that of Clark and Evans ' (1954) rE o Hence t he measure R = R 
...A 
~ 
will tend to become smaller at higher densit ies . 
The ability of P. bernhardus to space out is no surprise in view 
of its document ed agonisti c reperto ire (Hazlett 1968a , 1969) . It is 
also no surprise to find that t he degree of spacing out does not 
alter with density , as Hazlett (1968b) , also studying P. bernhardus 
concluded tha t" wi th periods of adjus tmen t ( 90 minute intervals) , 
t here were no marked increases in aggression as density increased" . 
The advantages of spacing out have been discussed elsewhere in 
relation to aquatic invertebrates (Meadows and Camphell 1972 , 
pp . 311- 331) , but little is known of the advantages of the thigmotactic 
. 
behaviour shown by P . bernhardus and other aquatic animals ( l'leadou s 
and Campbell 1972 , p . 279) . Little can therefore be said on the 
observed distributions of P . bernhardus in relation to its na tural 
environment . For ins tance , it would be interesting to know if an 
aggressive crab would position itself in a preferred a rea next to an 
edge of a pool , or , alternatively , if it is only the submissive crabs 
which are attracted to the edges , since they would be less conspicuous 
and less liable to be attacked from any angle . Since nothing is 
knOvffi on the effect of predators on the spacing behaviour of 
P. bernhardus , or of their efficacy in limiting population den sity, 
these topics Vlould also need to be studied for a more complete 
interpretation of the ecological significance of the laboratory 
distributions . 
Summary 
(1) A rectangular and a circular tank were used to investigate 
the distributions of intertidal Pagurus bernhardus (L.) at different 
population dens i ties . In the r ectangular tank , crabs preferred 
corners to edges ,<[hile in both rec tan gular and circular tanks , 
edges were preferred to the middle of the tank . The proportions of 
crabs inhabiting these different areas did not change with population 
density . 
( 2) A nearest neighbour analysis was carried out on each 
distribution and each observed mean nearest ne ighbour distance was 
compared with an expected mean neares t neighbour distance for the 
same density . This expected distance was obtained from a computer 
simulation which assumed : (1 ) attractions towards pr eferred areas 
in t he proportions observed in the laboratory ; ( 2) independent 
positioning of crabs in relation t o one another . 
(3) In the rectangular t ank , t he r e was evidence t hat the hermit 
crabs spaced t hemselves out slightly greater than the expected 
simulated distance, and that this degree of spacing was not 
Significantly affec ted by population density . A similar result 
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\i1lS obtained in the circular tank analys i s in uhich t he crabs s paced 
the~selves on average 0 . 5 cm further a part t han expected from 
independent positioning . 
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THE EFFECT OF LIGHT 
ON THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF INTERTIDAL PAGURUS BERNHARDUS 
In tro duc ti. on 
One of t he areas of habitat selection in which lit tle is known 
is the effect of light on the spacing out of mobile benthic 
invertebrates . This is in sharp contrast to the "lork done on 
the effects of l ight on planktonic animals (Neadows and Campbell, 
1972 p280) and is surprising because many mobile benthic 
invertebrates have stereotyped visual aggressive displays which 
are thought to be concerned with spacing out (Bovbjerg, 1959, 1960 ; 
Hazlett, 1972) . If this is indeed the case, spacing out behaviour 
would only occur in the presence of illumination. To test this 
hypothesis, the intertidal hermit crab Pagurus bernhardus was 
studied since its spacing out behaviour (see preceding paper , p /9) 
and its aggressive displays (Hazlett 1968 , 1969) have been documented 
under laboratory conditions . 
Materials and Methods 
The materials and methods used ,.,ere similar to the circular tank 
part of the preceding paper (p2 /) except that readings were taken of 
crabs distributed first in the presen ce and then in the absence of 
illumina tion during 2000-2400 hours and that population densities 
of crabs were different . In the first series lights were off from 
2400 to 0700 hours each day and r eadings were taken , one per night, 
at densities of 10 , 13 , 16 and 19 crabs per tank until six replic ates 
at each density were obtained. This procedure was repeated in the 
second series of experiments , when readings of crabs distributed 
wi thout illumination beh'een 2000-2400 hours were taken. In this 
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second series a perspex sheet was laid over the tank during normal 
daylight · hours (1700-1900) and the distributions of the crabs were 
plotted immediately the lights were switched on bei~een 2000 and 
2400 hours to take the readings . This did not give the crabs 
enough time to move and hence break up their distribution during 
darkness . Once the distribution had been plotted , the lights were 
switched off again for the r emainder of each night . 
Resul ts 
The first part of the analysis was conducted as in the circular 
tank results of t he previous paper (p28) . In both the first and 
second series of experiments there was no evidence a t the ~ 
significance l evel t o s uggest that the six aggregated angle 
measurements at each density departed from uniformity when t ested by 
~2 analys i s of 900 an~ for densiti es 16 and 18 , 200 sectors of the 
tank . (see Appendix 1). There was also no evidence to suggest any 
significant departure a t the 5% level from uniform radial 
distributions over the interior of the tank when the interior was 
defined as the first 21 . 5 cm radius of the tank (see Appendix 2) . 
There was clear evidence of differences in radial distributions 
. . 
between the f i rst and second ser i es of experiments , however , as a 
signi ficantly greater number of P . bernhardus was distributed on 
the edge area (the outer 3 cm of the tank) during illumination 
readings than in darkness readings . This is sholm i n Table I . 
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TABLE I 
Proportions of P. bernhardus occupying di fferent ar eas of t he 
experimental tank in t he presence and absence of illuminat ion. 
There is no significant effect of population density on 
proportions of crabs occupying the t wo areas in either cas e 
('X2 = 3. 58 with illumination,X 2 = 0. 62 without illumination), but 
there is a highly significant difference (x 2 = 108. 6, 1df P< 0 . 001) 
between the total numbers of crabs inhabiting the two areas in the 
presence and absence of illumination. Six replica t e experiments 
were performed at each population density. 
With Illumina tion Without Illumination 
Number of Number on Number in Number on Numb er in 
crabs per tank edge interior edge interior 
10 44 16 22 38 
13 52 26 29 49 
16 76 20 32 64 
19 85 29 37 77 
Total 257 91 120 228 
2 A;X test on the homogeneity of the proportions of edge : inter ior 
among the four different population densities tested showed no 
significant difference in ei ther series . (With illumination, 
x 2 = 3. 58 , 3 d. f ., without illuminationX 2 = 0 . 62 , 3 d. f . ) . 
The nearest neighbour analyses were conducted by measuring the 
/.,2 
observed nearest neighbour distances t o the nearest 0 . 5 cm and 
comparing the six observed mean nearest neighbour distances (xi) at 
each denSity with the expec ted mean nearest neighbour distances of 
crabs distributing t hemse lves independently of each other (e). 
Since the radial distributionsin the interior of the tank were 
uniform the numbers of crabs in the edge and the interior shown in 
Table I were di vi de d by 6 and rounded to t ho nearest Hhole number to 
obtain the expected number of crabs on the edge and interior at each 
denSity . Simulations consis ting of 5000 iterations were then 
performed on points distributed independently of each other but 
occurring in the edge : interior ratios calculated from Table I . 
The effect of crab size vlaS taken into co nsider ati on as in the 
previous paper by excluding those iterations Hhich had nearest 
neighbour distances of less than 1 cm, vThich vlaS the average diameter 
of a P . bernhardus . The mean nearest neighbour distance of the 
iterati ons not excluded by crab size was tak en to be 9, and since 
there was no significant departure from a normal distribution in the 
Simulated distances , the standard deviation , 0 , was also obtai ned . 
Given this infor mation, x. - e should approxi ma t e to the standard 
~ 
normal distr ibution if i . in each case i s obtained from crabs s pacing 
J. 
themselves i nde pendently of each other . ~ The values of x . - e are 
J. 
given in Table I I for both series of experiments . 
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TABLE II 
Values of the quantity x - @ for P . bernhardus distributed in the 
8' 
pr esence and absence of illuminat ion . The val ues have been 
r earranged from their temporal sequence into increasing numerical 
order for convenience . * = value is significant at 5% level . 
iii th illumino. tion 
Crabs per t ank - ~ Values of x . - e 
1. 
3-
10 
- 0. 28 - 0. 13 +0 . 65 +0 . 65 +1. 13 +1 . 37 
13 
- 0. 32 +0 . 73 +1 . 31 +1 . 66 +2 .01* +2 . 29'* 
16 
-1. 43 +0 . 01 +0 . 25 +0 . 61 +0 .67 +2 . 60* 
19 - 1. 70 - 0 . 14 +0 . 40 +0 . 79 +1 .47 +1 . 60 
Ui thout illumination 
Crabs per t ank . Val ues of -
-B x. J. 
8 
10 
- 0 . 67 +0 . 26 +0 . 30 +0 . 66 +0 . 66 +0. 97 
13 
- 0. 34 - 0 . 16 - 0. 16 +0 . 26 +0 .43 +2 .08* 
16 
- 1.87 -1 . 54 - 0 . 52 +0 . 12 +0 . 12 +0 . 59 
19 
- 2. 23* - 1. 04 +0 . 51 +0 . 96 +1 . 25 +1 . 48 
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There is some evidence to suggest n departure from normality in the 
readings taken ,vi th illumination since 18 of the 24 values are 
posi t i ve , and 3 of t hese 18 values are significant, but there is 
no evidence of departure from normality in the r eadings uithout 
i llumi nation . These findings are furthor supported by a generalised 
like lihood r a tio test on the significance of k in the formula 
x. = e + k + E 1. 
1there x . and e are as befo re , k is a constant and l:: is an error .'li t h 
1. 
zero expected value and variance6 2 (see Appendix 3) . 
In the first series , k was not found t o be significantly 
different at any of the four densities and had an overall value of 
0 . 65 cm. This was significantly different (p < 0 . 05, > 0 . 01) from the 
null hypothes i s value of zero for k . The second series also showed 
no s ignificant effect of popula tion density on the value of k , but 
in this case , k 1-TaS not significantly different from zero (p7 0 . 20) . 
Finally , a comparison of the k ' s obta ined in the two series yields a 
significant difference at the ~ level (see Appendix 3) . 
Di scussion 
Two main points of interest arise from t he r esul ts of t he tvo 
series of experi ments . The fir s t point is that P. bernhardus is 
v i sually attracted touards t he edges of t he experimental tanlc. The 
results of the previous paper (p 2Q) had shol'm tha t P . bernbar dus 
was attracted to edges , but this could have arisen from r andom 
movement about t he tank until the cr ab was stopped by the edge of the 
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tank . 
The second point of interest is that P . bernhardus only seems 
to space out during condi ti. ons of illuminn tion. A comparison of 
the constants "k" obtained in the present paper 1-Tith the constant 
"k" ob tained on p 33 of the pr eceding paper indi cates that there is 
no inheren t spacing rhythm in P. bernhardus . There ia no significant 
difference betl1een the k value obtained in the first series of this 
paper (0 . 65 cm) and the k value obtained from r eadings to.l{en between 
0700 and 1900 in the ' preceding paper (0. 46 cm) . The k value 
obtained from crabs distributed in darkness (0 . 04 cm) is significantly 
different from both other k values calculated , how·ever . 
The ecological implica tions of this work are that P . bernhardus 
will tend to be found spaced out round edges of rock pools 1-n th steep 
edges during daylight hours . In con trast to this distribution, 
hOliever , during darkness they \Til l tend to be distributed 
independently of each other throughout the poo l . 
Summary 
The spatial di stributions of intertidal Pagurus bernhardus during 
normal hours of darkness in the laboratory 1-Tere studi ed at different 
population densities with and without the presence of overhead 
illumination. vit h illumination P. bernhardus spaced out on average 
0 . 66 cm more than expected from other P . bernhardus . In the absenc e 
of any illumination , how-ever , t he crabs did posit ion themselves 
independently . No effect of population density on spacing behaviour 
was discovered either with or loTi thout illumina tion . Ther e was a. 
significant tendency for crabs to position themselves next to the 
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per i meter of t he circular t ank under all conditions , but this \'Tas 
much more obvious during illuminati on t han i"Tithout it . There is 
no evidence of any inherent spacing rhythms in t his species . 
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SHELL SELECTION IN THE HERlUT CRAB 
PAGURUS BERNHARDUS 
48 
Introduction 
It is well established that most hermit crab species need shells 
(Allee and Douglas , 1946 ; Brigh hie 11 , 1952 ; Reese , 1969) , and that 
some shells are preferred to others (Gr ant and Ulner , 1974 ; Mitchell 
in press ; Orians and King, 1964) but little has been concluded about 
the importance of certain shell variables in determining lihich type 
of shell i s preferred . Reese ( 1962) only considered shell .,lei ght 
as a variable against crab weight , .. lhile Hazlett (1 970) , Markham (1968) 
and Volker (1967) tried to compare shell Height Dlld shell volume as 
variables against crab size but used inappropria te statistical 
te chniques . 
Vance (1972) used hTo measures of crab size and five measures of 
preferred shell size , and found the best correlat ion for three hermit 
crab species studied was betl'1een shell vTidth and crab Height . He ,ms 
careful to state , hOllever (p . 1066) , that there lias "no implicit 
assumption of a casual relationship beh-Teen crab .,leight and preferred 
shell Width" . This is because shell variables are intercorrelated 
to such an extent that it is difficult t o establish their effects by 
simple regression techniques . This criticism also applies to all 
other previous published liOrk on shell selection and is probably a t 
the source of the inconclusiveness of the role of certain shell 
variables in shell selection . 
In the present study, the shell investiga tion behaviour of 
hermit crabs without their shells was studied to discover if this 
gave any clues as to -.iha t shell variables may be important in shell 
selection . Three often repea ted sequences of behaviour were 
observed . These "ere (1) rolling the shell around t he bottom of 
the aquarium (Hertz , 1933 ; Reese , 1962) ; (2) inserting its 
chelipeds or abdonen into the int er nal space of the Chel l (Roose, 
1962) , and (3) usi ng its chelipeds as cal i pers to obtain a I.1casure 
of the aperture 1iidth (Kinosita and Okajima , 1968) . From these 
behavioural sequence!> it ITaS ::::uGr;-c sted that the nost iuporta.nt 
variables ue re (1) shell1'Toi{jJ.t , (2) shell volur.le and (3) shell 
aperture Hidth, and an attempt "Tas made by usinG' principal conponent 
analysis t o separate their individual effects on shell s election by 
t he i ntertidal hermit crab Pagurus bernhardus (L . ) . 
IYIaterials and Hethods 
Specimens of Pagurus bernhardus 1-1ere taken frou Ardro :::san beach 
in the Clyde Es tuary, and transported to the University of Glas Gow 
uOOre they uere mai ntai ned in stock t anY..;] in a 100 C cold room ITi th 
a 12- h day , 12- h night automatic light regi me . The enpty s hells 
used in the experiment had also been t aken from .. I\.rdrossan beach a t 
an earlier date . They consisted of 300 Littorina littorea (L . ) and 
300 Thais lapillus (L . ) . These hTO s pec ies a re equally abundant 
at Ardrossan , and almost all P. bernhardus on the bea ch inhabit one 
or other of these species . Each of the 600 shells used for th:b 
experiment was numbered by waterproof ink (Hagic Harker) for 
individual re cognition by the experimenter , and then placed randomly 
vri th their apertures facing upwards a distance of 3 cm or more from 
the edges of an experimental tank 105 cm, 55 cm, 18 cm, height . 
This precaution was ne cessary as this spe cies is known to favour 
the edges of tarues ( Jl.ieadovTS and IE tehell , 1973) . 
TliO P . bernhardus l'lere taken froI:l a stock tank, deprived of t heir 
shells by breaking the shells open me chanically , and put into the 
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experimental tank . After 24h in the experimental tank, the crabs 
were taken out , removed from their shell by putting the shell next 
to a 60W light bulb , blotted dry of excess "later, and weighed on a 
balance to the nearest 0 . 01 g. A note was taken of the labelled 
number of the shells which both crabs inhabited, and the shells were 
returned to the experimental tank . Tuo more P. bernhardus ,,;ere then 
taken from a stock tank and the expetimen t vTaS repeated until 50 
shells had been chosen. The fact that some shells had been occupied 
by another hermit crab immediately prior to the repe at s .. ,as not 
thought to influence the results as Jensen (1970) had found no 
evidence to sugge st that previous occupation had any effect on shell 
choice for this species . 
On completion of the Littorina/ Thais choice experiment , the 300 
Thais shells , .. ere taken out of the tank , leaving only the 300 
Li ttorina shells in the tank . Th:! experiment l'TaS then repeated as 
before until 25 Littorina shells had been selected. The 300 Li ttorina 
shells were then taken out and the 300 Thais put back into the tank . 
Once more the experimental procedure vTaS repeated until 25 Thais 
shells had been selected. 
During these experiments , no aer ation or feeding l'laS provided 
in the experinental tank, and no substrate lias used , as these crabs 
are naturally found in rock pools on a grey background similar to that 
of the fibreglass experimental tank. 
At the end of all the experiments , the 600 shells used in the 
experimental tank were put in an oven until completely dry. They 
were then weighed to the nearest 0 . 01 g and their aperture widths 
l;ere measured to the nearest 0 . 01 cm . Finally , sand of particle 
size 3p (phi) (125 tpIl) ,.,as used to measure the internal volume of each 
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shell. Thi s vTas done by filling the shell vTi th sand , vTeighing the 
shell plus sand , subtracting the weight of the shell from it , and 
In g. 
dividing the answer obtained by 1 . 5, "Thich is the "leight/o f 1 ml of 
sand of size 3p . This measure of volume "las taken as accurate to 
the nearest 0 . 01 mI . 
Resul ts 
Littorine!Thais choice experiment 
The results of this experiment are pre sen ted in Table 1. 
Since the standard errors of the Li ttorina variables "lere in all 
cases noticeably larger than the corresponding Thais variables , a 
modified form of the II til test , the statistic d , 'vas used to determine 
if the c rab weights and shell parameters of the hro shell species 
were significantly different from each other (Bailey, 1959 , p . 51) . 
It was found that the volumes of Thais shells selected vTere 
significantly greater than those of Littorina shells selected, 
w'hereas the aperture wi dths of Littorina vlere significantly greater 
than those of Thais . No significant differences were observed 
betvleen the means of the crab vreights or shell weights of the tvTO 
species . Hhen the means of the Li ttorina. and Thais shells selected 
were compare d with the means of the 300 Li ttorina and 300 Thais used 
in the experiment , it ,'las found that t he Thais shells selected did 
not differ significantly from the population of 300 Thais shells in 
weight (d = 1 . 68 , P = 0 009), volune (d = 1. 54 , P = 0 . 12), or 
aperture width (d = 0 . 27 , P = 0 . 79) . The Littorina shells selected 
were significantly smaller than the 300 Littorina shells -in the three 
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TABLE I 
Resul ts of the crab "Te~hts and shell variables of the shells 
selec ted in the Littorina/Thais cho i c e experiment . Tuenty- five 
L. littorea and 25 T. lapillus were chosen . Table values are 
+ means - standard errors for L. littorea and T. lapillus variables . 
the "d" values are those given f om 'the formula of Bailey (1959 , 
p . 51) for comparing t1vO means of unequal variances . Deerees of 
freedom and probability are represented by d. f . and P respectively. 
Variable L. littorea T. l apillus "dll value d . f . F 
Crab 
vreight + 0 . 624 - . 0515 + 0 . 724 - . 0364 t. 579 45 < 0 . 2 , ) 0 . 1 
Shell 
"eight + 1. 958 - . 2035 2 . 047 -: . 1158 0 . 380 38 < 0 . 8 , ) 0 .7 
Shell 
volume 1 . 038 :t . 0806 1 . 394 + . 0574 3 . 596 44 < 0 . 001 -
Shell 
aperture 
+ + 
"Tidth 0.826 
- . 0200 0 . 763 - . 01'41 2 . 571 43 < Q02 , ) 0 . 01 
variables meas ed (d ::: 3 . 23 , P < 0 .001), hm·rever . This is probably 
because no crabs of a laree enouoh size "rere sed so that large 
Litto~ shells could be selected. 
In vieil of the difference::> uhich 1Tcre obtained uhen conparin" 
the variables of the ::>hell sr..ecies , it ilas decided to pcrforn a 
multiple reGression of crab neights af"'aip.Dt ::> ell HeiGht (Horrison , 
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combined Littorina and Thais data . A likelihood ratio test on 
the null hypothesis of equality of all coefficients be~feen the 
Littorina and Thais regressions could then be performed . The 
results of the multi ple r egressions are sh01m in Table II. To 
test for the equality of the regression lines of the t wo separate 
species , the following vers ion of the standard likelihood ratio F 
test '-TaS use d: 
(l1r l1I )/4 
F = 0 - 1 _---=0 ___ --:.. __ 
~1/(m + n - 8) 
For interpretation of expressions see Table II . 
If the null hypothesis holds , then the value F has an F(4 , 42) 
distribution. In this case, F = 1. 36 , "rhich is \'Tell below the 
significant value a t tre 5J~ level. There is , therefore , no 
significant evidence of any difference between the tlfO equations of 
Li ttorina and Thais . 
It is important to realize at this stage that although a 
coefficient of a variable is not significant in the regression 
equation in Table III , this does not mean that it cannot play an 
important part in the selection of a shell . For instance , in 
the Littorina regression where no coefficient is significant , an F 
test on the hypothesis that the three coefficients of the shell 
variables are equal to zero yields a highly significant result 
The main problem with using a regression equation 
to distinguish the effects of the separate parameters is that there 
is a high correlation between shell ifeight , shell volume and shell 
aperture width which obscures their separate ef fects . To overcome 
TABLE II 
A list of symbols and expressions used in this paper to define 
shell selection by hermit crabs . 
~ 
o 
m 
n 
F 
y 
1'1. 
J. 
v. 
J. 
A. 
J. 
x1 ' x2 ' x3 
w. 
J. 
v. 
J. 
a . 
J. 
= residual sum of squares for combined Littorina + 
Thais regression . 
= summed residual sums of squares for the two 
individual r egressions of Littorina and Thais . 
= number of observa tions in the Littorina regression 
line . 
= number of observations in the Thais regression line . 
= variance- ratio value . Degrees of freedom are shovTn 
in brackets next to it •. 
= crab vTeight . Y = mean of crab ,{eights . 
= shell weight . W = mean of shell weights . 
= shell volume . V = mean of shell volumes . 
= shell aperture width. 
widths . 
A = mean of shell aperture 
= 1 st , 2nd and 3rd principal components . 
= scaled shell vle ight . 1'1 = mean of scaled shell 
weights . 
= scaled shell volume . v= mean of scaled shell 
volumes . 
= s caled shell aperture width . a = mean of scaled 
shell aperture ''lid ths . 
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TABLE III 
Results of the multiple regressions of crab uei€ttt (Y) against 
shell ueigh t ("1) , shell volume (V) , and shell aperture width (A) . 
Standard deviations of the regression coefficients are given in 
brackets underneath. * = coef ficient is significantly different 
from zero (P< 0 . 05) • 
Shell 
Species Regression equation 
Littorina y .-y = 0 .0004(1'1. - 1'1) + 0 0095 (V. - V) + 1 . 71 9(A.-l ) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
( . 059) ( . 269) (1 . 102) 
Thais 
--
y .-y =-0. 0605( i'l. - ·1) + 0 . 681-K·(V. - V) + 0 . 349 (A. - A) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
Li ttorina) 
+ ) 
Thais ) y .-y 
1. 
( . 056) (0135) ( . 605) 
= -O. 0165(iT. - I>1 ) + 0 . 419*(V. - V) + 0 . 599(A. -A) 
1. 1. 1. 
( . 040) ( . 066) ( . 291) 
Percen 1:;-
age of 
the 
varia-
tion 
in crab 
ueight 
explain-
ed 
7305% 
this difficulty , a change of variable can be made to the principal 
component variables . This in turn introduces a nen problem, houever , 
as arbitrary scale effects caused by the variables being ncasured in 
different units , may cause a distortion in the results . This problen 
Uas investigated by corparinu the unscaled principal conponent 
variables of llei,tjl t , volume and aperture ITidth ui th principal 
component variables of the correlation matrix produced by dividi ng 
the variables by the square root of the suus of squares of their 
deviations from the mean . The results of t he principal components 
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of the Li ttorina and Thais shellG are sho,m in Table rr (unocaled.) 
and Table V (scaled) . Regression equation::: of crab Height againGt 
these principal c omponents (I-1orrison , 1967) arc shovm in 'rable VI . 
TABLE rr 
Principal components of the hTO spe cies of shell in the Li tto~inQ/ 
Thais choice experiment . No scaling has been performed on then . 
Shell 
Species Principal 
Li ttorina X1 . = • 94 ( \1. -~l) + 1 ]. 
X2 . = - . 35(\v .- i'l) + 1 ]. 
X3 . = -o 02(vl. - W) -1 ]. 
Thais X1 .. = 093(11 .-U) + 1 ]. 
X2 = - . 37( '1. - ".'1 ) + i 1 
~ = - o04( ll .- 1) -
i 1 
c omponents 
.36(V .-V) + 
1 
. 92 (V. -V) + 
1 
. 21 (V .-V) + 
. 1 
036(V .-V) + 
1 
092(V.-V) + 
1 
.015(V .-V) + 
1 
. 09(A. -A) 
1 
. 19 (A.-A) 
1 
. 98(A .-A) 
1 
. 09(A.-A) 
1 
.1 25 (A.-A) 
1 
o99 (A.-A) 
1 
Percent-
age 
contri-
butions 
to the 
total 
vo.ria-
bili ty 
of the 
X I S 
97% 
3% 
915b 
g% 
Cf{o 
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TABLE V 
Principal components of the hTo species of shell in t he Littori12§/ 
Thais choice experiment . Sca line .ms performe d by dividing the 
shell paraneters by the s quare root of t he S~lS of square s of their 
devia tions from the nean s o that 1'1 . = tv. - Vf , v. = V . - V and a . = A.-A 
1. 1. 1. _1._ 1. _1._ 
4 . 980 1 . 970 0 . 539 
for Littorina and 'i . = vl .-~T , v. = V. - V and a. = A. - A fo r Thais . 
1._1._ 1.2_ 1._1._ 
2 . 839 
Shell 
Species Principal 
Littorina X1 . = . 56 .. ; . 1. 
1. 
X2 . = - . 821i. 1. 
1. 
~i = - . 11 w. 1. 
Thais X1. = . 561'1. 1. 
1. 
X2 . = -.8ht. 1. 
1. 
X3 . = - . 2Ow. 1. 1. 
1 . 413 
components 
+ . 58v. 1. + 
+ .49v. + 1. 
. 7Ov . + 
1. 
+ • 58v . + 1. 
+ . 55v. 1. + 
. 6Ov . + 1. 
. 59a . 
1. 
. 30a . 
1. 
. 75a . 
1. 
. 59a . 
1. 
. 22a. 
1. 
. 77a . 
1. 
0 . 347 
Percent-
age 
contri-
butions 
to the 
total 
varia-
bility 
of the 
X I S 
94% 
5% 
84% 
11 ~t 
5% 
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TABLE VI 
Regression equations of crab weight against scaled and unsealed 
principal components for Littorina and Thais in the Littorina/ 
Thais choice experiraent . Standard deviations of the rcrrression 
coefficients are given in brackets underneath . * = coefficient 
is significantly different from zero (p < 0.05) . 
Shell 
Species Regr ession equation 
Percent-
age of 
the 
varia-
tion 
in cra.b 
't-Teight 
explain-
ed 
Littorina Unsealed Yi- Y = . 192*X1. + 0414*X2. + 1.665X) . X1 = 65 .43% 
~ ~ 1 
( . 0246) ( . 138) (1. 127) X2 = 9. 61,(0 
Scaled Yi-Y = .652*X1 + . 370 X2 . + i ~ 
(0078) ( .337) 
Unsealed Yi- Y = . 158*X1 + . 605*X2. -i ~ 
( .034) ( . 1065) 
Scaled Yi- Y = .390*X1 + . 642*X2. -i ~ 
( . 064) ( . 181) 
X3 = 2.35% 
. 570X). X1 = 75 03% 
1 
( . 775) X2 = 0.6% 
X3 = 0. 6% 
.455X3. X1 = 28 . ~~ ~ 
( . 612) X2 = 42 .6% 
X3 = 0.7% 
.636*X3 .X1 = 48 .3% 1 
( . 262 ) X2 = 1 6 . ~ 
X3 = 7. 7% 
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Littori~ and Thais separ a tely 
The results of t he selection of t he 300 Littorina shells a lone 
in t he tank, and the 300 Thais shel l s under similar condi tions a r e 
shmm in Table VII . 
TABLE VII 
Resul ts of the crab w'eights ani shell variables of t h e 8hel l s 
selected in the experiments in ,.,hich Li ttorina and Thais shel l s 
,·rere offered separately. Twenty-five crabs '\-Tere used in both 
condi tions • Table values are means + standard errors for 
L. littorea and~ . lapillus variables . For othe r not a tions see 
Table 1. 
Variable L . littorea T. lapillus "d" value d. f . P 
Crab 
weight 0 . 692 + .0456 0. 686 + . 0732 0 . 074 42 ) 0. 9 
-
Shell 
weight 2.407 ± . 2211 2.089 ± . 1555 1. 173 40 < 0. 3, > 0. 2 
Shell 
\ volume 1. 234 + . 0888 1 .307 "t . 0764 00624 46 < 0 . 6, > 0. 5 
Shell 
aperture 
,rldth 00861 + . 01 95 0. 762 + .0184 3. 750 47 < 0. 001 
Once again , the variances of the shell variables of Littorina are 
greater than those of Thais , and the shell aperture '''idths of Li ttorina 
are Significantly greater than those of Thais . Unlike tre choice 
experiment , there is no significant difference between the shell 
volumes of the two s pecies , hO\'lever . A comparison of the means 
of the Li ttorina and Thais shells selected, wi th the populations 
of 300 Li ttorina and 300 Thais she lls shOl'led no si~nificant 
difference in weight (d = 1. 43 , P = 0 . 15), volume (d = 0 . 32 , 
P = 0 . 75) or aperture width (d = 0 . 27, P = 0 . 79) , for ~hais shells . 
Li ttorina shells selected were significantly smaller in ,might 
(d = 1 . 99 , P = 0 .046) and aperture ''lidth (d = 2 . 13 , P = 0 . 034) but 
sho'\lTed no significant difference in voluree (d = 0 . 66 , P = 0051) . 
The multiple regres s ions of crab Height aeainst shell ,,,eight , 
volume and aperture width are shown in Table VIII . Once more , a 
likelihood ratio test on the equality of all coefficients betw'ecn 
the Littorina and Thais regressi ons sho,.,ed no sienificant difference 
be~feen the two equations (F( 4 , 42) = 1 . 81) . In contrast to the 
choice si tua tion, hOl-lever , the Li t torina regression line and the 
combined Li ttorina and Thais line sho'l'T a marked decrease in the 
percen tage of the variation in crab 1Tei Bht explained by the shell 
variabl es . This decrease is 20 . ~ i n the case of Littorina and 
14 . 6% in the case of the combined r egression. A comparison of the 
t1 .. o Thais lines also sho1'ls a drop i n percentage of variation 
explained by the Thais alone l ine , but in this case the drop is only 
4 . ~ from the percentage explained by the Thais choice line . 
The principal components of both the unscaled and s ca led 
Littorina and Thais shells selected in the absence of the other 
spec ies of shell a re sho1'm in Tables IX and X respectively . In 
general , they sho\-! a similar situation to the principal components 
in t he choice situation in both the magnitude of the parameters of 
the variable in the three components and in the percentage 
contributions of t he three components to the total variability of 
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TABLE VIII 
Results of the multi ple re ffressions of crab wei ght (Y) against shell 
lieight (n, shell volume (V) , and shell aperture l'1idth (A) , for 
Littorina alone , Thais alone and a combination of Littorinn and Thais 
alone . Standard deviat ions of the r egression coefficients arc given 
in brackets underneath . * = coefficient is significantly different 
from zero (P < 0 . 05) • 
Percent-
age of 
the 
varia-
tion 
in crab 
l1ei eht 
Shell explain-
Species Regresnion equation ed 
Littorina Y.-Y = - 0 . 073 ( i .-f) + 0 . 294 (V. - V) + 1. 223 (A.-A) 57 . ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
( . 073) ( . 202) ( . 734) 
Thais Y . - Y = - 0 .062 ( ·r .-,'1) + 0. 384 (V. - V) + 2. 205*(A. -A) 6S . 1% ~ ~ ~ ~ 
( .OSO) ( . 225) ( . S32) 
Li tt~rina~ 
Thais ) Y . - Y = - 0 . 122* (i'T . - ,'f) + 0. 498* (V. -V) + 1. 29S* (A.-A) 5S . g;& ~ ~ ~ ~ 
( . 028) ( . 064 ) ( . 21S) 
t he X I S . 
The regression equations of crab "1e i ght against the scaled and 
unscaled prinCipa l components of t he Littorina alone and Thais alone 
shells selected are shol'Tn in Table XI . It is interesting to note that 
t he percentage of the variation i n crab ,·Teight explained by the X 2 
principal component variable is greater than tha t .explained by the X'1 
principal cooponent variable in the ca se of the unscaled Thais 
bl 
TABLE IX 
Principal components of the hro species of shell in the Li ttorina 
separate and Thais separate experimen ts . No scalinG has been 
performed on them . 
Shell 
Species Principal components 
Littorina X1 . = . 93 (IT.-U) + . 35(V. -V) + . 07(A .- ) ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
X2 . = -. 35 (IV. - IV) + . 93 (V .-V) + . 13(A.-A) ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
~i = -.02 (vT . -~T) . 15(V.-V) + . 99(A .-A) ~ ~ ~ 
Thais X1 . = . 93 (I'I. - U) + .36(V. -V) + . 07(A. - A) ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
X2 . = -.36 ( '1. - \'T) + ~ ~ 
. 91 (V. -V) + 
~ 
. 1S(A .-A) 
~ 
X3 = -. 002(vT .-tv) 
. ~ 
+ -.1 9(V .-V) + 
~ 
. 9S(A .-A) 
~ 
~ 
Percent-
a ·c 
contri-
butions 
to the 
total 
varia-
bili t y 
of the 
x ' s 
97 . 7% 
2 . 1% 
. 2'% 
90 . 3~~ 
regression. This is a similar result to the Thais choice unsealed 
regression and is of interest because in both the Thais choice and 
Thais alone conditions , approximately go{v of the total variability 
was explained by t he first principal component as opposed to only 9.% 
explained by the second principal component . 
&3 
TABLE X 
Pr incipal components of the tvTO sp8cies of shell in th8 _k ttoriro 
alone and Thais alone exp8rinents . Scaling 1vas perforr:led by 
dividing the shell variables by the square roots of thei sums of 
squares of their deviations from their meam . This gave : 
1'T , = ~T. -T;l , v. =V .-Vanda. = A.-A for Littor i m. and 
~ ~ ~-~- ~-~-
5 . 435 2 . 174 0 . 482 
IT . = \'l . - H, v. = V . - V and a . = 
~ ~ ~ -~-- ~ 
3 .808 1. 871 
Shell 
-A for Thais i 
0 .448 
Species Principal componen ts 
Littorina X1 . = • 53vT. + ~ . 58v. + . 57a . ~ ~ 
~ 
X2 . = • 59t-T . + . 19v. . 79a . ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
~. = • 57u. . 79v . + . 24a. ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
~ X1 . = • 5411 . + • 61v . + . 580. . ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
X2 . = -. 8hT . + . 19v . + . 56a . ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~i = • 231-1. - • 77v . + . 59a . ~ ~ ~ 
Percent-
aGe 
contri-
butions 
to the 
total 
varia-
bility 
of the 
X I S 
91 • gfo 
5. c/ 
2. g:'; 
79. ~;f 
1 4 .~ 
5.91-
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TABLS XI 
ReGression eqw.tions of cra b vTe i cl t al';D.in:::;t ccaled and 1.111cc0.1 ed 
principal conponents for Lj ttori12£. alone and 1.1g is alone exncrimen tc . 
standard deviations of the regression coefficients are c ive n 
1.111dernea th o * = coefficient is si "nificantly different fro r" zero 
Percent -
ac;e of 
the 
varia-
tion 
in crab 
iTeicht 
Shell expla in-
Species ed 
Li ttorina Unscaled Y i - Y ::: 01 07r.·X1 . + . 366 X2 + 1 . 105 X3 . X1 ::: 40 . 5~~ ~ i ~ 
( . 032) ( . 212) ( . 834) X2 ::: 10 . ~ 
X3 ::: 6.<) 
Scaled Y.- Y::: 
. 420*X1 . - . 519 '2 . - . 403 X3 . X1 ::: 51 . X~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
(.110) ( . 463) ( . 620) X2 ::: 4 - ~ • ) i 
X3 ::: 1. 6% 
Thais Unscaled Y. - Y ::: . 235*X1 . + • 764
t;·X2 . + 2 . 091*X3 . X1 = 28 . 16% ~ ~ ~ ~ 
( . 0545) (0170) ( . 847) X2 :::' 30 . 6(f,i' 
X3 ::: S . 2~ 
Scaled y .- y ::: • 881*X1 . + . 877*X1 . - . 030 ~ X1 ::: 57.tJ.31 ~ ~ 
.J i ~ ~ 
( . 143) ( . 331) ( . 527) X2 ::: 1 0 . 657/~ 
:s ::: o.oor 
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Discu3sion 
Before any conclu::;ions cnn be Urmm fron the fOl'O -;oin.:; rcm.1.1t!J 
it io nec eGcary to decide uhe ther t'J.e ocnled or un::lc:::led pri lcipal 
components anal ys i s pr e sents a c learer interpretation of oholl 
selection . In be t h the s caled and uns ca led ca ses , the large Dajori ty 
of t he variability of the X l s '\-las explained by the first principal 
c omponent , but whereas t his first principal component explaine d the 
majori ty of variation in crab l'lei ght ''lhon a regression equation NUS 
calculated fron the scaled analysis , this l'laS not aluays the case in 
the unsealed analysis . It therefore liould seem easier to look a t 
the s caled anal ysi s and interpret the first pr inc ipal cO!.lponen t as the 
nain Hay in vThich P . bernharduG sele ct s a shell . Thin princi pal 
conponent is, i n fact , verJ easily interpreted as i n all cnoes ti1e 
ueights attachi ng to u . , v. and a . are a l most equal t o ea c h other . 
J. J. J. 
In terms of relative i nportance of the three shell variables , this 
means that they al l play an e qua l role in the selection of a sholl 
along this component . This is not a full pic ture of t he selection 
of a shell , hOi-TeVer , as in both experiments the second principal 
component in t he s caled analysis i s also Significant . Fortuna tely , 
this second principal componen t i s similar in relative magnitudes of 
parameters in three out of the four conditions . (The exception is 
the Li ttorina sellara te condition , uhich explains far less of the 
vari abili ty of crab vmight than any of the other three condi ti.ons . ) 
This second pr incipal component can ther efore be interpreted to be a 
vo lume- aperture relative to weight idea . In boththe choice and 
separate expe riments , the second principal component of Thais 
contributes a higher percentage t o t he tota l variabili ty of the X I S 
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and explains a hie;her percentage of t he variation in crab ~'Tei[;ht than 
Littorina . This could be caused by tuo ezplanatLons . Craoo could 
be more particular in choosine; a Thais shell than a Littorina 3hell as 
far as the second principal component is concerned or alternatively it 
could be because there is more choice to exert alon thin direction 
in Thais shells than Littorina shells . The Littorina shells a re 
therefore much better described by one linear relationship than the 
Thais shells . 
It is interesting to observe the different concluaion that is 
obtained fron the scaled principal conponents analynin re ';rcscion 
compared lTi th the conclusion obt.::ri.ned only by lookin ) at the sinple 
regression equationn . In the simple reGresaions ueiGht playa an 
alnost neGliGible part but this is probably not because the crab docs 
not conSider ueight uhen selectin r • a shell. '(he noat probable 
explanation is that "Teight plays a positive role in the first principal 
component and a negative role in the second principal c n~oncnt and 
hence the ~JO contrasting roles tend to cancel each othe out in the 
multi ple regression . This example ShOUD the advar ... tac;e of brealcin 
thc shell variables into their principal components over oinple 
regresSion techniques . 
Summary 
Three she 11 variables ~'1ere deemed to be important in the aelection 
of a shell by t he hermit c rab PagurU3 bernhardus (L . ) . These 1Tere 
the ~Teight , volume and aperture width of a shell . 
... 
Each of these 
variables Wei ..... used in multiple r egressions agains t crab Hcie;ht for 
25 Thais la-pillus and 25 Li ttorina Ii ttorea shells chosen I-Then bo th 
shell species vlere together in a tank , and for a further 25 
T. lapillus and 25 L . littorea Nhen t he tliO shell species 'ITe r e 
separate . Principal component analysis Nas performed on the four 
groups of 25 shells selected, and r:lultiple regre8sion equations 'vere 
calculated using t he principal components as the ncu variables . 
It ,'ras found that crabs chose a shell of suitable eeneral dil!lensions 
rather than solely on the basis of one shell variable . The 
advantages of using statistical techniques developed in this paper 
over previous approaches to shell selection are discussed. 
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SECTION 3 
HABITA'!' SELECTION BY TlvO 
INTERTIDAL A~RICAN SPECIES 
OF HEIDvIIT CRABS 
"And uha t you though t you came fo r 
Is only a shell , a husk of oeaning 
Fron which the purpose breaks only when it is fulfilled. " 
Li ttle Gidding . 
T. S. ELIOT . 
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Introduction 
The Beaufort Harbor site , from which all hermit crabs used in 
this section were t aken , has one major advantage over the British 
intertidal site of the previous section. This advantage is tha t 
whereas only one hermit crab species occurs a t Ar drossan, two speCies , 
Pagurus longicarpus and Clibanarius vittatus , commonly occur at 
Beaufort. Interspe cifi c competition between the t wo species for 
limi ted r esources such as shells can therefore be studie d. The two 
species occur in approxi mately equal numbers a t Beaufort Harbor , 
but C. vittatus is more frequent i n eel grass beds nearb~ while 
P. longicarpus is more common on the mud. fla ts of Bird Shoal , an 
island directly f aci ng Beauf ort . 
C. vittatus gr01'T S to a much greater size than P . longicarpus 
and large specimens can occupy adult Busycon, Fasciol aria or Strombus 
shells . These large specimens , hO'l'leVer , were not used in any of 
the experiments in this s ection. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF SIELL OCCUPATION 
BY TiVO SYHPATRIC SPEC IES OF 
HERrUT CRAB 1. ECOLOGICAL FACTORS 
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To protect itself from its environment, a hermit crab must have 
a gastropod shell (Reese, 1969 ; Vance 1972a) and where numbers of 
gastropod shells are limited, there is evidence that this limitation 
r educes the number of hermit crabs an environment can support 
(Hazlett , 1970; Provenzano, 1960; Reese , 1969 ; Thomson, 1903). 
In addition to acting as a limiting factor , the type of shells present 
in anyone place can also determine what size or species of hermit 
crab is present in that area . Reese (1969, p . 346) states that " in 
Hawaii the availability of shells seems to limit the size of 
individuals in the population" , ",hile ~larkham (1968) found too t 
occupation of small shells by the European hermit crab , Pagurus 
bernhardus, restricted the growth of these crabs . Examples of 
re source partitioning of hermit crab species on the basis of t uo 
different types of shell have also been studied. Grant and Ulmer 
shells """ o/f, 
(1 974) and Wright (1973) both found tha~Hydractinia echinata were 
preferred by one out of two sympatric species while Vance (1 972b) 
sho"Ted tha t , of the three rocky intertidal species of the San Juan 
Islands , of Washington , one species preferred short , light shells 
whereas the other t\-TO species preferred compara tively taller and 
heavier shells . 
In the present study experiment s were perforIred on two species 
of hermit crabs Pagurus longicarpus and Clibanarius vi ttatus ",hich 
were equally abundant in the intertidal zone at Beaufort Harbor , 
North Carolina. This area had no emp~ gastropod shells , thus 
suggesting that shells were a limiting factor in this area and that 
resource partitioning of the shells may explain the coexistence of 
the two hermit crab species . The experiments were designed to 
anSl-Ter the following questions : (1) are shells a limiting factor 
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in this area? (2 ) Does r esource partitioning take pluce between 
P. longicarpus and C. vittatus? (3) If resource partitioning doe s 
take place , what factors maintain the partitioning? 
Materials and r-iethods 
All animals used in this experiment were taken from the intertidal 
zone of an area approximately 100 metres long at Beaufort Harbor , next 
to the Duke University Marine Laboratory dock . This area has a 
mixture of sand and mud as a substrate and has many living gastropods 
buried in it . All experiments vlere conducted during the summer months 
and no difficulty was encountered in obtaining specimens of either 
species of hermit crab in this area . 
Three series of experiments i'lere condu cted . The first series 
tested the effect of shell limita tion on the hermit crabs ' occupation 
of shell , >-ThUe the second t ested the abili 1<1 of one hermi t crab 
species to obtain a preferred speci es of shell from the other hermit 
crab species . The third series of experiments t ested the relation 
between substrate preference of both hermit crab speci es to the 
natural occurrence of t \lO living gastropod species on different 
substrates . 
1. Shell Selection 
60 Pagurus longicarpus and 60 Clibanarius vittatus were collected 
in shallow water at low t ide on the 14th of July , 1974 . The species 
of shell l'Thich each crab inhabited vTaS noted , and for each of these 
shells five empty shells of the same species were put into an 
experimental tank of 120 cm x 70 cm x 20 cm deep _ This gave a total 
of 25 Nassarius vibex, 315 Ilyanassa obsoleta, 30 Urosalpinx cineria , 
10 Thais haemastoma floridana , 200 Littorina irrorata and 20 Polinices 
duplica tus . All shells put into the t ank had previously been collected 
in the nearby area . The ratio of gastropod shells occurring in nature 
was used r ather than using equal numbers of different shell species so 
too t an idea could be obtained of how a hermi t crab '\-lOuld select a shell 
in nature if there 'I'las no competition from any other hermit crab for 
tha t species of shell. 
After all the empty shells had been placed a t random in the 
t ank , three of the sixty P . longicarpus and three of the sixty 
C. vittatus were evicted from their shells by holding them over a 
glass plate under which there was a 100 watt ligh t bulb . P . longicarpus 
came' out by tugging on the minor cheliped side of its body, while 
C. vittatus climbed out onto my hand after about a minute of gentle 
heating. This method proved 100% successful and di d not seem to 
harm the crabs in any way. After they were evicted, they were 
blotted dry of excess water , weighed and then placed in the experimental 
tank where they were left for 12 hours. It did not seem likely that 
any of the six crabs would choose the same shell , but to make the 
risk minimal , an effort '\"las made not to put two crabs of less than 
0 . 05g difference in the tank at the same time . 
Whe n the 12 hour period of shell selection had elapsed, the 
species of shell 1ihich each crab '\-Tas inhabiting was noted and each 
crab was evicted f rom its shell and discarded from t he experiment . 
The shells 'I-Tere then placed back in the t ank ready for three mom 
crabs of each species to be evic ted fro m their "field" shell and 
placed in the tank for a 12 hour period . It was not thought likely 
that the shells chosen by the preceding crabs would have been made 
more or less attractive by their i mmedi ately previous inhabitation, 
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as Jensen (1 970) did not find this to be true when testing Pagurus 
bernhardus and there was no evidence to suggest that those crabs 
placed in the tank in the mornings selected shells any differently 
from those placed in the tank in the evenings , as diffuse artificial 
lighting was supplied during hours of normal darkness and no 
pronounced ac tivity rhythms were apparent in either species . 
No f eeding , other than the detritus on the sand/mUd substrate , 
\-Tas provided in the experimental tank , but in the s tack tank , crabs 
\-Tere fed on pieces of meat from the blue crab , Callinectes . 
2 . Interspecific Shell Fights 
Large specimens of P . longicarpus in I. obsoleta shells liere 
collected from the Beaufort Harbor r egion , evicted from their shells , 
·weighed and then returned to their shells . Crabs below 0 . 23g were 
re jected from the experiment as t he results of the shell selection 
experiment showed that they may not prefer a Littorina irrorata shell 
to their home she 11. C. vi tta tus inhabiting L. irrora t a she Ils ';Tere 
t hen collected from the same area , evicted f r om their shells to check 
that none \-Tere below 0 . 23g , and then the first t en collec ted were 
given back their home sh lIs . These ten C. vi tta tus , together 1-li th 
the fi rst ten P . longicarpus found to be 0 . 23g or over , l'lere then put 
into the experimental tank , this time with all the empty shells 
removed, and left for 24 hours . The crabs wer e then taken out of 
t he tank and note was taken of uhich spe c ies of shell each crab was 
occupying . 
The following day the experiment was repeated , this time using 
ten C. vittatus of 0 . 23g or over in I. obso leta .shells and ten 
P . longicarpus in L. irr orata shells . Owing to the lack of 
P . longicarpus found i n L. irrorata shells in the field , five of 
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the ten P. longicarpus used were given the choice of an L. irrorata 
shell taken at r andom and their 1. obsoleta shell in ''lhich they were 
found. In four out of five cases the crabs went into the L. irrorata 
shell offered to it (the first L. irrorata shell was noticeably smaller 
in size than the I . obsoleta shell). 
Substrate Selection 
The substrate preference of P. longicarpus and C. vittatus for 
mud or sand was tested by dividing the experimental tank into halves 
by putting mud to a de pth of approximately 2 cm on one half of the 
tank and coarse sand of an equal depth on the other half . The mud 
''las taken from Bird Shoal, an island very near to Beaufort Harbor , and 
the sand was taken from Beaufort waterfront , directly across from the 
Bird Shoal collecting point . These sites were chosen because the 
former is abundant in living I . obsoleta , whereas the latter has many 
L. irrorata sticking to the reeds which grow in the sand . No live 
L. irrorata lrere found at the Bird Shoal site , however , nor was 
1. obsoleta found at Beaufort vIa terfron t . A preference for one 
substrate over the other by P. longicarpus or C. vittatus would 
therefore limi tits chance of finding shalls comnonly occurring on 
the less preferred substrate . 
Three categories of experiments were performed on P . longicarpus 
and C. vittatus . These were : (i) isolated crabs ; (ii) intraspecific 
groups of ten crabs ; and (iii) interspecific groups of t en crabs of 
each species. These categories '-lere used as there is evidence that 
hermit crab behavior is altered both by isolation (Courchesne and 
Barlow, 1971 ; Grant and Ulmer, 1974; Hazlet , 1966; Mi tchell, 1973) 
and by the presence of another hermit crab specie s (Meadows and 
Mitchell , 1973) . 
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The procedure for testing the first category was to put a hermit 
crab on the san~mud partition, leave it isolated in the tank for 
five hours , then note which half of the t ank it occupied. A minimum 
of five hours duration in the tank was chosen , as a hermit crab can 
be very active in a closed container until it has explored its 
surroundings . Its activity then drops off markedly . In the pr esent 
situation this occurred at a maximum of five hours after being placed 
in the tank. 
In addition to testing differences in the hermit crab species ' 
preferences to mud and sand , it vias decided to test if a hermi t cra b 
occupying a dark shell such as I . obsoleta vias more likely to occur 
on mud than one inhabiting a white shell such as L. irrora ta, or 
conversely if a crab inhabiting L. irrorata was more likely to occur 
on sand than mud . This vlaS done by ensuring tha t half the crabs 
of both species t ested occupied I . obsoleta and the other half 
occupied L. irrorata. Finally, after ten crabs of both species ''le re 
tested, the sand and mud halves of the tank were reversed and another 
ten crabs of both species were tested in the same way as before . 
This reversal of substrates established a control for f actors such 
as light which may have influenced the distributionaf the crabs ,.,hen 
they were in the t ank. 
The second category of experiments was performed in the same way 
as the first category , the only difference being that t en crabs of 
the one species were put into the tank at the same time . Similarly 
the third category was conducted as in the second category but this 
time ten crabs of both species were put inin the tank at the same t ime . 
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Resul ts 
Shell Selection 
The results of the field collection of 60 P. longicarpus 
and 60 C. vittatus are sho\ffi in Table I . 
TABLE I 
Field Collection: Number of gastropod shells occupied by 
each species of hermit crab . 
Shell Species P . longicarpus C. vittatus 
N. vibex 5 0 
I. obsoleta 50 13 
u. cineria 5 
L. irrorata 3 37 
T. haemastoma 
floridana 
P. duplicatus 0 4 
On analysis by the t wo tailed binomial test , the probability 
that there .. Tas no difference between the number of shells inhabited 
by P. longicarpus and C. vi ttatus was < 0 . 00 1 for both 1. obsoleta 
and L. irrorata . Differences in the ratio of the t..TO species 
occupying other shell species were not significant , or alt ernatively 
were not tested owing to the small sample size . 
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The results of t he labora tory shell selection experiment for 
the same 60 crabs of both species are represented in Table II . 
TABLE II 
Laboratory Selection: Number of gastropod shells selected 
by each species of her mit crab. 
Shell Species P. longicarpus C. vittatus 
N. vibex 4 0 
I. obsoleta 44 4 
u. cineria 0 0 
L. irrora t a 12 18 
T. haemastoma 
floridana 0 5 
P. dUElica tus 0 33 
Significant differences in selection of shell spe cies w"ere 
obtained for I . obsole ta and P . dupl i ca tus (p < 0 . 001). The only 
other species with large enough numbers selected to t est hemi t crab 
species preferenc e w"as L. irrora tao No significant difference ,.,llS 
recorded for this species of shell (p = 0 . 36). 
There is therefore little doubt that resource partitioning of 
shells takes place both in the restricted selection conditions of 
the field, and in the unrestricted choice of shells in the laboratory . 
The partitioning which t akes place in the field is not the same as 
that in the laboratory , hovTever, as there is a significant increase 
in the number of P. longicarpus selecting L. irrorata in the 
laboratory over those occupying L. irrorata in the field (p = 0 . 036). 
Similarly with c . vittatus, tl~re is a significant increase in the 
numbers selecting P. duplicatus in the laboratory (p < 0 . 001) but 
with an accompanying significant decrease in the numbers selecting 
1. obsoleta (p = 0 . 05) and L. irrorata (p = 0 .015) . The tuo tailed 
binomial test vTas again used to calculate all probabilities . 
The influence of crab size on shell selection is shovm in 
Figure 1. P . longicarpus shows a clear pattern in the laboratory 
selection of shells . As its size increases , so the species of 
shell which it prefers changes . Up to 0 . 04g it prefers N. v ibex . 
From 0 . 05 - 0 . 15g it prefers I . obsoleta . There is then an 
indeterminate zone from 0 . 16 - 0 . 22g in which the crab may choose 
either I . obsoleta or L. irrorata . 
it prefers L. irrorata. 
Finally , at 0 . 23g or greater , 
The weight ranges of P . longicarpus inhabiting different spec ies 
of shell in the field are basically similar to that of the laboratory 
but with I . obsoleta making up for the lack of L. irrorata shells . 
Nevertheless a Mann \ihi tney U t est ShOlffl that the we igh ts of 
P. longic~ in L. irrorata shells are significantly larger than 
those in I . obsoleta . 
C. vi tta tus also shovTs a clear pattern in tre laboratory . At 
a size range of 0 .1 2 - 0 . 17g, I . obsoleta is preferred. At a vTeight 
of 0 .1 9g , three shells can be chosen, hovTever . These are 1. obsoleta , 
L. irrorata and T. haemastoma floridana . From 0 . 19 - 0. 37g, only 
the latter two species are selected, '-1hile at 0 . 38 - 0 . 44g , there is 
again an indeterminat e zone where L. irrorata, T. haemastoma floridana 
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Effect of i ncraasing Heigh t of Cl~ab on she ll species 
inha"\:>itction . Black bars r epr esent the we i ght r ange Hi thin vlhich 
cra bs i nhabit a species of shell. 
Abbreviationo of shell spec i es a r e : 
P. Polinices 
T. Thais 
U. UrosalJ2.!'~ 
L. Li ttorina 
I . IIYjUlassa 
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or P. duplicatus could be selected. At , .. eights of 0.45g or greater , 
only P . duplicatus is selected. On applying a Mann l"hitney U test 
to the crab weights in different species of shell , significant 
differences are obtained for all species except L. irrorata and 
T. haemastoma floridana . These two species see~ to be interchangeable 
within their preferred range for C. vittatus but whereas L. irrorata 
shells were twenty times more common than T. haemastoma floridana in 
the experimental tank, they were only chosen 3. 6 times more than them. 
A binomial test shows that a selection of 5:18 is significantly 
different from the expected r a tio of 1:20 (p = 0 . 002) . Hence there 
is reason to believe that C. vittatus prefers the general shape of 
T. haemas toma floridana to tha t of L. irrora ta . 
The field results of size of crab against species of shell show 
a similar though less clearly defined pattern. It is interesting 
to note that U. cineria , although occurring over a wide size r ange 
of crab in the field , is not selected a t any si·ze range in the 
laboratory . 
Interspecific Shell Fights 
At the end of 24 hours , the 10 P . longicarpus and 10 C. vi ttatus 
still occupied the same species of shell as when they were first put 
into the tank. This was the case in both series of experiments . 
In the first series the 10 P. longicarpus were in a species of shell 
unsuitable for their size compared with the L. irrorata shells 
occupied by C. vittatus , whereas in the second series the opposite 
was true . It was assumed that if any shell swaps between species 
did occur in nature , it vlOuld be between individuals in a similar 
situation to those used in tte experimental t ank. Since no shell 
si .. aps did occur in the tank, it can be assumed wi th a fair degree 
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of certainty that shell swaps between these tyro species at Beaufort 
rarely , if ever, occur in nature . 
Substrate Selection 
The results are presented in Tables III and IV . 
TABLE III 
Substrate selection of Pagurus longicarpus 
Probabilities are calculated by the binomial t es t and are two tailed . 
Category Number Number Pro ba bi li ty 
tested on sand on mud 
Individually 5 15 . 042 
Grouped 3 17 . 002 
Mixed 4 16 . 012 
TABLE Dl 
Substrate selection of Clibanarius vittatus 
Probabilities are calculated by the binomial test and are two t ail ed . 
Category Number Number Pro babili ty 
tested on sand on mud 
Individually 8 12 . 504-
Grouped 11 9 . 814 
11ixed 11 9 . 814 
No significant differences 1-lere obtained f or either s pecies of crab 
inhabiting either species of shell against sand or mud ~men t ested 
by a two tailed binomial test . The r esults were therefore pooled 
for each species of cra b . Similarly , no significant difference 
was found between the results obtained before and tho se obtained after 
the sand/mud halves of t he t ank .. Tere reversed. These resul ts were 
also pooled , so that the table ShO"TS only the results of the 20 crabs 
tested for each category in eithe r species. Significant differences 
in preference of mud over sand Here obtained in P. longicarpus 
regardless of what category ,res being t ested, whereas C. v ittatus 
had no preference in any category . To test whether presence or 
absence of the same or of the other hermi t crab species had any 
effect on substrate choice , a chi-squared test of homogeneity was 
performed on the ratio of sand :mud for the three categories t ested 
in both species. Neither P . longicarpus (p < 0 . 80 , > 0 . 70) nor 
C. vittatus (P ( 0 . 70,>0 . 50) showed any significant change in 
preference in the three categories . 
Discussion 
The results of the shell selecti on experiment indica te that 
t wo major factors operate in determining shell inhabita tion by both 
species of hermit crab in this area. The most obvious factor is 
that the species of shell which a hermit crab prefers is rela ted 
to the size ( .. ,eight ) of the crab . In the laboratory there is a 
clear pattern of shell species inhabitation which is similar for 
both species of crab . That is, given a crab of a certain weight , 
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it can be pr edicted which species of shell it will prefer compared 
with another species . Only in overlap zones (for example in 
C. vittatus from 0 . 38 - 0 . 44g) is there some doubt as to t he 
preferred species. It still remains to be discovered, however, 
whether this apparent species preference is related to the dimens ions 
or specific shape of the shell . This problem is the subject of a 
second paper on shell occupation of these species (in preparation) . 
The other major factor operating in determining shell 
inhabitation is the availabili~ of certain shells . Evidently some 
species of shells are not available in the numbers that would allow 
every hermit crab to be in a preferred shell . If this had been the 
case then there would have been no significant differences between 
the number of shells each species picked up in the field and the 
numbers of shell species selected in the laboratory . It is worth 
noting, however , that the ratio of shell species found in the field 
agrees much closer to that found in the laboratory in the case of 
P. longicarpus than C. vittatus . Of the 60 crabs of each s pecies 
tested, 40 C. vittatus chose a shell of a different species from the 
one they were inhabiting in the field compar ed with only 15 
P. longicarpus changing shell species . This indicates that the 
finite number of shells in this area affects C. vittatus more than 
P. longicarpus . 
The results of the interspecific shell fights experiment shows 
that C. vittatus did not obtain a preferred shell from P. longicarpus 
in the laboratory . Conversely , P . longicarpus was unable to obtain 
a preferred shell from C. vittatus . The former result is somewhat 
surprising in relation to the results of Wrigh t (1973) . Wright 
found that C. vittatus '-TaS able to obtain the shells of P . longicarpus 
even when P . longicarpus '!tTas the larger crab . The only ins t ance he 
cited of C. vittatus not being able to do so ,.,as when P. longicarpus 
occupied a shell on which living Hydractinia echinata were present. 
No H. echinata were present on any of the shells used in the present 
experiment , however . Provenzano (1959) records a break in the 
distribution of P. longicarpus at Southern Florida , and also r ecords 
differences in pigment and overall colour bet'ltTeen Eastern Atlantic 
specimens and those from the ,.,est coast on Florida. From this 
evidence he divided them into subspecies and it may be that these 
subspecies have different behavioral as well as morphological 
properties . Provenzano (1959 , p404) suspected this "Then he "Trote 
"experiments in comparative behavior of morphologically similar and 
dissimilar members of the same genus might yield interesting r esul ta" 
in relation to P. longicarpus and Pagurus pollicaris . One other 
possibility is that P . longicarpus is in the middle of its 
geographical distribution at Beaufort , North Carolina , whereas 
C. vittatus is at the northern extremity of its distribution. In 
Texas where '[righ t '!tTorked , the opposite is the case . P . longicarpus 
is at the sQuthern extremity of its distribution whereas C. vittatus 
has been reported as far south as Brazil (Provenzano , 1959) . It 
may be that a species is more aggressive when it is in an environment 
which is better suited to its physiological needs ~ 
The shell selection and aggression results help to explain most 
of the observed shell inhabitation of t he t,.,o species of hermit crabs 
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but do not entirely explain the small percentage of P . longicarpus 
occupying L. irrorata in the field . Approximately one in three of 
the P. 10ngicarpus tested was large enough to occupy a L. irrorata 
shell compared with almost all the C. vittatus being large enough . 
This should therefore have giv en a L. irrorata specie s distribution 
of about 1 :4 in favour of C. vittatus . The actual distribution , 
3 :37 , is significantly above this r atio so that some factor other 
than chance seems to be r esponsible. This factor is probably the 
substrate preference of P . longicarpus for mud rather than sand . 
Since C. vittatus does not have this prefere nce , a C. vittatus 
individUal i s much more likely to come across an empty L. irrorata 
shell than a P. longicarpus individual , assuming that L . irrorata 
shells are no t washed f ar from the sand substrate on 1'1hich they 
occur naturally . 
This work was carried out at Duke University Marine Laboratory 
upon the inn t a tion of Dr • John D. Cos tlovT • It '-Tas partly finance d 
by Duke University and the Carnegie Trus t for the Universities of 
Scotland . Dr . D. R. Colby and ?-lr . P .S . Meadows o:ffered statistical 
advice and critical ly reviewed the manuscript a t varying stages of 
comple tion . 
assistance . 
I am most grateful to al l concerned for their 
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Summary 
Three series of experiments 1-lere conducted on Pagurus longicarpus 
and Clibanarius vittatus at Beaufort , North Carolina . The first 
series showed that the preferred species of shell by either species 
of crab is determined by the size of the crab and that certain species 
of shells are not available in preferred numbers for the hermit crab 
species . This affects C. vittatus more than P. longicarpus . The 
second series sh01.,ed that shell fighting is not an important factor 
in determining 1.,hich species occupies which kind of shell while the 
third series showed that a substrate preference for mud by 
P. longicarpus may limit it from obtaining a preferred species of 
shell that occurs naturally on sand . 
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.. An .'.W.LYSIS 0.... SIIJLL OCCUPNI'IOlf 
BY T~1O SYI·:P:.'r:RIC GPBJIJS OF 
HEPJIIT CRAB II BZHAVIOR.~IJ !~,'. C'roRS 
The rel~tions:b..ip betueen n hcrni t crab nd t e chell it occu:riec 
can be studied in tuo different un"a . One a;)proach i:::; ecolo! icnl , 
in \Thich the fnctoro limi tine ohell availaoili t y to n horl:ti t cro.b 
populntion nre emphasiced , uhile the al ternntive behaviornl nl)pronch 
is concerned ui th pr eferences nmOIl() available shells . Both these 
approaches have been adopted nt Beaufort, North Carolina , to study 
nTo sympatric intertidal hermit crab specien , Pn"uru3 19..I!Lrt:carpuG and 
Clibnnnrius vittatus . The ecologico.l approach \Tas studied in l1 i tchell 
(1975) tlhile the behavioral approach is studied in the present paper . 
One of I-U tcheH ' s (1975) findincs uas that c ertain preferred 
shell species "Tere not availnble in sufficient mmbe s for crabs of 
certain sizes, but no experiments nere conducted to discover if thene 
preferred ohells were selected beco.une of their structural or 
dimensional properties . This problem is investi ated in the firot 
set of experiments conducted in this Plper . Hi tchell (1975) also 
not 
studied interspecific she l l fighting "Thich uas ~found to be on 
important factor in determining shell species occupation in the nTO 
hermi t crab species . Possible reasons for this lo.ck of interspec ific 
shell fights are studied in the second set of experiments of this 
paper . Lastly , a substrate selection of mud over sand by 
P . longicarpus in this area uas sho't'ffi by Ni tcholl (1975) to limit this 
species to shells nat~ally occurring i n or on mud . The third set 
of experiments in the present paper therefore investigates the 
flexibility of this substrate sele cti on to environnontal e~pcrience . 
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1. Shell Sele<:.,ti..Q!! 
1, 200 empty shells "Tere di stributed r an domly i n a t ank 1~ !?"78" '1 
cm. height . These shells consisted of the 600 us ed by r itcbell (1 975) 
together with 300 Littorina littorea and 300 Thais l apill us brought 
from Sco tland . Scottish shells were used to di scover hO loT t he t"TO 
herm t crab species ... ould react to beine given shcll s peci es not 
previously encountered by them. 
Six P . longicarpus and six C. vittatus l'Tere r emoved from their 
shells as in Ni tchell (1975) and placed in the experimental t ank . 
' After 24 hours they ... ere taken from the tank , r emoved from the ir chosen 
shell , neighed and then discarded . The she lls chosen 1'/'e re numbered 
in waterproof dye and returned to the tank . Numbering she lls ,'laS not 
thought to influence shell choice (Reese 1963; Vance 19720.) . A 
further six P . longicarpus "Tare then put in to the tank for 24 hours . 
This proce dure vIas repeated until 90 crabs of each species had been 
tested. The 1, 200 shells were then dried and individually numbered , 
aft er "Thich their ,'/'eights , internal volumes and aperture ",idths I'Tere 
measured to give measures of three variables lm01'lD to be important in 
hermit · crab shell selection (Hertz 1933 ; Kinosita and Okajima 1968 ; 
Reese 1962) . Shell ",eights were measured to t he nearest 0. 01 e, 
shell volumes to the nearest 0 . 01 ml and aperture widths to the 
nearest 0 .01 cm. The method of obtaining shell volume uas to pour 
dried mud or sand of 3 ¢ (125 microns) into the shell until it was 
filled and then to divide the weight of sand in the shell by the 
specifi c gravity of the sand or mud (see Section 2 , p 52 ) . 
As a comparison Hi th the 90 shells selec ted by the hlo species 
in the laboratory , 90 crabs of each spec ies were collected from 
Beaufort Harbor . These crabs .. rere weighed , and the \'Teights , internal 
volumes and shell aperture "Tidths of their shells l'lere xooasured. 
2. Interspecific Agonistic Encounters 
Two series of experiments were conducted . In the first series 
one C. vittutus in a Littorina irrorata shell and one P . longicarpus 
in an Ilyanassa obsoleta shell .. Tere put into an almninium basin 20 cm. 
in diameter . Their activities and ag essive and fear displays were 
then observed over the first 15 minutes spent in the basin . Activity 
was measured by observing whether or not the crab was moving at the 
end ~f each minute , as in !l1eadows and Mi tche 11 (1973) and fa tchell 
(1 975) • Aggressive displays ''lere defined as in Hazlett (1972 , p113) 
for C. vittatus , and as in Hazlett 1972, p1 17) for P . longicarpus , 
while fear displays were defined as in Courchesne and Barlow (1971 , 
p34) . This proced~e was repeated fourteen times . For the second 
series , P . longicarpus in a L. irrorata shell encountered a C. vit tatus 
in an I . obsoleta shell in the basin. As in Mitchell (1975) , this 
mean t too t five P . longicarpus ltere given a L. irrora ta she 11 in the 
laboratory, Owing to the shortage of P . longicarpus occupyi g 
L. irrorata in the field . This reversed shell species to crab species 
situation was also repeated fourteen times . 
Substrate Selection 
Laboratory reared P. longicarpus Here kept in a basin uith a sand 
substrate for at least tuo months after metamorphosis from the 
glaucothoe stage . During this time they liere fed on a variety of 
dead or decaying matter . An experimental tank 120 em x 70 cm x 20 cm 
height with mud in one half and sand in the other ha l f , .. as used to 
test substrate preference as in IvIi tchell (1975) . Two categories of 
experiments ,"rere performed. The first category consisted of testing 
10 crabs individually by placing each ore in turn on the sand/mud 
partition, leaving it for five hours in the tank, then noting which 
half of the tank it occupied. The second category tested a different 
set of 10 P. longicarpus placed in the tank at the same time and left 
for five hours then noting their positions . Both categories .. Tere 
repeated using different animals and reversing the sund and mud halves 
of the tanko 
Resul ts 
1 . Shell Selection 
Multiple regressions of crab weight against shell weight , vo lume 
and aperture width were obtained for the go P. longicarpus and 90 
C. vi ttatus tested in the laboratory . The results are sho .. m in Table 
I . The coefficients of all three variables are significantly different 
from ze~o in the case of P . longicarpus , while C. vit tatus shows the 
shell volume and aperture width coefficients to be Significant . The 
slope and the multiple correlation coefficients of the P . longicarpus 
and C. vittatus lines are significantly different from each other . 
Owing to the highly significant difference in their crab , .. eights 
(P< 0. 001) , however , these regression differences are not very 
meaningful , since the shells chosen .. rore almost entirely from 
differently sized populations . 
To discover if shell selection was influenced by some factor other 
than shell size , the optimum crab wei€pt of each of the 1, 200 shells 
TABLE I 
!1ultiple regressions of crab weight (C) against s hell l'Tei~ t (W) , 
shell volume (V) and shell aperture width (A) for P. longicarpus 
and C. vi tta tus l'Then tested in t he laboratory . Standard deviations 
of parameters are shol'm in brackets underneath. * = coefficient i s 
significantly different from zero (P< 0 0 05) _ 
Percentage 
variation in 
crab weight 
Species Regression Equation explained 
P. l ongi carpus C = 0. 041 *W + 00094*V + 0. 246*A - 0. 032 84 . 6% 
( . 01 6) ( . 036) ( . 072) 
C. vittatus C = 0. 001 If + 0 . 131*V + 0.341*A - 0. 077 72 . 6% 
( . 012) ( 0026) ( . 11 5) 
was calculated for both crab species . This was done by taking each 
shell measurement and substituting it in the regreosion equations 
shown in Table 1. Thus , a shell measuring 2g uei&tt , 1 ml. volume 
and 0 . 50 cm. aperture width would have an optimum crab weight of 
0 .082 + 0. 094 + 0. 123 - 0. 032 g = 0. 267 for P. longicarpus , and 
0. 002 + 0. 131 + 0. 171 - 00077 = 0. 227 g for c. vittatus . 
Histograms of the frequency of shell species occupation by crabs 
of different weight intervals were constructed for the 90 crabs of 
both species tested in the l aboratory. These are sholom in Figure 
for P. longicarpus and Figure 2 for c. vittatus . Comparable 
histograms of the expected frequencies of shell species occupation 
were then constructed for both species . The expected frequency of 
shell species occupation (E) was calculated from 
E = C x n 
N 
where C = the number of crabs t es ted in a given size interval, 
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Figure 1 . Histogram of the frequency of shell species occupation 
by P. longi carpus at different weights . 
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Figure 2 . Histogram of the frequency of shell s pe cies occupation 
by C. vi ttatus at different vleights • 
Key • = L. littorea 
= T. lapillus 
ID = L. irrora ta 
~ = P. dUElicatus 
n = t he number of shells of a particular s }X) cies llhose 
optimum cra b ITeights occur in the samo gi ven size 
i nterval , 
and N = total number of' optiI:lum vTeights of shells of all 
species vTithin the given size interval. 
The histograms of expected fre quencies are shovm in FiGU e 3 
for P . longicarpus and Figure 4 for c. vittatus . Binomial tes ts 
1"Tere performed on the observed s hell species occupation hiotoc;ram, 
using the expected frequencies to obtain the expected ratios . In 
cases \"There a clearly significant difference beti-men numbers of crabs 
occupying U 'TO s pecies of shell "Tere not obtained at any interval 
t ested , a binomial test vTaS performed on the group of comparisons 
of the tim shells at all intervals . For example , in the 
P . longicarpus histograms , Littorina irrorata and Littorina littorea 
occur together at crab 1-Teights of 0. 20 g . Binomial t es ts (Siegel 
1956) of the following size intervals 0 . 20 - 0. 25 , 0 . 25 - 0. 30 , 
0. 30 - 0 . 35 , 0.35 - 0. 40 g reveal probabilities of 00077 , 0 . 423 , 0. 247 
and 0. 250 respectively in favour of L . littorea . A binomial test on 
the hypothesis that three probabilities of ~ 0. 250 can occur by chance 
out of four trials then gives a significant resul t (p < 0. 05) so that 
it can be mai ntained that L. littor ea is preferred by P . longicarpus 
over L. irrorata . The complete l i st of shell preferences given by 
binomial tests is shovTn in Table II . 
Uul tiple regressions of crab 1-Teight a gainst shell Height , volume 
and aper ture uid th 1iere performed for the 90 P . longicarpus and 90 
c . v ittatus collec ted in the field . These are shown in Table III. 
Both lines are signlficantly different from their corresponding 
labora tory regression lines sho"m in Table I . The multiple rerrression 
coefficient of c. vittatus is also significantly different fr om that 
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Figure 3 . Histogram of the expected frequency of shell spe cies 
occupa tion by P . longicarpus at different 1-,eights assuming no she 11 
s pecies pr eference . -
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Figure 4. Histogram of the expected frequency of shell s pe cie s 
occupation by C. vittatus at different weights a ssumi ng no shell 
species prefer ence . 
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TABLE II 
Preferences of P . longica~~ amd C. vittatus for different shell 
structures uhcn shell size is controlled . Comparioonc behreen tuo 
shell species in uhich one 3pecie :3 has too f C1'l n .ber:J to possibly 
obtain a significant resul t are ignored or listed a::; " no comparisons 
obtainable" . 
P. longicarpus c. vittatus 
Shell Species Preferred Shell Species 
H. vibex 1. obsoleta No comparison::; obtainable 
U. cineria I. obsoleta No comparisono obtainable 
I. obsoleta None no comparisons obta inable 
L. irrorata T. lapillus ; L. littorea T. lapillus 
L. littorea None T . lapillus 
T. lapillus None None 
P. duplicatus No comparioons obtainable T. lapillus ; L. li ttorea 
of C. vittnt-us in Table I , but P . lon~rpus does not sholT the same 
oignificant difference u hen compared .-rith its correspondin . multiple 
regression coefficient . 
To disc over t he effect of these significant differences bet"Teen 
field and laboratory regression lines on the adequacy of shell 
occupation in the field , the op,timum crab lleights of the 90 shells 
occupied by P . longicarpus in the field "Tere calculated. Each of 
these optimum 1'leights 1'TaB then divided by the actua l Height of the 
crab occupying the shell'in the field to ob tain a shell ade~uacy 
index . n index of 1 means that the crab is occupying a shell of its 
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Figure 5 . Shell ade~uacy indices of 90 P . longicarpus t aken from 
the fi eld plotted against crab vle ight . 
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Figure 6. Shell adequacy indices of 90 C. vitta tus taken 
from the field plotted against crab weight . 
TABLE I II 
Hul tiple regressions of crab lieight (C) against shell w'eight (W) , 
shel l volume (V) and shell aperture width (A) for P . longicarpus 
and C. vittatus . collec ted from the field . Standard deviations of 
parameters are shown in brackets underneath . * = coefficient is 
significantly different from zero (p( 0.05) . 
P. longicarpus C = 0 . 058*''1 + 0 . 113*V + 0. 276*A - 0. 058 
( .025) ( .056) ( .064) 
C. vi ttatus C = 0.044 W + 0. 061 V + 0. 41 1*A + 0.050 
( . 046) ( .084) ( . 168) 
Percentaee 
variation in 
crab I·reight 
explained 
36. ff% 
preferred size lihereas an index of greater or less than 1 indicates 
a size of shell too great or too s mall, respectively , for t he crab. 
The resul ts are sholffi in Figure , 5. A similar procedure "ras used to 
calculate the 90 shell adequacy indices of C. vittatus , and these are 
shown in Fieure 6 . Both figures sho", a similar downward trend in 
their shell adequacy indices as size of crab increases , but 
P. longicarpus shows a much greater tendency to occupy shells too 
large for them a t 10'101 weights than does C. vittatus . 
2 . Interspecific Agonistic Encounters 
The results of the activities of P . longicarpus and C. vittatus 
, 
are shown in Table IV . P. longicarpus occupying L. irrorata shells 
are significantly less active than either P. longicarpus or C. vi t tatus 
in 1. obsoleta shells . The C. vit tatus occupying L. irrorata shells 
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TABLE IV 
Summed activities of P. longicarpus and C. vit t atus in the tvTO series 
tested . The total possible activity score if all 15 crabs were 
continuously active for the fifteen minutes observed woul d be 225 . 
Significances of results were obtained by ei ther Wilcoxon matched 
pairs signed ranks test or , when two different groups of individuals 
w'ere compared, by the Kolmogorov- Smirnov two s ample t e st (Siegel , 1956) • 
In both tests , ~iO tailed criteria were used. 
1 st Series P. longicarpus c. vitta tus P 
P. longicarpus (r) v . c. vi tta tus (L) 125 98 > 0 . 05 
2nd Series 
P. longicarpus (L) v . c. vi tta tus (I) 66 132 < 0. 01 
p < 0 . 05 , > 0. 01 ) 0 . 05 
are also less active than ei the'r P . longicarpus or C. vi Ha tus i n 
I e obsoleta , but these differences are not significant . 
The numbers of aggressive displays made by both species of crabs 
in both series are shovm in Table V. P . longicarpus make s 
significantly more aggressive displays than C. vittatus regardless of 
shell occupation. Shell occupation also seems to make little 
difference to the numbers of aggressive displays made by either species . 
The numbers of fear displays made by both crab species ar e shovffi 
in Table VI . No significant differences were obtained in any 
comparisons . The seemingly large differences shovm in Table VI 
(42 : 13 and 15 : 32) were caused by only one crab being exceptionally 
dominant over another in each case , and not by the large majority of 
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TABIE V 
Summed aggressive displays of Po longicarpus and C. vittatus in the 
two ser ies tested. Significances were obtained by either the 
Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test or , when two different groups 
of individuals were compared by the Ko lmogorov-8mirnov two sample 
test (Siegel 1956) . In both tests , two tailed criteria loTere used. 
P . longicarpus C. vittatus p 
1 st Series 
P. l ongicarpus (I) v C. Vittatus (L) 37 10 < 0 . 05 , 
> 0 . 02 
2nd Series 
P. longicarpus (L) v C. vittatus (I) 43 12 0 . 02 
P > 0005 ) 0 . 05 
TABLE VI 
Summed fear displays of P . longicarpus and C. vittatus in the two 
series tested . Significances 1rere obtained in the same manner as 
Table V. 
P. longicarpus C. v i ttatus P 
1 st Series 
P . longicarpus ( I ) v C. vittatus (L) 42 13 > 0 . 05 
2nd Series 
P. l ongicarpus (L) v C. vittatus ( I) 15 32 > 0 .05 
P > 0.05 ) 0.05 
crabs inhabiting I . obsole ta shells sh01.ing more fear displays than 
those inhabiting L. irrorata. 
Substrate Selection 
The number of crabs occupying the sand and mud halves of the tank 
five hours after being placed in it are shown in Table VII . There was 
no significant difference between the first results and those of the 
repeats ''Then the sand and mud halves ''lere reversed , so these results 
have been combined in both categories . There is no clear preference 
of one substrate in either category. 
TABLE VII 
Substrate selection of laboratory reared P. longicarpus . 
Probabili ties are calculated by the binomial test and are t rTO tailed 
(Siegel 1956) . 
Category 
tested 
Individually 
Grouped 
Number 
on sand 
11 
10 
DISCUSSION 
Number 
on mud 
9 
10 
Probability 
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The shell selection results of P. longicarpus and C. vittatus 
show two clear t~ends . The most important of these is that a hermit 
crab ' s first priority in selecting a shell is shell size . Since both 
multiple regression lines in Table I show more than one shell variable 
parameter significant , it is doubtful if either P . longicarpus or 
C. vittatus selects a shell because of one particular size factor , 
IO~ 
but rather on the general shell size . Within a particular size range 
of shell, the two crab species tested show'ed shell species preferences , 
hm'1ever , so that the general shape as well as the general size of the 
shell is also taken into account . It is interesting to note that the 
preferred general shape of a Shell bears no relati on to whether the 
crab species selecting it had previously encountered that species . 
P . longicarpus , for instance , preferred both Scottish species of shell 
to its native Littorina irrorata , and c. vittatus preferred Thais 
lapillus to any other shell spec ies which overlapped its size range . 
A comparison of Figures 1,2 , 3 and 4 with Figure 1 in Mitchell 
(1 975) clearly shows that the shell preferences recorded in Mitchell 
(1 975) ''lere almost entirely based on size preferences. Only the 
pr efer ence of P. longicarpus for I . obsoleta rather than N. vibex or 
U. cineria can be shown to be a genuine species shape preference . 
Other n preferred" shells in Ni tchell (1 975) can be sho"m to be the only 
shell ·species occurring in the size range under stUdy. 
The comparisons of the sizes of shells occupied by crabs in the 
field and in the laboratory yield interesting results . P. longicarpus 
seems to inhabit shells which are too large for it at low weight 
r anges , while at higher weight ranges it occupies shells of either 
near optimum or smaller than optimum size . This means that in the 
field there are not enough small shells t o house P. longicarpus of . 
0 . 03 - 0 .11 g in optimum condit ions . Presumably intraspecifi c shell 
competition exists for pr eferred shells in this size r ange , and from 
the results of Allee and Douglis (1 946) , Hazlett (1966 a , b ; 1968) 
and Rossi (1 971) , a larger crab should usually be able to evict a 
smaller crab from its shell . This ''lould mean that smaller crabs will 
end up in shells much too large for them while l ar ger crabs of this 
range "dll be in shells only slightly too large for them. This is 
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in fact the trend Sh01VU in Figure 5. 
C. vitta tus , unlike P . longicarpus , occupies fe"T shells which 
are too large (Figure 6) . From a ",eight of 0 . 43 g up\'lards , all 
shells occupied have an index of less than 1 . This pattern of shell 
occupation is similar to t he patterns obtained by Van ce (1972b) at 
Lonesome Cove , in the San Juan Islands of Washington . Vonce (1972b) 
attributes this pattern to shortage of large s hells , and it is 
interesting to note that in I H chell (1 975) only the comparatively 
rare P . duplicatus shells 1vere selected by C. vittatus at lveights 
greater than 0 . 44 g . 
The agonistic encounters of the h,o species Sh01'1 that 
P. longicarpus is more aggressive than c. vittatus . This does not 
necessarily mean that it is the dominant species , how'ever , as there is 
no significant difference between the fear displays of the t irO species . 
A possible explanation of the differences obtained behTeen aggressive 
and fear displays is tha t C. vi tta tus , which is generally the larger 
crab , ignores the aggressive displays made by P. longicarpus . This 
kind of behaviour has been noted already for c . vittatus i n 
intraspecific encounters (Hazlett 1968) . Shell species occupation 
did not seem to have any marked effect on aeonistic behaviour in the 
popUlations of either species, but it did seem to have an effect on 
the ac ti vi ty of P . longicarpus . The pos sib Ie' adaptive sicnificance 
of this behaviour is discussed in anothe paper (Section 3 , paper 3 ) . 
The lack of a substrate pr eference in P . 10ngicarpu3 11hen r eared 
in the laboratory on a sand subs t r ate Oh01VS that care should be 
exercised before, s tatinG that a species shous a substrate preference . 
Substrate preference in P. 10ngicarpuG seens to be controlled by 
previous experience rather than [!ny innc.te behaviour . trhis ::ny 
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e}~plG.in Hhy P . l onaicarpus i s found on sand substrates in other o.rc:J.G 
(ReeGe 1962) , sane of them only a fe w· miles distant fron the preoent 
sampling site ( Neil I1e rcando , N. c. S t a te UniverG i ty , per nonal 
cODl:1unica tion) . It :r13.y also explain the observa tion of Schi jfsna 
( 193 5) tha t P . bernhardus in never found on mud , Ilhi1e Allen (1899) , 
. Samuelsen ( 1970) and~·rolfandSandee \ ( 1 971) have found thiG s pecies 
on a ll ki nds of sediments . 
SUIlILlary 
Thr ee s eries of experiments were conducted on Pagurus IQ.~icarp~ 
and Clibanarius v ittatus at Beaufort , North Carolina . The first 
series sholled that a c rab of e i the r spec ies se l ected a shell on the 
basis of the shell ' s size and shape . Previous exper ience of a shell 
s pec ies did not affec t its pr efer ence . The se cond ser i es ShOl1Cd tha t 
a l though P . l ongicarpus made nore ageressive displays than C. v itto.tus , 
c. vi tta tus did no t sho,,1 greater f ear behaviour than P . l oncicarpus . 
The thi rd series demons t ra ted tha t a pr eviousl y de t ermined pr efer ence 
of P . longica r pus f or mud over sand 1'Tas capable of 0.1 tera t i on by the 
cra b ' s pr eVious experienc e of substra t e . 
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SHELL FIGHTI NG BEHAVIOR IN THE HER!1IT CRAB 
CLlBANARIUS VITTATUS 
1/ 5 
One of the most striking aspects of hermit crab behavior is their 
aggressive interactions, and probably for this reason these interactions 
have been thoroughly described (Hazlett, 1966a,b,c, 1968a ,b, 1969a ,b, 
1 972 ; Reese, 1 962 ; Rossi , 1 971 ) • The adaptations of this aggressive 
r behavior has often been conjeC~I, however, and litt le is known of 
how much agonistic behavior in hermit crabs is related to shell 
fighting, spacing out, or competition for food , shelter , etc . Of 
the work done on the hermit Clibanarius vittatus, Hazlett , 1968~, 
showed that larger C. vi tta tus are more aggressive than smaller 
C. vittatus , while Hazlett , 1970, suggested that C. vittatus in large 
shells won more fights in intraspecific encounters than those in 
smaller shells . It therefore seemed of interes t to observe the 
agonistic interactions of a large C. vittatus in a small shell agains t 
a small C. vittatus in a large shell . To give the work some 
ecological significance , the larger shell used was Polinices duplicatus , 
a relatively rare shell in the field which is preferred over the 
commonly occurring but smaller Littorina irrorata shell by all crabs 
over a certain size (Mitchell , 1975) . 
}iaterials and ~iethods 
Clibanarius vittatus occupying Littorina irrorata shells were 
collected from the intertidal region of Duke University Harine 
Laboratory Dock , immediately prior to the experiments . Each 
C. vittatus collected was evicted from its shell as in Mitchell (1975), 
blotted dry of sea water and weighed . All animals weighing less than 
O. 45g were discarded at this stage , as they were judged too small to 
prefer a Polinices duplicatus shel l to an L. irrorata shell (Mitchell, 
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1975) . The first twenty crabs collected of 0.45g or over were 
divided into two groups of ten crabs each . The method of dividing 
them was to arbitrarily take two crabs and make the crab of smaller 
weight belong to group A and the heavier crab to group B. The rest 
of the eighteen crabs were arbitrarily chosen two at a time and 
again, for each pair , one was assigned to group A and one to group 
B depending on their weight differences. The crabs in group A and 
B were then put in separate finger bowls and each crab was given an 
empty Littorina irrorata shell . ~fuen all crabs had occupied the 
shell given (about three hours after the shells had been introduced 
to them) , the first pair of crabs chosen w'ere taken out of the finger 
bowls and placed in an aluminium basin of 20 cm diameter , with a 
sand/mud substrate 1 cm deep on the bottom. The agonistic 
behaviour and the activities of the two crabs were then observed for 
the next fifteen minutes . Agonistic behavior was noted as either 
aggres sive displays (Hazlett , 1972 , p. 113), or fear behavior 
(Courchesne and Barlow, 1971). Activity was judged by whether or not 
the crab was moving at the end of each minute , as in Meadows and 
Mitchell (1973) and Mitchell (1 973) . 
When fifteen minutes had elapsed , the crabs were taken out of 
the basin and put back into the finger bowls . The next pair of 
C. vi tta tus were observed in the basin in the salOO manner as tie first 
pair . This procedure was continued until all ten pairs of crabs had 
been observed . At the end of this series of experiments , the crabs 
in group A were evic ted from their shell and given a Polinices 
duplicatus shell in place of its previous L. irrorata shell . As 
a contro l , the individuals of group B were also evicted from their 
shell and given their home shell back . Crabs in both groups '-lere 
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immediately returned to their finger bowls after being evicted from 
the ir she 11 . 
The following day , twen~-four hours after observing the crabs ' 
behavior in the first experiment , the same pairs of crabs were 
observed again . These crabs were then disc arded, and ten other 
pairs of crabs were chosen in the same way as before. This time , 
however , group A was given a P. duplicatus shell instead of an 
L. irrorata shell for the first set , and vice versa for the second 
set of experiments . otherwise the same procedure was maintained 
as in the previous ten pairs of crabs. 
Resul ts 
A comparison of the number of aggressive displays made by 
C. vittatus under the different conditions tested is shown in Table 
1. 
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TABLE I 
Numbers of aggressive displays made by C. vittatus under different 
condi tions . The statistical significance of the differences between 
the observed displays 52 and 69 , 52 and 30 etc . was asses sed by 
Wilcoxon ' s matched pairs signed ranks test, treating the ten 
experiments in each condition as blocks . Two tailed criteria were 
adopted in all tests . 
Group Group 
Trial A B P 
1 st Li ttorina (A) v Littorina (B) 52 69 -0 . 05 
2nd Polinices (A) v Littorina (B) 30 194 < 0. 01 
P > 0 . 05 . 0 . 05 
1 st Polinices (A) v Li ttorina (B) 41 212 < 0 . 01 
2nd Littorina (A) v Littorina (B) 53 104 < 0. 01 
P > 0 . 05 <0. 05 
)0. 02 
Larger crabs made more aggressive displays than smaller ones under 
all four conditions, but the number of displays was greater when the 
larger crab confronted a C. vittatus in a Polinices shell than one in 
a Littorina shell . This vTaS true regardless of previous experience . 
The number of aggressive displays made by the smaller crabs in group 
A, however , was not affec ted either by shell species occupation or 
previous experience . 
The comparison of the fear reactions of C. vittatus in Table II 
show that the smaller crabs of group A made more fear reactions than 
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their opponents under all four conditions, but the number of fear 
. 
reactions a smaller crab made ras decreased if it inhabited a 
Polinices rathe r than a Littorina shell. Previous experience 
did not affect this result. The number of fear reactions made 
by the crabs in group B was not affected by confrontation of a 
group A crab either in a Polinices or Littorina shell, nor did 
previous experience of their opponent significantly alter their 
fear behaviour . 
TABLE II 
Numbers of fear reactions of C. vi t ta tus under different conditions . 
Statistical significance was assessed as in Table I . 
Group Group 
Trial A B P 
1 s t Li ttorina (A) v Littorina (B) 46 11 < 0 . 02 > 0 . 01 , 
2nd Polinices (A) v Lit tor ina (B) 27 6 < 0 . 01 
P < 0. 05 
> 0 . 05 
)0. 02 
1 st Polinices (A) v Littorina (B) 32 13 ~ 0002 
2nd Li ttorina (A) v Littorina (B) 45 5 < 0 .01 
P < 0. 05 
> 0 . 05 
> 0002 
121 
The activities of the crabs in groups A and B under the 
conditions tested are presented in Table III . Crabs in group A 
are less active when they occupy a Polinices than a Littorina shell . 
In one condition group B crabs are significantly more active than 
group A crabs in Polinices shells . In the other Polinices v 
Littorina condition , the group B crabs are also more active, but 
the difference just fails to be significant (p > 0 . 05, < 0 . 10) . 
There is no significant difference in the activities of the two 
groups , '-Then they both occupy Littorina shells . 
TABLE III 
Activities of C. vittatus under different conditions . In each 
condition the maximum score possible if all ten crabs were 
continuously active for the 15 minutes observed l'1Ould be 150 . 
statistical significance was assessed as in Table I . 
Group Group 
Trial A B P 
1 st Li ttorina (A) v Littorina (B) 11 5 122 > 0 . 05 
2nd Polinices (A) v Littorina (B) 79 101 > 0 . 05 
P < 0. 02 ) 0005 
~ 0. 01 
1 st Polinices (A) v Littorina (B) 59 101 < 0 . 01 
2nd Li ttorina (A) v Littorina (B) 91 95 > 0 .05 
P < 0 . 01 > 0 . 05 
To discover if the significanJ differences in aggressive and 
fear displays obtained in Tables I and II were the result of t he 
different dimensions of the shells used, or if the differences in 
frequencies of displays were caused by crabs recognizing the 
structure of the preferred Polinices shell , multiple regressions 
of dominance against crab weight , shell weight and shell volume 
differences were carried out . Dominance was obtained from the 
formula : 
D = (aggression of crab of group B - fear displays of 
crab of group B) -
(aggression of crab of group A - fear displays of 
crab of group A) 
for any pair of hermit crabs tested. 
The crab weight differenc es were calculated from the f ormula : 
crab weight of grOUp B - crab weight of group A 
crab weight of group A 
for each matc red pair , and the shell 1'leight and shell volume 
differences were cal culated in a similar manner . The results are 
shown in Table IV. 
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TABIE IV 
Regression of dominance (D) of crabs of group B over their paired 
opponents of group A against relative differences between crab 
weight (C), shell weight (vI) and shell volume (V) pairs. For 
explanations of dominance and relative size difference calculations, 
see text . Standard deviations of the regression variable 
parameters are given in brackets underneath . * = regression 
co-efficient is significant (P( 0. 05) . 
Condition tested 
Littorina (A) v Littorina (B) 
Polinices (A) v Li ttorina (B) 
Regression equation 
* D = 18. 55C + 0 . 32W - 2. 02V (6 . 53) (5 .66) (5. 54) 
D = 122. 43C 
(13 . 22) 
* 
- 3. 99i + 1. 04V 
( 2 • 06 ) ( 2 • 93 ) 
Percent-
age 
varia-
bility 
inD 
explained 
33 . 51 % 
87 . 94% 
Since there was no significant difference between the slope of the 
regression of the two Littorina (A) v Littorina (B) conditions , and 
there .. Tas also no significant difference between the slopes of the 
equations of the two polinices (A). v Littorina (B) conditions , the 
results are pooled to form one Littorina (A) v Littorina (B) equation 
and one Polinices (A) v Littorina (B) equation. 
Equations of dominance against absolute rather than relative 
size differences ''lere also calculated . The equations were in both 
conditions very similar to the relative size difference equations 
but gave slightly poorer multiple correlation coefficients and hence 
are not included. There is a highly significant difference between 
t he slope and the percentage variability of dominance explained by 
the two lines sho1in in Table IV . 
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Discussion 
It is interestinc to cO:'1pare the r esul ts obtained in this 
paper ui th those of Hazlett , 1968a , on t he SaIil e s pe c ies . In 
Hazlett , 1 S68a , hi s conclusions lvere t hat larger crabs \Tere nore 
aggressive t han smaller c rabs and that interactil'lG crabs w'ere 
r eac ting to absolute rather than r elative s ize difference s . The 
results of the pr ese nt paper support the for ner co nclusi on but 
ShOll no evidence to support the latter conclusion . Thin 'QJJ.y 
be because of the invalid statistical technique Hazlett used on 
his resul ts (p . 611 ) . I ns tead of using a sinple lead squares fit 
to his data , he should have used a 1Teiehted least squares forn of 
ree;reSSion or alternatively sone adaptation of loeit anal:rsis . 
Also of interest is the later \lork "'hich Hazle tt , 1970 , perforc.ed 
on the sa:le species . In this pap;::r he c onc luded that 11 i.lcreasinr; 
the visual size of a crab ' s shell si b~ificantly increased the 
probabili ty of a crab uinnin{; an encounter , as 'did incronsij,1 '" the 
ueiGh t of the she 11" . These conclusions are not sUP:lOrted by 
the pr esent paper since the laree. size o.nd ueight of c Polinices 
shell elici ted si[;nificantl~ nore aguTessive displr.js nnd did ;lot 
affect t he nunber of fear displa~rs .ade by its 0 .... onent in a 
Li ttorina shell. (The feu r nueber of fen.!. displays exhibited 
by the s: .ruler crabs in Li ttorina shells conpared ,n. til Pol::'nices 
shells nay at first seeD contra!'J 'Co t he above results , but nas , 
in fact , caused by nany of the snaller crabs cO Ll.11etely 
lTithdrauing into their shells for several :linute:::; at a ti'le . ) 
A possible explanati on of this difference in c onclusiollS ic 
that Hazlett used unnatural cleans to increace tJ'e visunl oize and 
).:;he Heigh t of a shell by attachin" a pl3.stic piece or <!. lead llCijlt 
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to it . In ';;l:o present oxpcrir.lents , 1101-1evcr, the v i::JUnl size o.nd 
the ueiGht of Uc shell uere increaoed by USi11g 0. nn t t rnlly 
occurrin ; l areer species of shell. Hence Hnzlett ' s ro:::u1 t8 n,-r 
be interpreted ns t he cr ab ' s behavior t o unn::.. tur~.l stimuli and the 
present results as their behavior to na tural stimuli. In addition , 
Hazlett did not control for crab size '\Thich muy also account for 
sone differenc e in r esults . 
The significant differences of the t170 nul tiple regression lines 
sh01m in Table IV indicate trot C. vittatus CDll distincuioh a 
Polinices shell from a Littorina shell , as t 1e ch~~ce in dominance 
recorded bet1'Teen t he "\'l-T c onditions tested in the Llul tiple reGrcs .... ion 
e(~untions is no t caused by significant coone-es in t he sholl 
parnmeters . Lareer C. vittatus in Littorina shells are not only more 
domino.nt but more predictably dominant dependinu on the size 
difference uhen confronted by a C. vitto.t s in a Polinicos rathe~ t1an 
in a ~orina shel l. The snaller crab therefore either has to 
relinquish its Polinices shell to the larger crab ( t11 is occurred in 
three of the tuenty encounters) or presuro.bly allou tre lo.rger crab 
to acquire first choice of linited factors , such as food or shelter 
in the environment . 
The a cti vities r esults are interestinG since they ShOlf lareer 
crabs to be more active tha1 smaller crabs only 1'1hen the sllaller crab 
occupies a Polinices shell . This is contrary to the D.c tivi ties of 
the hermi t crabs Pagurus bernhar dus and Pagurus r idcauxi in '-Thich 
larger crabs were more active than s maller crabs uhcn both groups 
occupied Li ttori na shells (lleadous and IIitchell , 1973) . The 
difference s observed in the activities of sDaller C. vittatus in 
t he t.TO different species of shells occupied in the present papor 
could be caused by the smaller cr ab r etro.ctinc into its shell for 
loncer pe:riods of tine uhen in n Polinices t".,~n i n c.. Li ttorinc.. she ll. 
.There l1n.y be unother fn.ctor o:")e1'c:tinc , hOl·rever , 0.::: Mathe ... herm t crLib 
species , PClf,urus lQ.nc;icarpuo, is ulso less uctive '.rl'en in Co ')referred 
chell for its size (see Section 3, p~per 2) . 
exple:.nv.tion for the obse ved differences in activit: bet\rcon 
C. viJ.ta tus in preforre d and non- preferred shells i::: therefo 1'0 tl'''. t 
thi8 species shous upp0ti tive S11011 3e.:trchinc; behavior until 0. 
:? eferred ohell is found , ufter 17hich 0. quieGcon t phuso folious . 
Summary 
The aeGre ssiv e behavior of large C. vittatus aGuinst small 
C. vi tta tus i·;as investiGtl. ted. Large C. vi ttaJus 'tlere nore 
ageressive and shoued fe1'Ter fe u.r reactions in all condi tion::; tC:Jted. 
The degree of doninance of large over small C . vi tt.:ttus .lns •. 1Uch . I 
rJ.ore l:tar:ced and Dore pr edictable lmen the smaller crab oce pied 
L. Polinieeo r a the r than a Li ttorina shell o.nd the larr'e crab 
occupied a Littorina shell in both conditio ns . ,.!,vidence is'iven 
to SUci ::est that C. v i tta tus reacts flore to the sM'Je thun th" oizc 
dinenoions of a Polinices shell , and that son.ll crabs oceuFJin' a 
PoliniceG shell n.re less active than otlle crabs occupyin' n 
Li t"torina sha 11 . 
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J2~ 
SPACING OUT IN T TO 
SYMPATRIC SPECIES OF 
HEIDHT CRABS 
Introduction 
"Then two hennit crabs IOOet , an aggressive encounter often 
ensues (Hazlett , 1966) . In sore species these encounters lead 
to one hermit crab becoming dominant over the other , and since 
hermi t crabs have been known to recognize each other 11 individually" 
(Hazlett , 1969), this could result in the submissive crab keeping its 
distance from the dominant crab. In this way a spaced out 
distribution wi thin a population can occur . Not all hermit crabs 
have a spaced out distribution, however . Aggrega t ed distributions 
can occur through the effect of adverse environmental fac tors such 
as being exposed to water loss at low tide , by orientati on towards 
other hermit crabs or towards f actors of their local physical 
environment (Hazlett , 1966 p 122-1 23 ) . 
In t he pr esent study of spaci ng behaviour in Pagurus longicarpus 
and dlibanarius vittatus it has been shown tha t a dominance order 
exists for P . longicarpus (Allee and Douglis , 1945) but II individual" 
recognition has not been established. Wi th the absence of strong 
environmental factors operating agains t adults of this species 
(pers onal observa tions) it can be pr edicted tha t P. longicarpus 
shoUld have an independen t or spaced out distribution . C. vittatus , 
in contrast , has strong environmental factors such as water loss at 
low t i de operating against it (personal observations) ' and may 
therefore be thought to aggrega t e . 
The following experiments were conducted to t est the predictions 
made as to t he two species intraspecific distribution patterns , and 
to discover how the two species space out 'l'1i th r egard to each other . 
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l1aterials and Hethods 
Animals ''Tere t aken from the intertidal zone of Beaufort Har bor , 
next to Duke University Marine Labora tory dock, during Au~ust and 
September , 1974 . They were maintained in stocle tanles with constant 
running wa ter at about 200C. I l luminati on in t he fOITl of diffuse 
artificial lighting was provi ded only dur ing normal daylight hours . 
Three series of experiments were conducted on the spacing 
behaviour of Pagurus longicarpus and Clibanarius vittatus a t different 
populati on densities . The first series r ecorded P . longicarpus a t 
densi ti es of 7, 10 , 14 , 20 and 24 per tank , while the second s eri es 
r ecorded C. vi ttatus a t the same densities . The third recorded a 
50/50 mixture of P . longicarpus and C. vittatus at densit ies of 10, 
14 , 20 , 24 and 28 per tank . 
The experimental tank used in the three series uas circular lii th 
r adius 27 . 5 cm. A sand/mud substra te 1 cm deep vms used and t he 
t ank uas filled to a depth of 8 cm ,.Ii t h sea.t-rater taken from Beaufort 
Harbor . Iii th the except ion of using different animo.ls , the condi tiona 
of each experiment 1'lere the same . These wer e t hat animals of t he 
required species and density were put in the tank and left for 24 
hours , follovling the practice of Hendo"1s and lli tchell ( 1973) and 
Section 2 pa.pers and 2 . They were then observed by placi ng a 
glass sheet wit h a circle of 27 .5 cm r adius inscribed on it over the 
tank and t he polar co-ordinates of the positions of every hermit crab 
in the tank were r ecorded. This pr ocedure vTaS r epeated a t i ntervals 
of at least three hours until six readings a t each density had been 
obtained in each series . 
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Results 
1 . Angular and Radial He usuremen to 
2 :x tests for angular s yrometry \Tere performed on the six 
replica tes at each density f or five categor ieo of animals (see 
ppendix 1 ) . These categories were (1) P . longicarpus by it3elf 
in the tank , (2) C. vittatus by itself in the t3.Ill: , (3 ) P . l ongicarpus 
uith C. vittatus in the tanl.e , (4) C. vittutus l1ith P . longicarpus 
in the tank , ( 5) C. vitta tus and P . longi<:,..arpus together in the tank 
and treated a s on e population. Only in the fifth category 11' s there 
significant evidence a t the 5% level of departure from anrrular 
uniformity , and since 25 -x.2 tests vTerc c onducted ov" r all , no stronG 
i mportance was attache d to this one result . 
As in Section 2 , paper 2 , no departure from radial uniformity 
iTas observed at any densit r in any category tested (see Appendi 2 
for details of method used) once the outcr 3 cm of the tank '\'las 
discounted . There Here significantly different proportions of crabs 
occupyino the outer 3 em in different categories t coted, honover . 
This is shmm in Table 1. C. v ittatus ShOi'Ted a significantly greater 
attraction'tmTards this outer area than P . longicarpus both in the 
presence and absenc e of • longicarpus . The proportions of 
C. v ittatus occupying the outer : inner area were not s iGnifi cantly 
altered by population density , the ovorall ratio being 0 . 86 on the 
edGe uhen separa te from P . longicarpus, and 0 . 88 uh9n .Ti th 
P . longicarpus ,in the tank . These ratio~ are not significantly 
2 different from each other l1hen t es;ted by -x: . P . lonaicnrpus, on 
t h e (. ther hand , has no t a homogeno us proportion of nur bers in the 
outer : inner areas i'Then density is altered , nor is it unaffected by 
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TABLE I 
A comparison of t hc numbers of P . longicarpus and C. v i tta tus 
falling in the outer : inner areas of the t ank at differen t 
densities . The homogeneity of the pro portions of outer : inner 
at each density is also sho1 for both species . 
1. P. l ongicarpus wld C. vittatus tested separately 
P. longicarpus C. vi ttatus 
Number in Number in Number in Number in 2 Density outer area inner- ar ea outer area inner area 'X. P 
7 24 18 32 10 3. 43 0 .06 
10 29 31 53 7 22 . 18 <. 0 .01 
14 35 49 71 13 33 . 13 < 0 .01 
20 87 33 105 15 8 .44 < 0 .01 
24 104 40 128 16 12 . 77 < 0 .01 
2 31. 86 5. 06 x 
p < 0. 01 0 . 28 
2 . P . l ongicar pus and C. v i ttatus mixed in Game turut 
P. longicarpus C. vit tatus 
Humber in Number in Humber in Uuil1ber in 2 Density outer area inner area outer area inne r area "X. P 
5 11 19 26 4 15.86 < 0 . 01 
7 8 34 39 3 46 .42 < 0. 01 
10 20 40 53 7 38. 09 < 0. 01 
12 17 5.5 67 5 71 . 43 ,,- 0. 01 
14 11 73 69 15 80 .28 ...(0 . 01 
2 
x 11 . 72 5. 53 
p < 0 .02 , > 0. 01 0. 24 
the pr esence of C. vittatus . A t each of the three comparable 
densities of 7 , 10 and 14 crabs per tank , there are significantly 
fevTer P. longicarpus in the outer area vrhen C. v i tta tus is present 
than vlhen it is absen t in the tank . 
2. Nearest Neighbour Analysis 
Nearest neighbour analysis (Clark and Evans , 1954) Has carried 
out on all five ca tegories of crab and t he modified form of analysis 
used in Section 2 , paper 2 of this thesiS 'laS adopted in each c ase . 
Since t he expected nearest neiohbour distances obtai ned by simulation 
"Tere normally distributed , the degree of aggregation or spacing out 
at each density was also calculated as in Section 2, paper 2 by the 
formula : 
x . = 9. +k+ B. (see Appendix 3) . 
1'There x . = 
l. 
9 . = 
l. 
l. l. l. 
observed mean nearest neighbour distance 
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expected mean nearest neighbour distance for crabs 
spacing out uniformly and independent ly of each other . 
This 1vas obtained by simulation. Crab size ( 1 cm diameter) 
was t aken in to acc oun t as i n Se c tion 2 , paper 2 , as 11as 
edge attraction. 
k = a constant possibly dependent on population density 
E. 
l. 
2 
= error func tion 1'lith zero mean and variance (Ji . 
(i) P . longicarpus separate from C. vittatus 
- ' 2 
The results of x ., 9. and ~. for each popUla tion densi~ are 
l. l. l. 
sho .. m in Table II . A generalised likelihood-ratio tes t on the 
equali ty of k for al l densities gives a value of 0 . 130 uhich is 11ell 
loTi thin the 5% limit of an F distribution ui th (4,25) degrees of 
freedom (Table III) . The value obtai ned on the likelihoods-ratio 
T ELE II 
Observed mean nearest neighbour distan ces (x . ) , expected mean 
~ 
nearest neighbour di stances (9) and variances (~) of P . longicarpus 
in the absence of C. v i ttatus . ReadinGs have been arranged in 
increasi Uff val ue for convenience . 
Densi ty of 
crabs per 
62 t ank x. (en) e 
~ 
7 7. 36 11.14 11 . 93 13. 43 14. 14 16. 14 12. 62 7. 44 
10 8 . 05 8. 90 8 . 95 9. 20 10 .80 10 . 95 9. 93 3. 12 
14 5. 50 6. 36 6. 43 7. 21 9.07 10 . 21 8.00 1. 42 
20 5. 13 5. 73 5. 75 5. 78 6. 20 6. 70 6. 15 0. 65 
24 4. 38 4. 46 5. 44 5. 94 6. 02 6. 15 5.46 0. 41 
test of k being different from zero i s also not significantly greater 
than the 5.% limit of an F(1 ,29) distribution. Ther e is therefore no 
evi dence to sugges t that P . longicarpus by itself ei thor aggrega tea 
or Spaces out or t hat population density affec ts its s pacing 
behaviour in any ... my. 
(ii) C. vittatus separate fro m P . longi carpus 
The r esul ts of ~ ., e. and 6. 2 f or each popula tion densi ty arc 
~ ~ ~ 
shm-m in Table IV . The value of 0. 541 obtained from a general i sed 
likelihoods- ratio test on t he equality of k is not s ignificant for 
F(4 , 25) degrees of freedom (Table III) but the val ue of 50 . 23 for 
the test of k = 0 cm is very highly significant (P ( 0. 01) for an F 
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TABLE III 
Values of the generalised likelihood-ra tios tests on the equality 
of k over all densities , and on the s ignific ance of the overL 11 
va l ues of k obtained . Under the nul l hypothesis k = O. * = F 
value obtained is significantly different at 5,' level fron the 
expected F dist ribution of (4 , 25) degrees of fre edon fOI eqmlity 
of k , or ( 1, 29) degrees of freedom for the hypothesis t hat k = O. 
F value on F value on F value of 
the test the t est ·comp:.lrison 
of equ3.li ty t hat k = of apccics 
of k over 0 CIJ. • t ested unde 
all the -hTO 
Species te3ted Condition densities different 
conditiona 
P. lonsicoxEus 
C. vi ttatus absent 0. 54 50 . 23 '. 
3 . 49 
P. 10n~icarEus 
pr esent 2. 12 14. 33* 
c. vi ttatus 
absent 0 . 13 1.36 
P. 10ngiearEus 1.1 5 
c. v ittatus 
present 2 . 47 0 .08 
C. vitta tus Treated as 
and one popUlati on 1. 38 0 . 01 
P. 10ngieOXEus 
distribution lli th (1 , 29) degrees of freedom. The overall value of 
k obtained for all densities '\'TaS - 1. 36 em so t hat C. v i t tatus can 
be s~id to space itself on average 1. 36 cm less t han expected under 
i ndependent positioning, regardless of popul a tion density . 
T.ABLE IV 
Observed mean nearest neighbour dist~~ces (x. ) , 
1. 
expected mean nearest 
neighbour distances (e) , anJ variances of C. vit tatus in the abs ence 
of P. longicarpus . ReadinGs have been arranged i n increasin.::; value 
for convenience . 
Density of 
crabs per 2 
t ank x . (cm . ) e (J 
1. 
7 8 . 79 9 . 21 11 . 50 13 . 21 15 .07 17. 14 12 . 55 9 . 07 
10 6. 35 6. 60 7 . 75 8 . 15 9. 15 10 . 00 9 .31 3 . 75 
14 4 . 18 4 . 60 4. 89 5. 61 6. 32 7 . 57 7 .36 1. 22 
20 3 . 55 4 . 08 4. 13 4 . 53 5. 05 5.80 6. 39 0 . 78 
24 2 . 81 3 . 65 3 . 81 4 . 52 4. 66 5. 44 5. 80 0 . 58 
(iii) P. longi~r~~ in the presence of Ca:.. .• vi t ta tus 
2 The results of x . , e. andO. for each populat~on density are 
1. 1. 1. 
shovm in Table V, and t he resul ts of t he generalised likelihoods-
ratio tests on the e~uality and significance of k are given in 
Table III . Both F va lues are not significantly different a t the 
~' level , so that P . longicarpus see~s to space itself inde pendently 
of each other. at all densities . A comparison of the value of k 
obtained over all densities w'ith the value of k obtained in category 
(i) gives an F(1 , 58) value of 1.1 5 uhich is not significant . 
P . longicarpus is therefore unaffected in its intraspecifi c spacing 
behaviour by the presence or absence of C. vittatus a t any density 
tested. 
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T BLE V 
Values of t he observed nearest neighbour distallces (x.) , expected J. 
nearest neighbour distances (g) and variances (6 2) of P . longicarpus 
in the presence of C. vittatus . Values have been arronecd in 
increasing order for convenience. 
Densi ty of 
crabs per 
6 2 tank x. (cm. ) e 
J. 
5 7 . 80 13 . 20 13 . 80 13 .80 15. 50 18. 00 14 . 89 12 . 68 
7 7. 71 11 . 43 12 . 64 13 . 50 13 · 57 14. 21 10 . 74 4 . 65 
10 6. 60 7 . 75 7 . 95 8 . 70 8 . 90 10 . 75 9 .42 2 . 47 
12 6 . 54 7 . 96 8 . 21 8 .29 8 . 63 9 . 00 8 . 35 1. 61 
14 7. 21 7 . 36 7 . 75 7 . 75 7. 96 8 . 71 7 . 27 1. 05 
(iv) C. vitt atus in the presence of P . longicarpus 
The results of ~. , e. and (5 .2 for each population density are 
J. J. J. 
shoun on Table VI and the results of the gener alised likelihood-ratio 
t es ts on the equality and significance of k are given in Table III . 
The t est on the equality of k gave a value of 2 . 123 ,.,hich is not 
significant a t the 55~ level for FC4 , 25) degrees of fre edo m, but the 
value of 14. 33 obtoine d on the t est of k = 0 is highly significan t 
for a F( 1 , 29) distribution . The value of k over all densi ties "ras 
= 1 .47 cm. This value is not significantly different from the k of 
c. vittatus separ a te from P . longicarpus . C. vitt atus therefore 
spaces i tself about 1. 4 cm less than expected from independent 
positioning regardless of population density and the pr esence or 
absence of P . longicarpus . 
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TABLE VI 
Values of the observed nearest neighbour distances (x.) , expected 
J. 
nearest neighbour distances (e) , and variances (62) of C. vittai~s 
in the presence of P . longicarpus . Values have been arranged in 
increasing order for convenience. 
Densi ty of 
crabs per 
6 2 tank x. ( Clll. ) e 
J. 
5 2. 50 5. 60 7. 40 9. 90 14. 00 19 .00 16 .38 20 . 34 
7 . 4 .43 7. 28 8 .86 9. 71 13 . 57 13 . 93 12 . 55 9. 07 
10 4. 50 5. 05 8 .10 8. 10 8.35 10.85 9. 31 3. 75 
12 6. 58 6. 75 7.21 7. 75 7. 88 8 .83 7. 92 2. 31 
14 3. 50 4. 14 6.00 6. 50 7. 36 8.29 7.36 1. 49 
(v) P . longicarpus and C. vittatus taken together as one population 
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The results of x. , e . and CJ . 2 for each population denoi ty are shown 
. J. J. J. 
in Table VII , and the results of t he generalised likelihood-ratio 
tests on the equality and significance of k are given in Table III . 
The test on the equality of k gave a value of 1.380 which is not 
significant at the 5/b level for an F distribution '\Irith (4 ,25) degrees 
of freedom . The test on .the departure from zero of k gave a very 
small F value of less than 0.01 lihich is clearly not significant . 
It can therefore be said that the overall distribution of C. vittatus 
and P . longicarpus is not different from an independent distribution. 
To dis cover if the distribution of the hro species '\ITaS independent 
of each other , the identity of the species which '\ITaS the nearest 
neighbour of each crab was not ed . Under independence , each 
TABLE VII 
Observed mean nearest neighbour distances (x.) , expected mean 
J. 
nearest neighbour distances (0) and variances (62) of P . longicarpus 
and C. vi t t a tus together and trea ted as one population . Readings 
have been arrange d in increasing value for convenience . 
DenSity of 
crabs per 
6 2 tank x . (cm. ) e 
J. 
10 5. 15 7. 50 9. 55 10.00 11 . 70 12. 10 9. 93 3. 12 
14 5. 64 6. 96 7. 29 7 . 50 8. 21 8. 79 8.00 1.42 
20 5. 03 5. 38 5. 40 5.40 6 ~ 15 6.40 6.13 0. 62 
24 4. 71 5.17 5. 31 5. 92 6.04 6. 96 5. 48 0. 37 
28 5. 04 5. 23 5. 38 5. 48 5. 77 6. 38 5. 29 0. 28 
P . longicarpus should have been e~ually likely to have a C. vitta tus 
as a P. longicarpus for its nearest neighbour . The same should 
also be true of C. vittatus . The results are shufl n i n Table VIII . 
The hypothesis of interspecific independent positioning can be 
rejected ''lith a strong degree of certainty at densities of 20 , 24 
and 28 per tank, but there is insufficient evidence t o reject it a t 
a densi ty of 10 per tank. At a density of 14 per t ruU< it can be 
rejected for C. vittatus but not for P . longicarpus . 
As a final comparison , the nearest neighbour distances of 
C. vit t atus to each P . longicarpus and P . l ongicarpus to each 
C. vittatus (see Figure 1 for illustration) VTere measured for each 
replicate a t each density, and the mean distances are sholm in Table 
IX . If a plus is given for eaeh P. longicarpus to C. vittatus 
distance l-l'hich is greater than the correspondingC . vi ttatus to 
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Figure 1 . 
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Nearest neighbour distances of 10 crabs in a circular 
tank. 
Key x = c. vittatus individual 
0 = P . longicarpus individual 
~ = Nearest neighbour distance of 
each C. vittatus individual to 
a P . longicarpus individual 
- - 7 = Nearest neighbour distance of 
each P . longicarEus individual 
to a c. vittatus individual 
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TABLE VIII 
A comparison of nearest neighbours in the 50/50 mixtures of 
P . longicarpus and C. vitta tus . 
1. C . vittatus 
Number of Number of 
Densi ty of C. vittatus P. longicarEus 
crabs per nearest nearest 2 
tank neighbours neighbours X p 
10 17 13 0. 30 < 0 . 75 , > 0 . 50 
, 
14 28 14 4 . 02 < 0 . 05, '> 0 . 25 
20 44 16 12. 15 < 0. 001 
24 54 18 17 .01 < 0 . 001 
28 66 18 26 . 30 <. 0 . 001 
2 . P . l ongicarpus 
Number of Number of 
Density of C. v i ttatus P. longicarpus 
crabs per nearest nearest 
"'](.2 tank neighbours neighbours P 
10 13 17 0 . 30 < 0. 75 ,) 0 . 50 
14 19 23 0 . 21 <. o. 75 , ) o. 50 
20 17 43 10. 42 .( 0 . 005 ,~ 0 . 00 1 
24 19 53 15. 13 <: 0 . 001 
28 18 66 26 . 30 .( 0. 001 
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TABLE IX 
Summed near est neighbour distances of each P . longicarpus to 
c. vitta t us and each C. vittatus to P . l ongicurpus a t each 
densit y. Distances are measured in cm. 
Density of 
crabs per Summed nearest neighbour distances a t 
tank each replica:te 
P. longicarEus 
to 104 . 5 54 . 5 132 . 0 76 . 5 80 . 0 71. 5 
C. vi ttatus 
10 
C.vittatus 
to 101.5 66 . 5 61.0 37 . 0 62 . 0 63 . 5 
P. longicarEus 
P. longicarEus 
to 84 . 5 156. 5 105 . 0 130 . 5 102 . 0 77 . 0 
C. vittatus 
14 
c • . vi ttatus 
to 67 .0 105 . 0 74 .0 95 . 5 83 . 0 82 . 5 
P. longicarEus 
P. longicar:eus 
to 124 . 5 128. 0 105 . 5 120 . 0 189 . 0 122 . 5 
C. vittatus 
20 
C. vit tatus 
to 82 . 5 104 . 0 120 . 5 148 . 0 150 .0 117 . 5 
P. longicarEus 
P. longicarEus 
to 167 . 0 138 . 0 172 . 5 133 . 0 165 . 5 123 . 5 
C. vittatus 
24 
C. vit tatus 
to 127 . 5 121 . 5 107 . 0 106 . 0 156 . 5 114 .0 
P . longicar:eus 
P. longicarEus 
to 159 . 5 142 .0 165 .5 132 . 0 173. 0 186 . 5 
C. vit tatus 
28 
C. vi t tatus 
to 149 . 5 90 . 0 144. 5 142 . 0 147 . 0 142 . 5 
P. longicarEus 
P . longicarpus distance at each replicate , t hen the total number of 
pluses at densities 10 , 14, 20 , 24 and 28 are 5, 5, 4 , 6 and 5 
2 
r espec tively. Since these values are t oo small to test by 'X. 
2 individually , they v/er e lumped toge t her and a X test uas performed 
on the assumption that there was no difference betrTeen summed 
P . l ongicarpus to C. v i ttatus distances and summed C. vittatus to 
P . longicarpus di stances . 2 The X. value of 13. 33 obtained from this 
t es t was highly significant (P< 0 . 01) . P. longicarpus therefore 
t ends to space i tse lf further from C. vit t atus than C. v i ttatus 
spaces i tself from P . longicarpus . 
Discussion 
The spacing out of the trTO species of hermit crabs in the three 
s eries of experiments shows a high degree of intraspecific 
similarity , and also shows modifications by P . longicarpus to the 
pr esence of C. vittatus in the tank . Neither P . l ongicarpus nor 
c . vittatus shows any difference in their degree of spaci ng out ~'Tith 
regard t o their own speci es when the other species is in t he t a ruc , 
but P . longicarpus is less likely to occupy the favoured edge area 
of the t ank in the pr esence of C. vit tatus . A P. longicurpus is 
also more l ikely to keep a greater distance from a C. vittatus than 
vice versa . This cannot be caused by an attraction t01Tards a 
P . longicarpus by a C. vittatus , as Table VIII has Shovffi that a 
C. vi t tatus shows a greater degree of att-raction to'l'lar ds a member 
of i ts olm species than tOl-Tards P . longicarpus . I n contrast to 
the behaviour of P . longicarpus , C. vittatus ShOl'TS no difference in 
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its ratio of individuals occupying the edge area of t he tank at 
any density . This result suggests that C. vittai~s is dominant 
over P. longicarpus , which supports the explanation given in the 
discussion of series 3 , paper 2 (p JlI ) regarding the blO species 
interspecific agonistic encounters . 
The aggregations of C. vittatus obtained in this paper s eems 
typical of the genus Clibanarius . Hazlett (1966) observed that 
Clibanarius tricolor was very gregarious both in the field and in 
the laboratory at Cura~ao and Hazlett (1 970) also observed 
Clibanarius zebra to congregate under rocks at Hawaii . Ano the r 
Clibanarius spec i es observed to aggregate i s C. digueti a t Sonora , 
I1exico (Elai ne Snyder , University of Arizona ) , \-1hile C. v i tto. tus 
itself has been observed to aggregate in t he f i eld in Texas 
(Fotheringham, 1975) . The spaci ng behaviour of Pagurus species 
is much more variable , however , probabl y due to t he polyphyleti c 
ancestry of this genus and t he independent positioning of 
P . longicarpus is different fro m the distributions described for 
other Pagurus species (see General Discussion p/49) . 
The ecological sihrnificance of the s paCing behaviour of 
C. vittatus and P . longicarpus is tha t more intra- then i nter specifi c 
encounters should occur i n natur e , t hus helping to r educe competition 
behTeen the t vTO s ec i es . I· ore intras pe c i fic C. vi t to.t us encounters 
than intras pecific P . longicarpus encounters s houl d also occur , 
O1·Ting to t he aggregation of C. vitto.tus . This may be he l pful t o 
C. v i ttatus in tha t i t encour ages shell sHaps . C. vi t tatus oc cupies 
shells i'lhieh are in general too sma ll for it (Section 3, paper 2, 
figure 6) and ther efore a high degree of shell si-rapping uould tend to 
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give a more uni form shell adequacy i ndex throughout the population of 
c . vittatus than vTould other ' i se occur . P . longicarnus in the 
ueight r anges tested is not s o poorl housed (Sec tion 3, paper 2 , 
figure 5 ) and shell snappi ng encounters are therefore not 0 0 
i mportant for the population . 
Summary 
Three series of experiments uere conducted on the spac i ng 
behaviour of the herrJi t crab species Pagurus longicarpus and 
Clibanarius vittatus in a circular t ank. In the first series, 
P . longicarpus individuals spaced themselves independently of each 
other at all densities tested, 1-Thile in the second series C. vit tatus 
spaced themselves approximately 1. 4 cm less than expected from 
independent positioning at all densities . The third series Sh01'led 
tha t i'lhen the two species ,'rere mixed in equal numbers in the same 
tank their behaviour t01'1ards members of their O1m species remained 
unchanged. P. longicarpus , hOl-TeVer , uas less likely t o occupy the 
favoured edge areas of the tank and kept a greater distance from 
C. vi tta tus individuals than C. vi tta tus kept from P. longicarpus 
individuals . Both species also tended to stay nearer members of 
their ovm species than members of the other species . 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
"These are only hints and guesses , 
Hints followed by guesses ." 
The Dry Salvages 
T. S . ELIOT . 
Four main topics of habitat selection have been studied in 
this thesis . These are spacing behaviour , activities, shell 
occupation and aggressive behaviour . There is a certain amount 
of overlap among the four topics studied, since aggressive behaviour 
can influence shell occupation (Section 3, paper.3) , and shell 
occupati on can influence activity (Section 3 , papers ), and 3) but 
in other cases, care must be taken before a causal r elation between 
any two topics can be assumed . Hazlett (1966b, c), for instance , 
thought that the number of aggressive encounters between hermit 
crabs should be directly proportional to the locomotor activity of 
the hermit crabs, but Courchesne and Barlo"T (1 971) found tho. t 
isolation decreased locomotor activity but increased ggressiveness . 
No relations are therefore made in this thesis between t he effect 
of light on activity and spaCing out in Pagurus bernhardus . It 
could be that reduced activity during darkness reduces encounters 
between individuals which in turn reduces the spacing out distances 
betl-leen individuals , but it may also be that P. bernhardus spaces 
out purely by visual displays . A safer approach in the light of 
this present evidence is to treat each of the topics separately 
and to suggest further experiments which could be performed to 
establish causal relationships between topics . 
Spacing out experiments have been performed on all four hermit 
crab species studied, but the results of the sublittoral PaguruS 
bernhardus and Pagurus prideauxi experiments cannot be taken as 
statistically valid (see p lb) . The results of the experiments on 
intertidal P. bernhardus, P . longicarpus and C. vi tta tus are 
interesting both from a phylogenetic and a general distribution 
viewpoint . 
At present , the spacing out behaviour of seven Pagurus species 
have been recorded (Ball , 1968 ; Hazlett , 1966b) . Three of those 
species , P. bonairensis , P. pygmaeus and P . miamensis are in Group 
I of Forest and Saint Laurent ' s (1967) classification of the genus 
Pagurus . These three species are described as being 11 dis t r ibuted 
contagiously" (Hazlett , 1966b p122) . Group II of Forest and Saint 
Laurent ' s classification includes P. longicarpus which is t he only 
Pagurus species studied which has an independent distribution. 
Group III includes the hvo species studie d by Ball (1968) namely 
P. granosimanus and P. samuelis . They are described by Ball as 
being dispersed at night and clustered in tight groups during the 
day . A further group . of Pagurus was proposed by r·lcLaughlin (1974) 
and named the P. bernhardus group . P. berrihardus is the only 
studied species within this group , but Grant and Ulmer ( 1974) have 
also observed the closely related species P. a cadianus which seems 
to have a spaced out distribUtion, a finding similar to tha t 
obtained on intertidal P. bernhardus in Section 2 , paper 1 of this 
thesis . There is therefore some evidence to suggest that t he 
spacing behaviour of members of t he genus Pagurus is determined by 
phylogenetic fac tors , but more evidence is needed to certify this 
finding . The phylogenetic interest of the aggregatin behaviour 
of C. vittatus is discussed in Section 3, paper 4 • 
The modifications made in Section 2 , paper 1 to nearest 
neighbour analysis can have a "Tide variety of applications , some 
of which are discussed in that paper . In practice , it is rare for 
all three assumptions stated in the introduction to Section 2 , paper 
1 to be fulfilled in practice . One reason is that many distribution 
surveys have well defined boundaries . Examples of this are aphids 
15.0 
15 ( . 
on a leaf (Dixon , 1971) , vesicles l .. i thin axons (Usherwood and Rees , 
1972 ) and geese on an island (Ewaschuk and Boag, 1972) . In these 
studies the Clark and Evans (1954) nearest neighbour analysis should 
not have been used , since there could be no nearest neighbours 
outs ide the defined. boundaries . This could have t he effect of 
increasing observed nearest neighbour distances . Examples of 
disregarding the sizes of animals used are Stimson (1974) working on 
coral , and Sutherland (1970) .. Torking on limpets . The effect which 
size of animals may have on nearest neighbour anal ysis is discussed 
on page 6 of this thesis . Lastly , not all sample areas studied 
are uniform, and this is particularly true of fi eld studies . 
Animals may be orientating towards some external factor l'lhich is not 
i mmediately obvious , and x 2 tests on uniformity of aggregated 
replicate measurements of the same area at different times should 
always be done to control f or this criticism. An example in which 
this is not done is Rusch a't}d K€ith ( 1971 ) • They s tudie d the spacing 
out of grouse in an area of 2 , 560 acr es , but no a ttempt uas made to 
separate the attraction of grouse f or different kinds of vegetation 
VIi thin that area from the spacing of one individual from another . 
The ac tivity studies performed in this thesis on P . bernhardus 
and P. prideauxi could have some relevance to their distribution in 
the Clyde . The differ ences observed in the reactions of sublittoral 
P. bernhardus and sublittoral P. prideauxi to the presence and absence 
of light may explain the differences in abundance of these h'lo species 
at the vl ishing Well , Isle of Cumbrae . Do .. m to 1 5 me tre s , P . bernhardus 
is the more abundant species but at depths greater than 15 metres , 
P . prideauxi is more common (personal communication, J .G. Tilson , 
Universi ty of Glasgow) . To establish if P. prideauxi stays at greater 
depths be cause it prefers darker ha bi ta ts , and if P . bernhardun 
stays at shallovTer depths because it prefers more illuminnted 
habitats , the direc tion of locomotory movement in response to liffht 
has to be considered . This has been chne by Alverdes (1 930) f or 
P . bernhardus at Heli goland '-There he found t at P . bernOO dus ' -TaS 
attr a cted to a single liOl t source , and that even thoU0h sone 
individuals later made excursions around the tank , t heir eyes ,Tere 
all-laYs directed to the light source . ~his evidence , coupled uith 
the findint;G of Bro cker (1 935) that P . bernmrdus hus no ncchanisn 
for dark adaptation , sucgests thut light is the inportant factor in 
l:eepinv thin species in shallon depths . There ia no evide~e on 
the effec t of liGht on P . prideauxi, h01'leVer, so that it is not known 
if P . prideauxi prefers deeper waters or if it cannot compete rdth 
P . bernhardus in shallo\'T tra ters . 
Shell occupation has been studied in different ways depending 
on the species studied. At Ardrossan beach, gastropod shells are 
abundant for hermit crabs of all but the largest sizes at most t imes 
of the year , but only two shell species are common, ,.,hereas at 
Beaufort Harbor a few of only one species of shell , Terebra dislocata , 
,.,ere ever found. empty during the six months of my stay , and there 
"ms a variety of gastropod species occupied by hermit crabs . For 
this reason , an ecological investigation of shell occupation at 
Beaufort seemed a reasonable undertaking ,.,rereas at Ardrossan there 
seemed little point in a short term investigation . 
In the behavioural studies performed on crabs from Ardros san and 
Beaufort, multiple regressions were performed on crab ,.,eight against 
shell ,.,eight , shell volume and shell aperture width . The tyro Beaufort 
species investigated showed that general size rather t han one 
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particular shell variable '-TaS important in shell selection but the 
P. bernhardus equations were not so clearly interpreted. This ~ms 
the r eason for using principal component analysis on the P . bcrnhardus 
data . Principal component analysis could also have been done on 
each shell species selected at Beaufort but this ~~s not judged to be 
a worthwhile undertaking in the time available . Similarly a 
histogram. of optimum shell sizes against crab weif4:J,t (see Figures3 
and 4 of Section 3, paper 2) could have been included in Section 2, 
paper ~ but the results obtained were different from those of a repeat 
experiment . For this reason they are included in Appendix 4 
together with the results of the repeat experinBnt . 
The intraspecific aggressive behaviour of P . bernhardus, 
P. prideauxi and .C. vittatus has been studied in this thesis . Each 
species sho''led the usual pattern of large individuals being dominant 
over smaller ones (Hazlett , 1966b , c ; Rossi , 1971) but there were 
striking differences in the manner of intraspecific agonistic 
encounters . These differences have also been observed by Hazlett 
(1968a , c ; 1972a) in some detail . The exact function of their 
agonistic behaviour is still not clear, however. Courchesne and 
Barlow ( 1971) suggested that aggressive behaviour in hermit crabs 
could be divided into two series . Series 1 component s were 
characterised by being short in duration and not responsive to 
isolation l'lhile Series 2 consisted of long duration actions Hbich 
,.,ere responsive to isola tion . They then claimed that "Series 
actions probably serve as visual displays that communicate the 
identity of the sender and that it is capable of behaving 
aggressivelY' (Courchesne and Barlo"T, 1971 , p46) and that " these 
displays probably serve to keep the crabs spaced out , reducing the 
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incidence of serious hos tile interactions" . Series 2 behaviour , 
on the other hand, "evidently contain the additional information 
tha t t he sender i n tends to engage in serious aggre asi vc behavior ll • 
This hypothesis of aggressive behaviour does not explain hm'T 
P. longicarpus and C. vi ttatus , .. hich have vTell defined Series 
behaviour patterns (Hazlett , 1972a) do not maintain spaced out 
dis tri but ions . It may be that each group of hermit crab spe cies 
uses the same kind of aggressive displays to communicate different 
informa t i on . he Clibanarius group for instance would not use 
their Ser ies behaviour patterns to space out but rather to 
establish a dominance hierarchy (Hazlett , 1966b) . The Pagurus 
Groups I and III (Forest and Saint Laurent , 1967) cou ld also use 
their Series 1 patterns in this \lay (Hazlett , 1966b) . Pagurus 
l ongicarpus is known to have different agonis t ic behaviour 
characteristics from the Pagurus Groups I and I II species studied 
(Ha zl ett , 1972b) . I·1ovement in P. longicarpus is rapid , and jumping-
hopping r etreat is co mmon vThereas P . miamensis , P. pygmaeus and 
P . marshi , a ll of Pagurus Group I , and P. samuelis of Group III , are 
of moderate speed and during retrea t no hopping or jumpine occurs . 
Clearly , t he agonistic behaviour of Pagurus Groups I and III species 
i s much more inducive to individual recognition and aggregated 
distributions than t he P. longicarpus t ype of behaviour . 
P . longicarpus ther efore probably uses its ag essive signals to 
cover a wide area of sea bed than for any true dominance hierarchy 
by II individual" recognition. 
Hazlett (1 972) places the agonistic behaviour of P . bernhardUS 
as intermediate between that of P. miamensis and its counterparts , 
and that of P . longicarpus . With this type of behaviour it is 
possible for P . bernhardus both to recoGnize each other "individually" 
(Hazlett , 1969 ) and to space out (Section 2 , paper 1) . It could 
be that only individuals of this group of hermit crabs behave 
according to the hypothesis of Courchesne and Barlou ( 1971) stated 
earlier in this di scussion. Lastly , P . prideauxi ' s agonist i c 
behaviour may be quite aberrant . Once beyond a certain size , they 
do not change shells and hence need not have a shell-fighting agonistic 
behaviour . Their intraspecific agonistic behaviour involves either 
a quic k jumping- hopping avTay from each other (Hazle tt , 1968b) or close 
tactile contact , often vdth no obviously resolved resul t ( 1eadows· and 
Hi tchell , 1973) . 
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APPENDIX I 
.~.} Tests of Uniformity of Angular easuremen ts . 
In Section 2 papers 1 and 2 , and Section 3 paper 4 , -X2 t es ts 
were used on the aggregated angular measurements of six replicates 
at each population density . The method of conducting the X2 tests 
was ~ first of all to divide the angular readings of all polar 
co-ordinates noted into 900 sectors (i . e . 1 - 90°, 91 - 180° , 
The expected numbers of crabs falling 
on each sector (E) under the assumption of a uniform distribution is 
6n "There n is the number of crabs per tank . 
4 
The standard -x3 formula of 
2 I< 2 
X = ~ (0; - E.) 
.L E . (. : J I 
is then used. 
Example 
The numbers of a 50/ 50 mixture of Pagurus longicarpus and 
Clibanarius vittatus in 90° sectors of a circular taru< 27 . 5 cm radius 
are shoiin in Table I . (For experirental detail see Section 3 paper 4) . 
For each ~2 calculated there are 3 degrees of freedom . 
Number of 
crabs per 
1-90° 91-1 80° 181- 270° 271-360° 
Expected 2 tank value "X P 
10 11 18 19 12 15 3 .33 ( 0. 50 , '> 0.30 
14 17 25 13 29 21 7 . 62 <0 . 10, >0.0'1 
20 19 28 30 43 30 9.80 < o. 05 , > 0.02 
24 38 30 43 33 36 2 . 72 <0. 50 , ) 0 .30 
28 33 42 37 56 42 7. 19 <0. 10 , ) 0.0<5 
The method of conduc ting ?l} on 200 sectors of the tank was similar 
to above , but the expected values liTere then obtained by 6n . If thiS 
18 
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value i'las le::::s than 5 (i. e . if n < 15), it lTo. s de cned tm t x 2 ana l ;:, Gis 
i'ms not appropria to (Sieeel , 1956) . 
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APPENDIX 2 
The use or' the ~ and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov One Sample Tes to 
in Testing Homogenei ty of Radial II ee.surement s . 
In the nearest neighbour analyseo of the circular tanka in 
Section 2 , papers 1 and 2 , and in ec tion 3 , paper 4 , there Has un 
obvious attraction of crabs to the outer 3 cm of the experimental 
tanks used . This attraction is easily tested by x 2 , since the 
expected number of crabs on the edge for six r eplicates at oach 
density can be calculated by multiplying the total number of crabs 
t ested at each densi ty by the ratio of the "edge ar ea" to the total 
area of the t ank . The expected number of crabs in the interior of 
t he tank is then obtained by subtracting t he expected number on the 
edge from the total number of crabs tested. 
Example 
In Section 2 , paper 2, it is given in Table I that the numbero 
of crabs on the edge of a 24 . 5 em radius t ank "Tere 22 , 29 , 32 and 37 
for densities 10, 13, 16 and 19 crabs per tank respecti vely 'l'Then there 
was no illumination . The null hypotheSis is that crabs are 
distributed uniformly and independently over the tank. 
The r a tio of the edge area to the total area is obtaine d by: 
n r 2 - n (r_3)2 
-n r 2 
'l'There r = r a dius of the tank. 
This expression simplifies to r2 - (r_3)2 l'lhich = 0023 in this example . 
2 
r 
The expected numbers on the edge for six replicates at 10, 13 , 16 and 
19 per t ank are therefore : 
13080 , 17. 94 , 22 . 08 and 26 . 22 , and the expected numbers over the 
interior are 46 . 20 , 60 . 06 , 73 . 92 and 87 . 78 respec tively. 
values ''lith 1 d. f . for these densi ties are a s folleJ\'1s . 
2 The 'X. 
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Density 
-:x,2 
10 
5 . 48 
13 
8 . 08 
16 19 
5. 21 5. 23 
p < 0 . 020 
> 0 . 010 
< 0 . 005 
> 0 . 001 
<' 0 . 025 
> 0.020 
< 0 . 025 
> 0 . 020 
There is therefore significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis 
that there is no attraction of crabs to the edges of the tank at a ll 
densities tested . 
Once it has been shown that crabs occur in significantly greater 
numbers than expected at the edges of the tank, ,the next hypothesis 
to be t ested is uhether there is a uniform distribution of crabs over 
the interior of the tank. This is done by the Kolmogorov- Smirnov one 
sample test (Siegel , 1956 p47) . For this test it is necessary to 
determine the l argest devi a tion between the observed cumulative 
distribution under study , S (x) , and the theoretical cumUlative 
n 
distribution unde'r the null hypothesis , F 0 (x) . In t he present 
studies, S (x) is obtained from the aggregated r adial measurements of 
n 
the six replica tes over the interior of the tank at any popUlation 
densi. ty . F (x) is obtained f rom the formula : 
o 
2 F (x) = R 
o 
2 
- r. 
~ 
where R = the outer radius measurement of the interior of the tank and 
r . = radius mea surement varying from 0 ••..•• (R - 0 . 5) cm taken at ~ 
005 cm intervals . 
J 6·1' 
Example 
The radius measurements from 0 - 21 . 0 cm of intertidal 
P . bernhardus w'ithout illumination (see Section 2 , paper 2) are 
given in Ta ble I . To compare these wi th the theoretical cumula tive 
distribution , F ( x) they must be divided by the total number of crabs 
o 
occurring over the interior of the tank at each density . The 
observed cumulative distributions are sho"l'Tn in Table II , to gether 
"l'Ti th F (x) . 
o 
The largest deviations bebeen S (x) and F (x) are 
n 0 
calculated for each densi~ . 
probabilities are as follows . 
Density 10 
D . 099 
These deviations (D) and their 
13 
. 153 
16 
. 086 
19 
. 037 
P > 0020 < 0 . 20 
> 0015 
> 0 . 20 > 0020 
There is therefore no evidence to suggest a departure from a 
uniform radius distribution over the interior of the t ank a t any 
density . 
J b 2. 
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TABLE I 
Number of P. bernhardus without illumination appearing at radius 
measurements of a circular tank , 24 . 5 cm. Only the inter i or 
(i . e . the first 21 . 5 cm of the tank) is given here since a s ignif ican t 
edge attraction has already been shown . 
Density of crabs per tank 
Radius 
Measurement 10 13 16 19 
21.0 2 6 2 
20 . 5 2 2 6 2 
20. 0 2 2 6 
19. 5 2 4 4 3 
19 . 0 2 2 
18 . 5 3 5 5 
18. 0 3 4 3 3 
17 . 5 4 3 2 
17. 0 2 1 2 2 
16 . 5 1 0 6 
16. 0 0 2 2 4 
15. 5 0 2 0 2 
15 . 0 2 2 2 
14. 5 0 2 4 3 
14 . 0 0 0 3 2 
13 . 5 1 1 2 
13 . 0 3 0 5 4 
12. 5 2 2 
12 . 0 0 3 2 3 
11.5 0 1 0 1 
11 . 0 1 0 2 
10. 5 2 0 3 1 
10 . 0 2 0 2 
9. 5 0 2 1 
9. 0 2 0 1 2 
8 . 5 3 0 1 
8. 0 0 0 0 
7. 5 0 1 0 4 
7. 0 0 1 0 
6. 5 0 0 2 
~ 6 . 0 3 4 4 6 
TABLE II 
Observed cumulative di stributions obtained by dividing the values 
of Table I by the total number of crabs occurring a t each density , 
and the theoretical cumulative distribution F (x) obtained from 
0 
area measurements of the t ank . 
Densi ty of crabs per tank 
Radius 
1~easuremen t 10 13 16 19 F (x) 
0 
21.0 . 053 . 122 .031 . 013 . 046 
20. 5 . 105 . 163 . 125 . 039 . 087 
20 .0 . 132 .204 . 156 . 117 .135 
19. 5 . 184 .286 .219 . 156 . 177 
19.0 . 236 .306 .234 . 182 .21 9 
18 .5 . 315 . 327 .313 .247 .260 
18.0 . 395 .408 .359 .286 . 299 
17. 5 . 421 .490 .406 . 312 . 337 
17. 0 . 474 . 510 .438 .338 . 375 
16. 5 . 500 . 531 .438 . 416 . 411 
16.0 . 500 . 571 .469 . 468 . 446 
15 . 5 . 500 . 612 .469 . 494 0480 
15 .0 . 553 0633 . 500 . 519 . 513 
14 . 5 . 553 0673 . 563 . 558 . 545 
14 .0 . 553 . 673 . 609 .584 . 576 
13. 5 .579 . 694 . 625 . 610 . 606 
13 .0 0658 . 694 . 703 0662 . 634 
12 . 5 . 711 . 714 . 734 . 675 . 662 
12.0 . 711 . 776 . 766 . 714 . 688 
11.5 . 711 . 796 . 766 . 727 . 714 
11.0 . 737 . 796 . 797 . 740 0738 
10. 5 . 789 . 796 .844 . 753 . 761 
10.0 .842 .796 .859 . 779 0784 
9.5 .842 .816 .891 . 792 .805 
9.0 . 895 . 816 . 906 0818 .825 
8.5 . 921 .878 . 906 . 831 0844 
8.0 . 921 .878 . 906 . 831 . 862 
7. 5 . 921 .898 .906 . 883 .878 
7.0 . 921 . 918 . 922 .896 .894 
6. 5 . 921 . 918 . 938 . 922 . 909 
~ 6 . 0 1.000 10 000 1.000 1. 000 1. 000 
\ 
APPENDIX 3 
Applica t ions of generalised likelihood- r a tio t es ts 
to nearest neighbour analysis . 
16S 
The generalised likelihood- ratio test is discussed statisticnlly 
in some detail by Silvey (1 970) but it is vlorthHhile sho\'ling here hm'l 
the general model of the linear hypothesis (Silvey , 1970 p183 ) is 
adapted to t est the equality of k in the model given on pnges 33. ~5nnd 
J3lt of this thesis . 
The assumptions nre t hat the mean , e, has been altered by a 
constant k , leavi ng the variance unaltered . 
This is : 
x.= 9 .+k+ € . 2 llhere the variance of €. = 6. . 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(i = any number bet't'leen 1 and n , "here n is the number of observations 
performed. ) 
Formula (1) can thus be r evTritten as : x. - e. = k + E . . This version 
~ ~ ~ 
of formula (1) is then transformed by dividinG by 6. 2 so that ordinary 
~ 
least s quares techniques can be used to calculate k . 
2 by 6. gives : 
~ 
x . - e. 1 k ~ ~ = + error (2) . 
0. 2 6. 2 
~ ~ 
k is t hen estimated by : 
k= L 
i=l 
The division 
The residual sums of squares is obtai ned fron the formula : 
n (x. _ e . _ k)2 
~ ~ 
i=l 
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Formula (3) is applied to each density to 1'lork out estiuates of Ie 
at each density of crabs per tame tested. A generalised likelihood 
ratio test is then used to test for t h e equali ty of k over all 
densities tested. To perform this t est , the follo'l1mg quanti tics 
must be obtained : 
R = the sum of expressions (4) for ,each density 
o 
separately 
Rl = the application of expre sion (4) VThcn all 
observa tions at each density arc taken together 
to give ,an overall value of k . 
The desired test statisti c is then 
R1 - Ro rCs - 1) 
R Cr - 1) 
o 
.. There r = number of different dens i ties tested , 
s = number of observations at each densi ty . 
This statistic is distributed as F (r - 1 , rCs - 1) llhcn the 
hypothesis holds . 
Example 
The f ollowing readings are thone ta';:cn on 'intertidal Pagurus 
bernhardus with illumination in Section 2, paper 2 of this thcsjs . 
Number of 
crabs per 
62 tank x, readings e 
1. 
10 8 .35 8. 60 9. 90 9. 90 10 . 70 11. 10 8. 81 2. 79 
13 6. 96 8. 25 8 . 96 9.38 9.81 10. 15 7.35 1. 50 
16 4. 69 6. 06 6. 2,9 6. 63 6. 69 8. 53 6. 05 0. 90 
19 4.32 5. 52 5. 94 6. 24 6. 76 6.86 5. 63 0 . 59 
I b7 
These values are used in formula (3 ) to obtain a value of k for 
each density . The values of k arc 0. 945 , 1. 57 , 0. 53 and 0 . 31 CD 
for densities of 10, 13, 16 and 19 crabs per tank respe ctively . 
These values of k are used in formula ( 4) to obtain a value f or 
R . R vlaS calculated to be 23 . 1 9. 
o 0 
A value for k for al l 24 observations is then calculated by 
formula (3) . This value is 0 . 66 cm . It is then used in formula 
(4) to obtain a value for R1 . R1 was calculated to be 27 . 79 . 
The above valued are substituted in formula (5) as follOl'Ts : 
27 . 79 - 23 . 19 
23 . 19 
= 1 . 32 . This value is not significant at the ~ level 
for an F distribution uith 3, 20 degrees of freedom. There is 
therefore no evidence to reject the hypothesis that k is constant for 
the four densities of crabs tested. 
To test if the value of k obtained for all densities io 
significantly different from zero , the follouing formula in used : 
(rs - 1) ( 6) 
vThere R2 = L n 
i=1 
2 (x. - e. ) , 
:1. :1. 
and R1, r and s are defined as before . 
6.2 
:1. 
This formula is distributed as F (1 , rs - 1) degrees of freedom vThen 
t he null hypothesis of k = 0 holds . Any value greater than the 
value of F (1 , rs - 1) at P = 0 .05 is taken to mean that the null 
16 'g 
hypothesin should be rejected . 
xample 
. The value of R2 obtained for inter ti dal P . bernhardun vi th 
illumi rw.t i on in Section 2, paper 2 of thin thesin is 47. 44 . On 
substi tut-lng this value and t ho oth '~ r values pr eviously used in 
f or mula ( 5) , into formula ( 6) , t he follm~nc r esul t is obtained . 
36 . 72 - 27 . 79. 23 
27. 79 
This value is greater than the F value of 
F( 1, 23 ) a t tre 57~ significance level so t he null hypotheoio of Ie = 0 
is rejected . P. bernhardus t herefore spnces out significantly more 
than expected from independent positioning . 
Finally to t est the likelihood that the valuen of Ie ' obtained in 
tvTO differen t populations are t he same , t he folloHing version of the 
generalised likelihood r atio test is used . 
Let n = nu~ber of observations in one population 
m = numb er of observations in t he othor popUlation 
R = residual sum of squares of popUlat ion 1Tith n observntions 
n 
Rm = residual sum of s quare s of populati on 1rl th m observations . 
Then R1 - Ro (n + m - 2L. ( 7) 
R 
o 
degre es of freedom 
is distributed as F(1 2) 
, n+ m -
where R1 = r esidual sum of squares over ~ (i . e . n + m) observations , 
I b9 
vii th k defined from formula (3) lli th the summations taken over n + m 
observa t ions and R = R + R • 
o n m 
Example 
It is wished to compare t he k obtained from intertidal P . 
bernhardus Iii th illumination of Section 2 , paper 1 ui th t he k of 
intertidal P. bernbardus with illumination in Section 2 , paper 2 . 
It is kno,;m that n = 24 , m = 36 , R = 27 . 79 and R = 32 . 92 . R1 n m 
lTas calcula ted to be 61 . 86 . The a propria te valueD \lere 
substituted in formula (7) . 
61 • 86 - (27 . 79 + 32 . 92) . 58 = 1 . I 0 . 
(27 . 79 + 32 . 92) 
This value is \Te11 below the significant value of F for (1 , 58) 
degrees of freedom , so there is no evidence to suc.;est t ho. t the bfO 
popula tions of hermit crabs arc s pacing themselves out differently . 
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APPENDIX 4 
A Further Analysis of Shell Selection in the Hermit Crab , 
Pagurus bernhardus 
17 (I: 
I t was at first intended to compare the numbers of Li ttorina 
and Thais selected in the Littorina!Thais choice experime nt of 
Section 2, paper 3 with the expected numbers of these two shell 
species which l>Tould be selected if there was no preference for 
either species at any crab weight interval (see Section 3, paper 2 
for the method of calculating expected shell numbers for different 
crab weight intervals) . A sensitive method of testing shell species 
selection would be by an a daptation of a generalised likelihood-
2 . 
ratio test , but even a crude analysis by ox shows that the two shell 
species were not selected without preference . 
Expected Expected 
Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Crab weight Littorina Thais Littorina Thais 2 interval selec ted selected selected selected ~ 
0 .1 9 - 0. 45 7 3 5. 0 5. 0 1.6 
0. 46 - 0. 65 8 5 5. 2 7.8 3·4 
0. 66 - 0. 85 3 12 6. 6 8. 4 3. 5 
0. 85 - 1. 26 6 5 7. 6 3 .4 1.1 
9.6 
The value of -:~-.,2 obtained from summing the ~2 values for the four 
2 intervals is significantly different from an expected -x. value ,'li th 
4 degrees of freedom. 2 (x: = 9. 6 P < 0. 05 , )0 . 02) . There is no 
clear preference shown for one shell species over the other through 
all four intervals , however . Li ttorina shells seem to be preferred 
by crabs of le ss than 0. 65 g but Thais shells seem to be preferred 
by crabs greater than 0. 65 g. 
In view' of this slightly surprising result , the experiment was 
repeated using the same materials and methods as previously used in 
Section 2, paper 3. In this repeat , 37 Thais shells and 13 Littorin.! 
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shells were chosen. The multiple regression equations of the 
shell ·variables against crab weight are shown belOl'I . 
Percent-
age of 
the 
varia-
tion 
in crab 
l1eight 
Shell explain-
Species Regression equation ed 
* -Littorina Yi-Y = 0. 026 (Wi-W) + 0. 957 (Vi-V) - 1.614 (Ai-A) 88. 9.% 
( . 062) ( . 288) (1 . 382) 
Thais Y. -Y = 0 . 203*(W. - W) + 0.256*(V.-V) + 0 .063 (A.-A) ~ ~ ~ ~ 68 . 2% 
(.094) ( . 123) ( . 775) 
Li ttorina) 
T~iS ~ Y -Y = 0.062 (W.-W) + 0.366*(V.-V) + 0 . 392 (A .-A) i ~ ~ ~ 75 . 8% 
( . 049) ( . 091) (.424) 
There is no significant evidence of any difference bebTeen the 
equations of Li ttorina and of Thais .in the above table '\-Then the two 
lines were tested by the formula given on page 54 of this thesis. 
Furthermore , the combined Littorina + Thais equation given above is 
not significantly different from the combined Littorina + Thais 
equation given on page 56 of this thesis . The regression equation 
for the combined 1ittorina + Thais sample used on page 5b plus the 
repeat combined 1ittorina + Thais sample is : Y.-Y = 0 . 023(W.-W) + 
l. ~ 
0.372(V .-V) + O. 590(A. -A), with 74 . 2% of the variation in crab l'leight 
J. ~ 
being explained by this equation. 
The resu! ts of the expected number of 1i ttorina and Thais shells 
of optimum crab weight at different intervals and t he actual numbers 
of 1ittorina and Thais shells selected at these intervals in the repeat 
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experiment are shown below. 
Expected Expected 
Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Crab weight Li ttorina Thais Littorina Thais 2 interval selected selected selected selected ?C 
0 . 19 - 0 . 45 0 12 5. 8 6 . 2 11 . 2 
0 . 46 - 0. 65 4 11 5. 9 9.1 1 . 0 
0. 66 
- 0. 85 3 6 4 . 0 5. 0 0 . 5 
0 . 86 - 1.26 6 8 9.8 4 . 2 4 . 9 
There is a significant preference for Thais over Littorina at 
1_ 2 _ 
crab weight intervals 0. 19 ·- 0 . 45 g and 0 . 86 - 1. 26 g ~ - 4 . 9 ,1 d. f ., 
P (0.05) . Since there was no significant difference be~iecn the 
combined regressions of the Littorina/Thais choice experiment and its 
repeat, a Fisher exact probability test was conducted on the numbers 
of Littorina and Thais shells selected in the choice experiment and 
the repeat . I t liaS found tha t there was a highly significant 
difference (P< 0.01) betw'een the numbers of Li ttorina nnd Thais chosen 
in the 0. 19 - 0. 45 g ,.veigh t range but the other three weight ranges 
tested (0 . 46 - 0 . 65 , 0 . 66 - 0 . 85 , 0 . 86 - 1 . 26 g) showed no significant 
difference in the numbers of Littorina and Thais chosen . 
To try to account for the differences be-nleen the shells selected 
in the Littorina/ Thais choice experiment and its repeat , regression 
equations of log shell weight against log shell volume , log shell 
weiEtl t against log shell aperture liidth , and log shell volume agains t 
log shell aperture l'lidth were calculated for the 600 shells used in 
the experiment . Logarithmic data was used in preference to basic 
data s ince .tre logarithmic regressions gave consistently better 
correlations . The shells selected in the Littorina/Thais choice 
experiment were then plotted on graphs of the three r egressi on lines , 
and the total numbers of these shell co-ordinates abo ve and below 
each of the regre ssion lines were recorde d. The co-ordinates of 
the shell variables of the r epeat experiment w'ere similarly plotted 
and a note was again taken of the numbers above and belo~T oach 
regression line . 
Regression line 
Log weight 
agains t log 
volume 
Log ",eight 
against log 
shell 
aperture width 
Log volume 
against log 
shell 
aperture width 
The results are shmm bel m1 . 
Littorina/Thais 
choice experiment 
Number of 
shell 
co- ordinates 
above line 
29 
26 
24 
Number of 
shell 
co-ordinates 
below line 
21 
24 
26 
Repeat 
Number of 
shell 
co-ordinates 
above line 
41 
28 
16 
Number of 
shell 
co-ordinates 
belo .. { line 
9 
22 
34 
None of t he numbers of shell co-ordinates appearing above and 
be low' the line ' significantly different from an expected 25/25 
distribution in the Littoring/Thais choice experiment , but the number 
of shell co-ordinates appearing above t he log ,·,eight against log 
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volume line is highly signi ficantly differen t from expected ; /) th e ref at, 
(-x.2 = 20 . 48 , 1 d . f ., P< 0 . 001) . The number appearing belon the log 
volume against log shell aperture 1'I'idth is a lso si5Irificantly greater 
2 
t han expected (~ = 6 . 48 , 1 d. f ., P ( 0 . 025 , '> 0 . 010) . P . bern.hD.rd@. 
in the repeat experiment therefore seems to be selecting shells of 
a lou ",eight and aperture 1ddth in rela tion to volume , compar ed with 
the eenera l population of 600 shells . This is particularly true of 
crabs less t han 0 . 46 g since all 12 crabs of 0.46 g shOl"red low 
weights and aperture widths in r elation to volume . The shell species 
selec tion differences therefore seem to be caused by dimensional 
differences in the shell variables . Thais shells in general have 
a higher volume in r elation to ,"Teight and aperture l-Tidths (see Fia-ures 
1 and 2) than Li ttorina \-Thile Li ttorina shells have higher aperture 
iii d ths in re Ia ti on to we i gh t than Thais (se e Figure 3) . 
This still does not expl ain why P. bernhardus selected shells 
ef differen t rela ti ve dine nsions in the Li ttorino/ThaiS choice 
experiment and in t he repeat , hovTever . The only explanation I can 
conceive for this change in selection i s r elat ed to t he male to female 
r atio of the population. Pike (1961) found a striking difference in 
the t he sex r atio of P . bernhardus at different sizes in the month of 
June . He did not examine specimens at other months , but I noticed 
a much greater number of females in the r epeat sanplc , t ween fron 
Ardrossan in February, than in the Littorinn! Thais cho i ce sample 
taken the pre vious pril. Unfortunately no exact note vTas t aken of 
which crabs l'I"ere male and which ,"Tere female in either sample , but 
this vlOuld be an i nteresting line to fo 11 Ol"T . 
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Figure 1 . Regressions of 300 L. littorea and 300 T. lapillus 
• N 
'\'leigh ts against volumes . Slopes of lines are significantly different 
from each other (P< 0 . 01) . The logarithmic relationship betl'leen 
these t\,'TO shell variables is presented because it gives a better 
relationship than untransformed data . 
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Figure 2 . Regressions of 300 L. littorea and 300 T. lapillus 
volumes against aperture w'idths . Slopes of lines arc significantly 
different from each other (p <, 0 . 01) . The logarithmic relationship 
behleen these t n o shell variables is presented because it gives a 
better relationship than untransformed data . 
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Figure 3. Regressions of 300 L. l i ttorea and 300 T. lapillus 
~.,eights against aperture widths . Slopes of lines are significantly 
different from each other (p < 0 . 01) . The logarithmic relationshiP 
between these tvTO shell variables is presented because it gives a 
better relationship than untransformcd data . 
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sum·IARY 
1. Experiments on habitat selection wer e conducted on three 
categories of hermit crabs . These were : (1) the sublittoral 
Bri ti sh hermit crabs , Pagurus bernhardus and Pagurus prideauxi ; 
(2) the intertidal Br i tish hermit crab, Pagurus bernhardus ; and 
(3) two species of intertidal hermit crab from the east coast of 
the U. S.A., Pagurus l ongicarpus and Clibanarius vi t tatus . 
2. Pairs of sublittora l Pagurus bernhardus and Pagurus prideauxi 
were found to react inter- and intraspecifi cally . Total aggressive 
encoounters "Tere highest in paired P. bernhardus , lOl"l'er in mixed 
pai rs of the two species , and lowest in pairs of P. pr ideauxi . 
Their spacing out behaviour was a lso investigated but the conclusions 
dravm from conventional nearest neighbour analysis vTere found to be 
statistically invalid. 
3. The ac tivities of sublittoral P. bernharuus and P . prideauxi 
"rere altered on prolonged dura tion in the labora tory . In paired 
experiments , l arger individuals were more active than smaller ones 
of the same species when t he cr abs had been kept in the laboratory 
for b 'TO weeks ; h01'Tever there was no significant difference after 
six '·Teeks . 
1 8~ 
4. Isolated sublittoral P. bernhardus and P . prideauxi w'cre in 
all cases less active than their paired counterparts . 
5. Sublittoral P. bernhardus shows a distinct increase in 
locomotor activity in response to continual illumination compared 
with continual darkness . The opposite was true of P. prideauxi , 
however . 
6 . The spacing ou t behaviour of the intertidal P . bernmrduB , 
during daylight hours i-TaS investigated using a modified fom of 
nearest neighbour analysis to take into account the ~ ize of t he 
crabs and their attractions to the edges of the closed containers . 
In both rectangular and circular tanks , they were found to space 
out on average about 0 . 5 cm further apart from each other than 
expected from independent positioning. The expected distributions 
~rere obtained by computer simulations of crabs occupying the same 
proportions of different areas of the tanks as was observed in the 
la bora tory. Population density did not affect either the 
proportions of crabs inhabitin~ different areas of tanks or the 
degree of spacing out of the crabs . 
7. The spacing out of intertidal P. bernhardus was also studied 
durinc normal hours of darlcness in a circular t ank in the laboratory, 
using similar techniques as above. 'Tith illumination , P. bcrnhardus 
spaced out on average 0 . 66 cm more than expected from each other , 
but in the absence of illumination they positioned themselves 
independently . No effec t of population density on spacing behaviour 
was discovered with or rrithout illumination. There ilaa a significant 
tendency for crabs to position themselves next to the perimeter of 
the tanle under all condi tions , but this w'as much more obvious during 
illumination than vIi thout it . There was no evidence of any inhe rent 
spacine rhythms in this species . 
8 . The relative importance of three shell variables in the 
selec tion of a shell by intertidal P . bernhnrdus vTas investigated 
by techniques of principal component analysis and multi ple reeression . 
Two shell species , Li ttorina li ttorea and Thais lapillus , were used 
and it 1 .. as found that for be th shell species , P. bernhardus chose II 
shell of suitable general dimensions rather than solely on the basis 
of shell \'Teight or volume or aperture \'lidth . In the case of 
T . lapillus , hovTever , they made. an additional discrimination between 
shells vThich have a high volume and aperture \ddth in relation to a 
lou 1'Te igh t . 
9 . The shell occupation of P . longicarpus and C. vi tta tus 1vaS 
studied at Beaufort , North Carolina . The ecological factors found 
to be important were the sizes of the crabs and the relative abundance 
of certain shell species . The lack of numbers of some shell species 
affected C. vittatus TIore than P. l ongicarpus . H01 .. ever , a substrate 
preference for mud over sand by P . longicarpus nay limit this species 
from obtaining a preferred species of shell ''I'hich naturally occurs 
on sand . 
10 . The behavioural factors important in shell occupation at Beaufort 
are the dinensions and struc ture of shell species . Both crab species 
are capable of discriminating betueen shell specieo structureo .?Ild 
I ~o 
different sizes of the same species of shell . Previous experience 
of a shell species did not affest these preferences . Previous 
experience of substrate \ .. as capable of 0.1 tering the preference of 
Dud over sand by P . longicarpus , houever . 
11 . The interspecific agonistic behaviour of P . lone~carpUs and 
C. vita tus 1vas investigated. Ho shell sl1aps "Jere observed under 
any eondi tions but P . longiearpus made more aa;;Tessive displays than 
C. vi ttatus . No difference lias observed in the number of fear 
displays beh-Teen the hlO species . 
12. ' The intraspecific agonistic behaviour 0 C. vittatus uas studied . 
Large ih v i tta tus uere mor e a.g6Tessi ve and sholved fOHer fear reaetion!J 
than smaller onen in all condi tions tested . The decree of dooinance 
of larB'e over sIlall Q. vi tta tus ';Tao r.lUch noro narkod and nore 
predictable 1'1hen the sr..nller crab occupied a Polinices rather than a 
Littorina shell , the large crab occupyinG a Littorina ohell in both 
condi tions . C. vi tta tus reae tEl nore to tho :::ha..o than the size 
di ensions of a Polinices shell . 
13 . Tl.e spacirl0 behaviour of P . lon'''icarpus and Q !. vi t~a. tun 110.0 
studied at different densitieo uitl and uitho t the nrone ce of the 
other specieo . P . 10 indeT)Cllden tly , uhereao 
C. vittatus \las ar;, e,;ated under a 1 conditiono . r':he 0 . t' al 
diotribution of ~Yi.tt<lt~ \Tas unaf ected bJ P . lOl~~ic~, but 
P . l onD"icar u2 tended to l:ecp to the mid<ile rather then the edGes 
of the tanle uhen in the pr esence of ~ }'~:.:htta tus . Tho averaGc 
nearest neiGhbour distances of .f.:...1.0n.r;i:.car11.~ (;0 ~...!.-v,;.ttntl.!f!. 1Tcrc 
concistontl:y hi.j1cr t'l['n Jchose of S2.. vittp.tuc to P . lo·v"icm~:.'?.u8 . 
~ __ 'I[:h.t i~a_tus is thereforo dO!:linan t ovo .: P . lo~:J:c.~D2.us and cnn thus 
obto.:i.J.1. preferred habitats .Then in corupction ui t."- p . ):0 '!..:i~~rU'Lc . 
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